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For this month’s issue, I had the 
pleasure of catching up with 
Gwyneth Paltrow for our cover 
story. Gwyneth has been one of my 
favourite interview subjects over 
the years, as I am always fascinated 
by her evolution. On this occasion, 
I found her positively brimming 
with passion and entrepreneurial 
energy for her business Goop,  

as she navigates the brave new world of online retail.
“The creation of our own label, which will start in 

skincare and grow into apparel, is incredibly exciting  
for me,” she said. “To be able to sit and make something 
for a year and then to have it arrive on your desk and be 
able to see it and feel it and touch it and use it is kind of 
inexplicably amazing.” On the subject of her divorce, she 
was sanguine and open. “As time goes on, it really does 
get much easier, but there were times when it was really 

hard for us,” she told me. “But when we said we’re going 
to put the children first, we meant we are going to put  
the children first.” I must say, she is compelling. 

This is also our body issue, and we get the low-down 
on Gwyneth’s long, lean and strong exercise regime from 
LA trainer Lauren Roxburgh (page 142), beauty director 
Annabel Meggeson pens a stirringly honest and 
empowering essay about body confidence (page 136), 
while US writer Molly Guy delves into her tumultuous 
quest for self love in her visceral memoir (page 89).

And on the fashion front, we offer up a plethora of 
style suggestions to help you revel in your body shape; 
conquer ‘cold-shoulder’ dressing (so modern, so 
flattering); and rock that ol’ wedding dress code. 
Summer is on its way!

FEELING 
SUNSHINE READY

THIS MONTH I HAVE BEEN:
BOOKING tickets for the next Big House production Knife Edge (thebighouse.uk.com);  

READING Molly Gunn’s brilliant The Mother Book (shop.selfishmother.com/products/the-mother-book); 
SAVOURING my new Paperless Post x Liberty stationery; TWEETING @SarahRedMag

Editor-in-chief  SARAH BAILEY 

FROM LEFT: J Crew 
president Jenna Lyons 
(page 72); cover star 
Gwyneth (page 58)

FROM TOP: Dress 
codes for summer 
weddings (page 45); 
Jessica Ennis-Hill 
(page 82)
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Katie Roiphe
is guest speaker on page 56
BEST THINGS IN LIFE

 Reading Harry Potter with 
my kids  My fiancé’s jokes 
in bad times  Palm trees 
WHAT I’M PACKING IN MY 
SUMMER SUITCASE
A dress designed by my 
friend Osman for my 
wedding in Jamaica.

Florence Knight
shares her summer recipes on 
page 174
BEST THINGS IN LIFE

 Meals with my husband 
and baby  Pancakes with 
lemon and brown sugar 
I’M PACKING IN MY 
SUMMER SUITCASE
My favourite K Jacques  
‘St Tropez’ sandals.

Molly Guy
writes about her 
relationship with her 
post-baby body on  
page 89
BEST THINGS IN LIFE

 Drinking iced coffee  
on my patio  Maldon  
Sea Salt  My daughters, 
Sunny and Coco  

 Varanasi in India  
 My vintage Chloé dress

WHAT I’M PACKING IN 
MY SUMMER SUITCASE
With two kids under five  
I’ll be lucky to squeeze in  
a bikini among the nappies!

CONTRIBUTORS
June 2016

Daniel Seung Lee
photographs Jenna Lyons 
on page 72
BEST THINGS IN LIFE

 My late mother’s 
uncontrollable laugh  

 Listening to ghost stories  
 Summers in New York 

parks with friends and rosé 
 Therapy  Escaping  

for a relaxing week in  
the Caribbean 
WHAT I’M PACKING IN 
MY SUMMER SUITCASE
My camera, my favourite 
Dior sunglasses, my entire 
life (I never pack lightly).
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SAY IT 
TWEET IT
WRITE IT

If you have any news, views or  
issues you’d like to see covered,  

we’d love to hear from you

WRITE TO:  
Red, 33 Broadwick Street,  
London W1F 0DQ  
Email: red@redmagazine.co.uk 
Tweet us: @RedMagDaily
Comment: Redonline.co.uk  
Like us: Facebook.com/
RedMagazine

R E D ’ S  AWA R D S 
BEST PRACTICAL GUIDE  
TO FRAGRANCE (Kim Parker) 
Jasmine Awards 2016 MARKS & 
SPENCER FOOD PORTRAITURE 
AWARD 2015 (Jonathan 
Gregson) Pink Lady Food 
Photographer of the Year Awards 
2015 JASMINE SOUNDBITE: 
MAGAZINES (Annabel 
Meggeson) Jasmine Awards 2015 
BEST MONTHLY CONSUMER 
MAGAZINE JOURNALIST & 
JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR 
(Annabel Meggeson)  
Johnson & Johnson Skincare  
Journalism Awards 2014 BEST 
JOURNALISM: BEAUTY 
(Annabel Meggeson and Rosie 
Green) & BEST LAYOUT: 
BEAUTY (Annabel Meggeson  
and Haley Austin) P&G Beauty  
& Grooming Awards 2013  
BEST DIGITAL FRAGRANCE 
EXPERIENCE (Annabel 
Meggeson) The Jasmine Awards 
2012 CONSUMER MAGAZINE 
OF THE YEAR PPA Awards 2011 

R E D  LOV E
For our April issue, Jody Day  
wrote about learning to be happy  
as a woman without children in I’m 
finally happy not to be a mother and 
many of you got in touch to express 
how deeply her words moved you.

Beck Bolger emailed: “I was 
searching for ways to come to  
terms with my infertility when  
I discovered Gateway Women  
who understood and helped me...  
I’m not yet ‘happy’ not to be  
a mother but I’m on the right  
road. Reading this article is  
a reassurance that I’ll be okay.”

In one of many cheerleading 
tweets, @carolinecroezen said:  

“@gatewaywomen just finished your 
article in @RedMagDaily – you are 
inspiring. Overwhelmed by your 
strength. Wish you all the best x.”

B E I N G  A  T E E N AG E  G I R L
Similar admiration poured in for  
our piece highlighting the challenges 
facing teenage girls today in What  
it feels like for a girl (April). 

“I’ve posted this fantastic article 
to my 11-year-old niece,” Katie 
Barker wrote via email.

“She is struggling with all the 
same issues our generation did,  
but with the added pressures of 
social media. My daughter is four 
and I’m already worrying about  
her growing up in this modern 
world, so thank you.”
@JoeyMizzle Parents of teenage 
girls: Superb teen agony aunt 
discussion article in April’s  
@RedMagDaily. Insight, advice, 
and useful websites. Saved.

@3childrenandit “I echo  
@caitlinmoran’s letter  
to teenage girls in  
@RedMagDaily. Just 
what I would say to mine 
(if she would listen).”
@SharynRD360 “Best 
part of the month – my 

@RedMagDaily April has arrived! 
Hysterical laughter at another 
excellent @RosieGreenBQ piece.”

O N  I N S TAG R A M
Many of you shared snapshots of 
your Red moments: 
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Our mail of the month wins an Elizabeth Arden goodie bag, worth £100. 
With Nourishing Lip Balm, Skin Protectant, Nighttime Miracle Moisturizer and 
All-Over Miracle Oil, all from the Eight Hour range, top-to-toe glow has never  
been easier. This month’s prize goes to Katie Barker, mentioned above.

More stylish snaps 
showing how, and 
where, you enjoy 
reading Red (from 
left @jennistable,  
@tashmckenzie and  
@nadyaarslan)y her 

YOUR SAY

The teenage years 
can be a real  battle. 
But with a bit of help, 
 it can be won!
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For more of the best 
sunglasses, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

Style
Edited by OONAGH BRENNAN

ROSY
GLOW

Want to inject some retro 
glamour into your summer 
look? Get yourself a pair of  
pink sunnies. From bright 
raspberry (perfect with dark 
denim, leather and floral  
prints) to cool calamine (chic 
with pastel tailoring and sporty 
separates), it’s the fastest way  
to give your wardrobe (and your 
outlook) a rose-tinted glow. 

Acetate sunglasses, 
£220, Karen Walker

 
Acetate 

sunglasses,  
£274, Miu Miu  

at Sunglass Hut

Swarovski crystal 
and acetate 

sunglasses, £340, 
Fendi at Net-A-Porter

Metal sunglasses, 
£270, Dior at 

Sunglasses Shop
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STYLE
YOUR SHAPE

RATHER THAN LOOKING 
FOR ‘FIGURE FIXERS’, SHOP 

FOR THE PIECES THAT 
WILL SHOWCASE YOUR 
BODY IN ALL ITS GLORY

W E E K E N D  E D I T

CURVY
YOUR SHOPPING LIST:  

Off-the-shoulder tops, paper-bag-
waist trousers (cinched in 

at the waist, fuller on the leg), 
circle skirts, wide belts and  

low V-necklines

I N V E S T M E N T  P I E C E
A statement circle skirt 
Satin, £1,230, 
Lanvin at Browns

Dr
ew

 Ba
rr

ym
or

e

Eva
 M

en
de

s
L’Oréal Paris 

Color Riche 
L’Huile Nail 

Polish in Rouge 
Sauvage, £4.99

Style tip 
Get your proportions 
right. A full skirt calls  
for a fitted top and  
vice versa. Use belts  
to highlight your waist,  
and off-the-shoulder 
necklines and 
asymmetric hemlines to 
break up your silhouette 
and reveal some skin
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Rose-gold 

vermeil plated 
sterling silver 
earrings, £250, 

Dinny Hall

Polyester dress, 
£89, Finery.  Suede 

belt, £59, Hobbs

Leather shoes, 
£68, Office 

Leather shoes, 
£440, Jil Sander  
at Net-A-Porter

Suede jacket, 
£399, Gestuz

Leather 
bag, £125, 

Banana 
Republic »

Polyester trousers, 
£125, Karen Millen

Wood and 
resin bangle, 
£19.50, Boden

Metal and resin 
necklace, £48, 
Anthropologie

Acetate sunglasses, 
£65, Boucheron

Silk 
blouse,  

£150, 
Leon Max

Leather bag, 
£1,340, Marni

Poly-mix shoes, 
£29.99, Zara



ALEX  FULTON  S / S  1 6
R O K S ANDA S

/S
 1

6

BOYISH
YOUR SHOPPING LIST: 

Ruffle and frill-trimmed blouses, 
mid-length skirts, high-waisted 

trousers and mutton sleeves

Style tip 
Use your clothes 
to create shape. 
Fit-and-flare tops 
with high-cut 
jeans, blouson 
sleeves, ruffled 
panels and  
skirts that hit 
mid-calf will add 
curves in all the 
right places

I N V E S T M E N T  P I E C E
A mutton-sleeve top 
Cotton and silk, £600,  
Isa Arfen at Selfridges

Nails Inc 
Sweet 

Almond 
Powered by 
Matcha Nail 

Varnish, 
£14 at 

Net-A-
Porter

Al
ex

a 
Ch

un
g
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STYLE Gold-plated sterling 
silver necklace,  
£67.50, Anna Lou  

of London

Acetate sunglasses, 
£235, Salvatore Ferragamo

Straw hat,  
£175, Rag & Bone »

Viscose shirt, 
£18, TU at 
Sainsbury’s

Leather bag, 
£232, TL-180

Cotton 
dress, £49, 
Warehouse

Stainless 
steel 

watch, 
£970, Rado 

at Ernest 
Jones

Denim 
skirt, 

£39.99, 
H&M

Leather bag, 
£395, Holly Fulton

Leather 
shoes,  
£576, 

Laurence 
Dacade

Lace top,  
£180, Self-Portrait 

at Selfridges

Leather 
boots, £310, 
Tara Jarmon

Denim 
jeans, 
£45, 

Topshop





STELLA  McC A RT N E Y  S / S  16

R A L P H  L A U R E N S/S
 16

PREGNANT
YOUR SHOPPING LIST: 

Breezy boho maxi dresses, 
smock dresses, A-line tops, 

all-rounder jeans and easy sliders

TALL
YOUR SHOPPING LIST: 

Long-line boyfriend 
blazers, extra-long 
tailored trousers,  

bias-cut maxi dresses  
and tops with extra-long 

fluted cuffs

Style tip 
Wear maxi dresses  
or extra-long tailored 
trousers that puddle 
over trainers or flats

I N V E S T M E N T  P I E C E
Long, wide-leg trousers
Wool-blend, £445, 
Victoria Beckham Denim 
at Selfridges

I N V E S T M E N T 
P I E C E
A floaty maxi dress
Polyester, £345, 
Claudie Pierlot

Style tip 
Invest in a good 
pair of maternity 
jeans – it’s all about 
distressed skinny 
styles this summer. 
Find a pair with  
an expanding  
belly band

Chanel Le Vernis 
Nail Colour in 
Mythique, £18

Acetate 
sunglasses, 

£425, 
Pomellato

Gold-plated 
sterling silver 

earrings,  
£30, Mirabelle

Ka
rlie

 K
lo

ss
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STYLE

Acetate 
sunglasses, 
£130, Pinko

Leather trainers,  
£345, Gucci at Browns

Viscose top, 
£39.99, Zara

Silk 
dress, 
£475, 
Max 
Mara

Leather 
bag,  
£250, 
Marc 

Jacobs at 
Harvey 
Nichols

Polyester blazer, 
£69.99, Zara

Brass, glass and acrylic 
stone earrings,  

£78, J Crew

Silk-blend 
dress, £380, 

Hilfiger 
Collection

Denim jeans,  
£49, Seraphine

Cotton-mix  
and wood shoes,  

£98, Dr Scholl’s  
x J Crew

Leather and wood  
shoes, £250, Isabel Marant  

at Harvey Nichols »





PETITE
YOUR SHOPPING LIST: 

Short dresses, A-line 
skirts, fitted jackets, 

ankle-cropped trousers 
and short tops

Style tip
Choose neat shapes 
that won’t swamp your 
petite frame. A jacket 
that nips in at the waist, 
trousers that flash some 
ankle and short dresses 
with a seam that sits 
higher than your natural 
waistline will all give  
the illusion of length 

I N V E S T M E N T  P I E C E
A fitted military- 
style jacket
Viscose-mix, £1,223, 
Zimmermann

M
iro

sl
ava

 D
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a
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ie 
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Suede boots,  
£555, JW Anderson  

at Browns

Silk dress,  
£290, Sandro  

at Harrods

Rhodolite, blue topaz  
and lolite rings,  

£125 each, Davina Combe  
at Otiumberg

Silk scarf,  
£85, Rockins at 

matchesfashion.com Zircon gold-
plated earrings, 

£33, Maria 
Francesca Pepe 
at Otiumberg Cotton top,  

£169, Pinko 
at Harrods

Gold necklace, 
£59.99, H Samuel

Acetate sunglasses, 
£190, Karen Walker

Leather bag,  
£550, J&M Davidson

Leather shoes, 
£205, Repetto

Denim jeans, 
£231, Mother 

Denim

Suede shoes,  
£180, Kurt Geiger

Leather skirt,  
£170, Club Monaco

Viscose-mix top,  
£18, Abercrombie  

& Fitch

Cotton top, 
£19.99, Mango

Leather bag, 
£360, Jerome 

Dreyfuss











(v

(

v

Straw hat, £15, 
Accessorize

GUEST WORE...
MATCH YOUR WEDDING OUTFIT TO THE MOOD  

– AND STYLE – OF THE DAY

AND THE

WHO: Fashion blogger 
Alexandra Stedman and 
Chris O’Donnell
WHERE: A field in  
Banstead, Surrey
THE BRIDE WORE:  
Delphine Manivet
DRESS CODE: Boho luxe

THE RUSTIC 
COUNTRY 

AFFAIR

Silk dress, 
£1,295, 

Vilshenko

Gold 
earrings,  
from £85 

each, Branch 
On The Park

Velvet shoes, 
£425, Bally

W E D D I N G S

WHO: Photographer Rekha 
Kannan and Robin Damhar 
WHERE: Under a traditional 
Hindu wooden mandap  
in Hertfordshire
THE BRIDE WORE:  
A traditional red sari for the 
ceremony and a raw silk orange 
and red lengha at the reception
DRESS CODE: Pattern  
and opulence

THE INDIAN 
WEDDING

Rekha (centre) wore 
vibrant orange for 
the evening

Use natural 
blooms 

Try statement  
prints
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Silk and wire garland, £15, 
Stephanieeverafter at 

Notonthehighstreet.com

Gold ring, 
£315, 

Pandora Embroidered 
silk-mix 

dress, £894, 
Zimmermann

Rubber 
wellies, 

£95, 
Hunter

Leather 
bag, £475, 

Jérôme 
Dreyfuss

Flower headband, £32,  
The Artisan Dried Flower Co

Perspex 
bag, £1,340, 

Edie  
Parker

Kraft bunting,  
£7, Paperchase

Kraft cards, £5, 
Paperchase

Glass jar,  
£1, Do Me  
A Favour

Sterling silver and 
silk earrings, £120, 

Marte Frisnes

Metal 
table 
lamp, 
£59, 

Marks & 
Spencer

Brass 
bangle, 

£185, 
Liberty

Viscose- and silk-mix 
shirt, £129, Boden Icons

Viscose- 
and silk-mix 

trousers, 
£129,  

Boden Icons

Lace top, 
£39.99, Zara

Cotton poplin 
skirt, £485, Stella 
Jean at Fenwick

Leather shoes, £438, 
Chrissie Morris

Fornasetti 
candle, £352, 
Farfetch.com

Synthetic 
shoes, £25, 
Very.co.uk

Metal 
earrings, 
£10, Next

Leather 
bag, £620, 
Miu Miu at 

Net- A- 
Porter

Gold-plated 
cuff, £85, 

Stella & Dot »

( v



Polyester skirt, 
£250, LK Bennett

(

v

(

v

(
v

WHO: Fashion stylist Emma Bigger 
and Simon Crick
WHERE: Chateau De Lartigolle,  
south-west France
THE BRIDE WORE: Alessandra Rich 
DRESS CODE: Vintage chic

THE FRENCH 
CHATEAU BASH

Leather 
passport  
case, £70,  

Kate Spade

Perfect in pastel 

Bag a 
weekend 
wonder 

WHO: Model Heidi Rock  
and Jack Murray
WHERE: Islington Town Hall, 
north London
THE BRIDE WORE: Handmade, 
1960s-inspired mini dress
DRESS CODE: Retro classics

THE HIPSTER 
NUPTIALS

Stylish stationery For more wedding 
guest outfit ideas, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK
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Lace dress, 
£290, 

Sandro at 
Harrods

Rattan-trimmed 
clutch, £165, Kayu 

at Net-A-Porter

Glitter 
sandals, 

£35.99, Zara

OM-D 
Compact 
System 
camera, 
£649.95, 

Olympus at 
John Lewis

Acqua Di 
Parma 

Rosa 
Nobile 
Shower 

Gel, £34 at 
Harrods 

Silver and 
Swarovski 

earrings, £240, 
Dannijo at Liberty

Paper 
pom-pom,  
£5 each, The 
Wedding Of 
My Dreams

Cotton-
mix top, 
£363.50; 

cotton-mix 
skirt, £410, 
both Ginger  

& Smart
Crystal 
hair clip, 

£86, Glitzy 
Secrets

Printed 
postcards, 
£40 for a set  
of 10, Lanvin  

at Net-A- 
Porter

Brazilian 
amethyst and 

gold ring, £229, 
Gemporia

Leather bag, £650, 
Eddie Harrop

Leather shoes, £80, Dune

Polyester 
dress, £70, 
Studio 75 at 

House of 
Fraser

Resin bag, 
£330,  

Kate Spade

Paper 
confetti, £2,  
Ginger Ray

Leather 
shoes, 

£525, Paul 
Andrew

Cotton 
shirt, £90, 

Gant 
Diamond G

Gold-plated 
brass, Swarovski 

elements and 
feather earrings, 

£257, Bijoux De 
Famille at My Lux 

Boutique
Leather 

shoes, £110, 
Lands’ End

Card set, £15, 
Kate Spade

Cheeky Nail 
Paint in Peach 
Perfect, £7 

Acetate 
sunglasses, 

£170, Preen by 
Thornton 
Bregazzi

Gold 
watch, 
£225, 
Calvin 
Klein





by KIM PARKER, executive fashion  

and beauty director

“So, how do you pick the right watch?” 
This, a question posed by my best friend 
when I told her I’d be writing about the 

latest and greatest watch and jewellery finds for Red. It 
got me thinking. A watch is likely to be one of the biggest 
investments you’ll ever make (save a ‘forever’ handbag) 
so it’s worth investing in something you’ll cherish for 
years. Like the perfect partner, really. My advice? Go for 
quality. A fast fashion fix is great but unlikely to serve 
you for more than a couple of years, in style or durability. 
I’m also partial to cooler, practical-looking models over 
delicate styles – something about the latter just makes my 
wrists seem chunkier and less elegant than I’d like. The 
new Omega Seamaster Aqua Terra fits the bill perfectly – 
it’s practical but pretty and can handle anything modern 
life throws at it (it’s waterproof and its mechanisms are 
immune to magnetic clasps and smartphone parts). The 
mixed-metal version is especially gorgeous and works with 
any other jewellery – now and forever. Yep. It’s love. 
From £4,700, available from omegawatches.com

The beach is no place for chunky jewellery. But  
the right kind of adornments (just like a slick of 
waterproof mascara or tinted lip balm) can add edge 
to your look and take you from beach to bar with 
zero effort. Small and delicate pieces work best – 
try Otiumberg for tiny ear studs and hoops that will 
glint and shimmer in beachy hair; Astrid & Miyu 
for fine gold chains to layer and complement your 
bikini; and Marte Frisnes for stacks of bangles and 
tasselled bracelets worthy of an Ibizan beach party. 

BEACH BEAUTIES

Topaz earrings, £130, 
Davina Combe at 
otiumberg.com

Gold earrings, £49,  
By Philippe at 

otiumberg.com

Gold-plated 
bracelet, £116, 
Marte Frisnes

Gold-plated 
bangle, £158, 
Marte Frisnes

FINDING ‘THE ONE’

“I’m not a tidy worker,” says goldsmith  
Julia Cook, founder of our latest brand 
crush Branch On The Park. And, indeed, 
the workbench in her treasure trove of  
a boutique in east London is littered with 
crystals, beads, pearls and tools. “I put my 
heart and soul into everything I make and  
I think it shows,” she says of her nature-
inspired rings, pendants and mix-and-
match earrings. We certainly agree. 
Available from branchonthepark.co.uk

NAME TO KNOW Gold-plated 
pendants,  
from £65

Rose gold-
plated necklace, 
£84, Astrid & Miyu

JEWELLERY NEWS

Gold and grey 
diamond  

earring, £120
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For more of Kim’s latest 
must-have finds, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK







EMILY JOHNSTON, 36, FOUNDER 
OF STYLE BLOG FASHIONFOIE 
GRAS.COM, ON HER LOVE OF 
LAYERING AND FEELING ON 
TREND WHEN YOU’RE 6FT 2IN

MY LOOK My style is part polished, 
part preppy. I’m always 
running around for work, 
so I need to be ready 
for any eventuality – 
and weather. Layering 
is my secret to 
always feeling 
put-together, even  

in summer. I’ll wear fine 
knits with a light jacket  

to flatter my curvy frame. 

TOP BUYS I like my clothes to  
be versatile so I’m buying a ‘cold 
shoulder’ dress – the cut-outs are  

so flattering. I’ll wear  
it with statement 

earrings or a great chunky belt.  
I’ll also be buying some wide-leg 
trousers in a luxe print; my 6ft 2in 
body is thanking its lucky stars they 
are still bang on trend. I pair them 
with a crop top, or a fitted cardigan 
if the temperature drops. 

STYLE TIP Size is just a number and 
trends are just suggestions of what to 
wear. If you know something works 
with your body and you feel a million 
bucks wearing it, then you’re wearing 
the best trend of all – confidence. 

SUMMER HANGOUT I’ll  
be reading Becoming by 
Cindy Crawford, and 
strolling down Brick 
Lane, listening to  
Led Zeppelin. There’s 
something magical 
about east London  
on the weekend. »

THE CITY SLICKER

TWO OF OUR FAVOURITE FASHION INSIDERS 
REVEAL WHAT KEEPS THEM LOOKING CHIC  

WHEN THE TEMPERATURE RISES

SUMMER
STYLE

SECRETS
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Zinc, glass 
and epoxy 

earrings, £48, 
J Crew

Leather 
jacket, 
£543, 

Marina 
Rinaldi

Cotton-
mix jacket, 
£250, Zadig 
& Voltaire

Gold-plated 
vermeil 

sterling silver 
necklace, 

£175, Monica 
Vinader

Cotton 
skirt, 
£155, 

Filippa K  
at Fenwick

Silk 
trousers, 

£273,  
Diane von 

FurstenbergLeather bag, 
£210, Rebecca 

Minkoff

Acetate 
sunglasses, 
£150, Preen 
by Thornton 

Bregazzi

Denim 
skirt, £14, 
Matalan

Silk top, 
£150, 

Whistles

Becoming  
by Cindy 
Crawford 

(Rizzoli, £35)
Leather sandals, 

£65, Dune

Leather bag charm, 
£175, Anya Hindmarch

Cotton 
top, £29, 

Urban 
Outfitters

White gold (left)  
and gold necklaces, 
£295 each, Dinny Hall

Leather 
trainers, 

£221, Pinko

Polyester-
mix 

trousers, 
£219, Marina 

Rinaldi

Silk dress, 
£198,  

J Crew

Leather  
and resin 

headphones, 
£200, Frends at 
Net-A-Porter

Le Labo 
Santal 33 

EDP, £165  
for 100ml 
at Liberty



➍

➊
➋

➌

PIPPA HOLT, 41, FASHION 
STYLIST AND DESIGNER, TALKS 

BREEZY KAFTANS, POPS OF 
COLOUR AND HOLIDAY 
DRESSING ON-THE-GO 

MY LOOK I like to feel 
relaxed and, as a mother  
of three children under five,  

I need practical clothes that 
can move with me. For 
holidays, I love Havaianas 

flip-flops, worn with one of my 
own pack-and-go kaftans. In the 
city, I like loose jeans and a great 
shirt. At the moment my favourite is 
a silk number from pyjama-inspired 
label For Restless Sleepers.

TOP BUYS Joseph Altuzarra’s new 
tie-dye dress is my perfect summer 
dress, because it’s so versatile, plus 
I’m a mad fan of tie-dye. In London 
I’ll wear it with a low heel, and for 
the beach I’ll opt for bare feet and  

a beach basket. I have  
a whole collection of raffia 
baskets picked up from  
markets in Morocco, Seville  
and Puglia, and I love using 
them as summer handbags. 

STYLE TIP Mix old favourites 
with new finds. I have a 
‘summer box’ of things I’ve 
collected over the years, like 
a blue Jill Stuart dress and 
an orange Isa Arfen skirt, 
and I’ll wear them with new 
pieces. This season I’m 
adding a silver Isabel 
Marant skirt into the mix. 

SUMMER HANGOUT I’m always  
on the hunt for new child-friendly 
hotels, like the Borgo Egnazia in 
Puglia (borgoegnazia.com). Our 
kids love the pool 
and the breakfasts 
are wonderful. 

THE BEACH LOVER

To see our edit of the 
best swimwear, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

“Who really needs a watch any more?” one might ask, now we’re 
surrounded by pinging computers and bleeping smartphones, forever 
reminding us how late/stressed/time-poor we all are. Well, this season 
watchmakers are tempting us back with some serious eye candy – 
bolder styles, brighter colours and more embellished than we’ve seen in 
ages. Top of our lust list are Gucci’s beautiful Le Marché des Merveilles 
collection (£650 each; 4); Scottish designer Fiona Kruger’s Mexican-
inspired ‘Celebration Skull’ watch (price on request; 1); Calvin Klein’s 
fun neon band (£130; 2) and Dior’s juicy-hued Le Mini D de Dior style 
(£2,900; 3). They lift your outfit like a piece of amazing jewellery, bring 
you joy when you steal a glance and look gorgeous on a sun-kissed arm. 
Who can say the same about an iPhone? Kim Parker 

Now watch this
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STYLE

Cotton 
dress, 

£369, Maje

Shell and  
gold necklace, 

£370, Aurélie 
Bidermann  

Fine Jewellery 
at matches 

fashion.com

Leather sandals, £395, 
Chloé at matchesfashion.com

Acetate sunglasses, £285, 
Céline at Harvey Nichols

Sisley Black Rose 
Precious Face 

Oil, £136

Straw and wool 
hat, £38, Catarzi 

at ASOS

Blueback:  
A Fable For  
All Ages by 
Tim Winton 
(at Amazon)

Polyester 
dress, £1,610, 
Altuzarra at 
MyTheresa

Silk-twill 
shirt, £320, 
For Restless 
Sleepers at 

Net-A-Porter

Leather bag, 
£470, Saint 
Laurent at 

Net-A-Porter

Crepe bikini, 
£230, Marysia 

at Net-A-Porter

Leather and 
metal belt, 

£20, Topshop

Stretch 
polyester 

swimsuit, £275, 
Zimmermann  

at Farfetch

Cotton 
kaftans,  

from £550, 
Pippa Holt

Rope and leather sandals, 
£42, Topshop





  The age of 
fauxsterity
It’s austerity – but not quite... The Green household is 
in the grip of a pious frugality, undercut by extravagant 
spending on the side. And it’s not adding up

ESCAPEE APPLES ARE ROLLING OVER THE 
COUNTER, très expensive blueberries have plummeted 
to the shop floor and I am frantically cramming my 
precious handbag with eggs, cheese and contraband  
salty snacks. “Sure you wouldn’t like a bag?” says the 
exasperated spotty youth behind the till. “Nope,” I smile 
brightly as I doggedly ram in the last Braeburn. 

My sense of triumph is short-lived. Within seconds  
I have the sweaty realisation that I must now unpack the 
aforementioned grocery items in order to retrieve my 
purse, which is at the bottom under a deluge of 
untethered Babybels. “Trying to save the 
planet,” I announce unconvincingly to the 
restless crowd behind me. The youth eye- 
rolls. The queue tuts. They know, really, 
that I’m trying to save 5p. Five sodding 
pence. If plastic bags really are worth 5p 
then I’ve got enough to buy the Kohinoor 
diamond stuffed under my sink. Humph. 

Welcome to fauxsterity. I blame the 
perfect storm of the yawnsome recession 
(still feeling it, George) and Blair-years 
levels of expectation (Elle Deco-esque 
homes, champagne with everything). 
Now I watch the pennies like a hawk, 
but intermittently splash (multiple) 
pounds on something I’ve qualified  
in my head as ‘really important’. 

I’ve got the whole Green household  
on board: I’ve been making AM ‘dilute’ 
his Dorset Cereals with porridge oats 
(he’s always forlornly picking through  
for sultanas) and ‘encouraging’ the kids  
to create home-made birthday cards  
– ostensibly to show generous time input, but 
really to save five quid. As for me, I’ll go off grid and 
spend endless amounts of time trying to connect to the 
café/train/next door’s Wi-Fi because I refuse to pay those 
robdog phone companies for another £1.99 ‘data bundle’.

All this amounts to a tenner net gain a week – which  
I could save in one hit by not buying the ‘artisan loaf’ and 
cardamom-spiced soup from our local deli on Saturdays. 

In the spirit of fauxsterity, I have a go at a car boot.  
It goes like this. Spend excessive hours in the loft. Get  
up at sparrow’s fart. Sell 25% of wares by 7.05am to the 
circling pros (mostly AM’s sports books). Sell nothing 
else. For five hours. Return home. AM asks as to the 
whereabouts of his beloved bios. Argument ensues. 

Next I decide I’ll cover the cost of new Plummett paint 
(£67.50 for five litres!) with some Ebay sales. I’ve always 
hated the sofa, so my friend G sells it for me. She gives 

me the £120 in cash, which exits my purse faster than 
Jen An on encountering Brangelina. AM then 

comes home and enquires as to the absence  
of our furniture. I proudly tell him I have 
sold the sofa and I will buy a new one with 
the money earned. “Which is?” he asks.  
I mentally subtract the coffee/lunch/ 
Zara top/Hello magazine. “£36.90.”
I decide to switch from making real money 

to saving theoretical money. Working out what 
I could have spent on something, then feeling 

smugly virtuous when I don’t. Last week we took 
sandwiches on our zoo outing (£30 right 

there!). However, when we get to the 
eating area (plastic benches/pigeon 
droppings/genital graffiti), it’s starting to 
drizzle and the kids can’t even unwrap 
the clingfilm without losing a digit to 

frostbite. So we go into the café. We buy 
lattes for the grown-ups, which we wave 
around to show legitimate occupancy  
of our plastic seats. AM surreptitiously 
hands out the sandwiches under the 
table. To take bites we employ all manner 

of distraction tactics (coughing fits, 
bending down to pick up non-existent object from floor…). 

The kids are eyeing up the passing sausage and chips 
enviously and I must confess to suddenly feeling a little 
despondent myself. AM senses my mood dip. He looks 
around furtively, then pushes a small round red thing 
towards me, concealed under a dog-
eared zoo map. He sits back and smiles 
enigmatically. Reader, it’s a Babybel. 

R O S I E  G R E E N

Read more  
from Rosie at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

“I’m making 
AM ‘dilute’ 

his DORSET 
Cereals with 

porridge 
OATS”
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that he had a “bitchy resting face” we wouldn’t even 
know what they meant. But for a woman, not smiling  
all the time, even when you are not aware of a camera 
aimed at you, is somehow a faux pas. 

Maybe it’s just that the whole focus of her being is not 
on appearing warm and inviting to strangers. There must 
be a mood short of overwhelmingly sunny that does not 
signify aggression? Surely one can be intelligent, clever, 
powerful, or, you know, thinking without being “bitchy”. 

Even my mother, an ardent feminist, told me, “It’s so 
much nicer when you smile in photographs.” But why 
should a woman’s expression always have to project the 
idea that she’s about to bake chocolate-chip cookies? 
Why does she need to look like you just told her the 
funniest joke ever, even if you have in fact said nothing?

This is part of the general construct of female 
likeability; you are required to be nice, warm, friendly, 
encouraging as a default position in relation to the world. 

Anything less is immediately 
aggressive, off-putting. This  
is connected somehow to 
excessive apologising. I think  
of an intrepid war reporter  
I know who is constantly 
apologising for nothing: “I am 
sorry, you might have already 
said this but…” Like apologies,  
a smile is supposed to defuse 
competition, make other people 

feel as if you are unthreatening, benign.
I am not denying the allure of a smile. 

But to always smile is to be vapid. Another 
way to think of “bitchy resting face” might 

be “having a thought in your head”. 
Later, when the photographs are over, you 

can detect that I am trying to muster at least a faint 
smile, or a very slight upturn at least. But the effect,  
alas, is not the cheerleaderish radiance people are after. 

In a way, this is not surprising. The point about 
feminine likeability is that you are never quite likeable 
enough, you are required to smile more, apologise  
more, deflect and defer more. That’s why my advice  
is this: next time someone points a camera at you:  
glare, glower, contemplate –  
go on – brood away. 
The Violet Hour by Katie Roiphe 
(Virago, £16.99) is out 5th May

“OH MY GOD, WHAT CAN WE DO 
TO MAKE YOU SMILE?” says the 
skilled and saintly photographer who 
I am pushing to the outer edges of 
desperation. He is reshooting an 
author photo for my new book. The 

reason he is shooting it again is because I keep hearing 
from people that I look “mean” in photographs, “icy”, 
“intimidating”, “aloof”. In the first set of photos he took, 
my expression is, well, unsmiling.  

In fact, a recent magazine profile of me said: “She 
seems infinitely more vulnerable in real life than she 
does in photographs, from which she tends to glower 
from beneath her long blonde curls, looking a bit like  
the MGM lion, seconds before the roar.” So that’s how 
bad it is. Lion-before-the-roar bad.

Anyway, on this particular afternoon, I am sitting on  
a fuzzy white chair trying not to glower. I am trying, at 
least, to produce a small, near- 
smile. There is a glass of wine 
on the table. The dogs are curled 
up adorably. None of it helps. 

As the weird umbrella lights 
flash, I start thinking about why 
male authors don’t have to smile. 
When they are unsmiling in  
an author photograph, we don’t 
leap to the assumption that they 
are unfriendly or difficult or 
glowering; instead they are brooding, 
serious, soulful. They are, you know, 
apprehending the tragic dimensions of life; 
they are being themselves. 

After one of the US presidential debates, 
male pundits admonished Hillary Clinton for 
not smiling more. Presumably, so she would look 
less commanding, serious, powerful, so she would seem 
more friendly, approachable, cuddly; so that while she 
was contemplating Syrian refugees or terrorism or 
economic hardship or climate change, we would know 
that she was nice. A smile softens the edges, plays down 
fierceness or power or drive, but why would we want that 
in a potential world leader? It goes without saying that 
no-one is exhorting male candidates to smile. 

The nasty phrase “bitchy resting face” hurled at 
unsmiling female celebrities and public figures is itself 
suspect. Think of it this way: if someone said of a man 

Say cheese? No thanks
For author Katie Roiphe, refusing to smile is  

a small but important revolutionary act

K AT I E  R O I P H E

“The NASTY 
phrase ‘bitchy 

RESTING 
FACE’ is itself 

SUSPECT”
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YOU’RE UPGRADED
WITH A TRANSATLANTIC MOVE FOR GOOP, AND A ‘GENTLE 

DIVORCE’ UNDER HER BELT, GWYNETH PALTROW IS EMBARKING  
ON A NEW CHAPTER OF HER LIFE WITH HER TRADEMARK POISE

t’s January and Gwyneth Paltrow has just 
flown back to Los Angeles after a little 
sojourn at the Paris couture shows (if you 
follow this sort of thing, you may well have 
spotted her pushing a teetering luggage 
stack through LAX with boyfriend Brad 
Falchuk). “I’m tired, but I’m happy,” she 
says, and though today we are speaking on 
the phone after many in-person catch-ups 
over the years, her tone tells me it’s true.

Today she is speaking from Goop’s  
new Westside HQ. “I wish you could see it. It was  
a chicken coop built in the 1920s and it’s got old,  
exposed beams, very light with white walls, some 
exposed bricks and a nice, concrete floor,” she  
says, all proprietorial pride. “I’m looking out at  
my photo editor and one of my editorial girls  
and past them I can see my tech team, my food  
editor and someone who’s new, who’s just started  

Words SARAH BAILEY Photographs MAX ABADIAN Styling NICOLA ROSE

and I don’t even know who they are yet, which is  
just crazy. We are getting so big!”

Anyone who imagined that Paltrow’s reverse defection 
to the sunshine state might have been the cue to slack off, 
smell the lemon groves and do the odd choreographed 
school drop-off, while the gossip rags picked over the 
details of her marital arrangements, could not be more 
mistaken. The lady has been powering up, not down. 
Goop-wise, she has a new CEO Lisa Gersh, there’s  
a Goop Juice Beauty own-line of high-performance 
organic beauty (on which more in a moment), with 
own-brand apparel not far behind. And on the food front, 
there’s a new cookbook (officially the occasion of our 
catch-up today) winningly titled It’s All Easy, which is 
entirely in keeping with all of the above and promises  
to be a go-to for healthy family fare for those of us who 
are “completely strapped for time”. Well, amen to that.  

“It’s funny, I’m busier than I was in London. I think 
because the time difference [with the US] afforded me »  

  AT 40, MY LIFE 
       CHANGED SO MUCH.

I THINK EVERY WOMAN
around that time

        GETS THIS MASSIVE
SOFTWARE UPGRADE.

YOU’RE JUST DIFFERENT. 
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Not at all chilling  
out in LA, Paltrow’s 
expanding the  
Goop empire
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“I love denim.  
I’m a denim girl”
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  a lot of downtime at funny hours and I entertained all  
the time. Here it’s less. I think it’s also my kids’ ages, 
too. My daughter dances outside of school eight hours  
a week, so it’s a lot of shuttling back and forth; also 
taking Moses to karate and soccer and basketball. In 
London I used to take my time and plan out my meals. 
Now, it’s like, okay you’ve got half an hour, which is why 
I wrote this particular book. But I still entertain a lot on 
the weekends – a Sunday lunch, having people round, 
lots of kids. It’s nice because we can do it outside, too.”

 

uch as there are those (indeed sometimes 
it seems like an entire dedicated section  
of the media) permanently poised to  
cast Paltrow as the poster child for  
a particularly joyless and smug chapter  
of the clean-eating movement, I have 
always found her to be incredibly 

knowledgeable/positively sybaritic about contemporary 
food culture. As she proves herself today, waxing 
enthusiastically about the white-hot LA food scene,  
from the food-truck revolution (enlightening me on 
 Jon & Vinny’s Italian diners, “so delicious and 
incredible”); to her beloved farmers’ markets; to her 
latest downtown favourite, Otium “brand new, next  
to the contemporary museum that’s just opened called 
The Broad. It’s one of my favourite things 
to do, go to The Broad, then walk 50 
metres to the restaurant. The food is 
amazing, the atmosphere is great – it’s  
a good date spot”.

Poring over the new book, inspired as 
she tells it by her girlfriends who, like her, 
have kids and jobs, but still want to bring 
some goodness to the table of an evening, 
I predict her ‘cauliflower rice’ to be the 
breakout star. She herself remains 
sanguine, if not a little wry about such 
phenoms. “It’s funny having been in this 
world for a while now, the rules keep changing.  
They’ll tell you red meat’s bad, then it’s good; dairy’s 
bad, then it’s good. When I was writing this one there 
was a lot of talk about grains being less good for you 
than we’d thought.” Paltrow whizzes her cauliflower 
florets in a food processor, “so it looks and acts like  
rice”, and tosses it with chopped kimchi, kale and  
sesame oil. Paltrow has her own particular pash on  
the Almond orange overnight oats recipe (“before  
you go to bed, you mix up oats [with ingredients 
including almonds, coconut, orange juice and  
yoghurt], it takes two seconds, you leave it in the  
fridge and then in the morning you have this really 
hearty, yummy, tinged-with-orangey-flavoured oats”). 

But if she could condense the philosophy and intention 
of the book into one recipe it would be the roast chicken 

that she has adapted from her beloved Zuni Café in San 
Francisco: “It takes about 45 minutes to make this roast 
chicken smothered in herbs. You throw in garlic and 
squeeze a lemon and it’s so delicious and really clean.  
At the end you break up a baguette and throw it in and it 
makes these delicious croutons that get in with the sauce 
of the chicken... if you’re being super healthy you can 
obviously leave out the big, fresh breadcrumbs. Then 
serve it over a bed of tossed rocket. It’s really yum and 
that sums up the book: flavour and feasibility.”

That mission statement perfectly befits this most 
focused and entrepreneurial of modern Hollywood 
polymaths (tellingly, her current turn in the blockbusting 
Iron Man franchise nary features in our conversation). 
Having now modified her contribution to the clean-
eating movement by re-injecting pleasure, cosiness,  
and duh, real-life practicality; her place in the boutique 
wellness industry already established with her 
partnership in the Tracy Anderson gym mini-chain… 
For her next trick, we may well see Goop scale up to be 
one of the real contenders in the unfolding story of the 
‘see-now, buy-now’ retail revolution. For all Paltrow’s 
early forays into digital with Goop were unabashedly 
quirky, personal, organic and experimental (and sure,  
for some, maddeningly self-regarding and rarefied), 
Goop has always been utterly, authentically her. And  
the company move from London, along with the rest of 

her life, has proved to be a game-changer.
“Moving Goop to LA was a big moment 

for us because I was really concerned 
about how it was going to go, how it was 
going to work, the transition, the change, 
the team. I got very lucky in that I was 
able to assemble a team in America that 
are absolutely first rate. Everybody has  
a real passion about the company. It’s  
been an incredible journey. I can’t even 
begin to tell you. It has been so surprising 
and I’m so thrilled at the growth of it. 
We’re all having such a good time.  

We’re working really, really hard, but it’s really fun.”
Undoubtedly pivotal has been Paltrow’s 2014 hire  

of Lisa Gersh, the former executive of Martha Stewart 
Living Omnimedia, as Goop CEO. The mission: to 
evolve the site into a so-called contextual commerce 
brand. So far, so impressive, with a new burgeoning 
advertising revenue stream on the site, bricks and mortar 
pop-ups with the likes of Valentino under their belt, the 
Goop Juice Beauty product line realised with actual real, 
goddamn product now available to buy. “It’s incredible 
because they’re all so pigmented and rich and it’s all 
from fruits and vegetables. If you put some on your lips 
you would never know it’s organic make-up.” (In her 
purse right now? “Always the Liquid Lip and the 
mascara”.) “To be able to sit and make something for  
a year and then have it arrive on your desk and be able » 

“IT’S BEEN AN 
INCREDIBLE 
JOURNEY. I 
CAN’T EVEN 

BEGIN TO 
TELL YOU. IT 
HAS BEEN SO 
SURPRISING”
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to see it and feel it and touch it and use it is inexplicably 
amazing and really, really cool,” she adds with passion. 
And frankly I think I would be equally psyched.

How do she and Gersh (two textbook Alphas) get  
on? “I think we complement each other in that we have  
a great partnership. When we started, I was more siloed 
in creative and she in business, but the more we work 
together, the more we integrate. Obviously, I’m the chief 
creative officer, so I make any and all creative decisions, 
but we work together on a lot of the business.”

I CAN’T HELP BUT BE REMINDED OF THINGS 
VICTORIA BECKHAM HAS SAID OVER THE YEARS 
about time spent on the red carpet equalling the perfect 
training academy for observing how the fashion system 
works. And, indeed, it’s rather thrilling to watch the likes 
of VB and GP flipping that relationship, from apparently 
passive mannequins to leading their own fashion 
business narratives. Paltrow is keen to stress just how 
empowered she feels in this new context: “At the Chanel 
show in Paris, getting to spend a bit of time with Karl 
Lagerfeld and seeing that synergy – not that I’m 
comparing myself to him – between a creative person 
and how a business can support a vision, Chanel is  
the ultimate example. It’s incredible when someone 
understands the creative process and that it drives 
business. Lisa understands that, and in our own way at 
Goop that’s what we’re doing. She helps me realise it.”

Is there an aspiration for the forthcoming Goop fashion 
line to show at LA or New York fashion week? “Definitely 
not,” she is quick to retort. “The system fashion operates 
under now – with the big stores dictating delivery 
schedules – is going to fall apart. ‘Buy-now, wear-now,’ 
is very big and we want to sell the way that women want 
to shop. When it’s July and I’m buying a really thick 
cashmere sweater, that kind of takes the fun out of it. 
There’s a lot of white space in the market for a direct-to-
consumer line at a little higher price point. When you 
buy something really beautiful and luxurious, folded into 
the price are the stores, the huge marketing team and  
all of this other stuff that we don’t have, so we can give 
those savings to the customer. I think it’s really exciting. 
The plans are always changing, but that is the idea.”

hat a difference two years makes.  
The last time Red shot Paltrow for  
our pages, she was still resident  
in north London. I mention that  
I happened to walk past her old  
house this evening in Belsize Park.

“How does it look?” she asks. 
Exactly the same. Does she miss it? “Not in January, can 
I say that? My hardest time was always after the Christmas 
holiday until the February half term. You know what it’s 
like!” Fair comment, I say and she laughs. “There are  

a few major things that I miss – being an ex-pat, in  
that when you are in a city that is not the city you  
were born and raised in, you notice everything. I felt  
so awake and alive there and was in total awe of the 
architecture and the history. As an American, you  
never get used to the beauty.”

And it now seems the moment to discuss her former 
significant Great Brit Chris Martin and possibly the  
most grown-up divorce any of us have ever witnessed.  
I wonder what has she learned about the human heart  
in this very particular journey?

“I think that I’m very lucky that I have such a willing 
partner in agreeing with, and teaching me, as much as  
I taught him. And bringing to me, as much as I brought 
to him, ideas about how to do it in a really gentle way,  
so it would be really gentle for Chris and myself because 
we loved each other very much. We still do love each 
other and we have these two beautiful children together.” 
She makes me smile as she goes on to explain how in 
thinking through their famous ‘conscious uncoupling’ 
she doggedly quizzed those apparently happily divorced 
couples she observed engaging in such sane and 
wholesome activities as, say, eating dinner together with 
their kids, with maybe one new partner in tow; and how 
they would tell her that it had taken three years to get  
to this position of wisdom and civility. “And I thought,  
I wonder if there’s a way where we don’t have to do » 

“We still do love  
each other,” she  
says of Chris Martin
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that to our kids and we can just  
carry on having family dinners.

“Time is an important part in it as 
well,” she concedes. “We had broken 
up a year before we announced it, so 
we would have this time to work 
through everything,” she explains, 
which surprises me. “But it’s also 
almost about having to press the 
‘override’ button whenever you  
feel angry or jealous or whatever, 
broken-hearted. You have to press  
the button – I’m going back to the 
baseline of I love this person, he  
is the father of my children, he’s  
a wonderful man. I’m just going  
to put my shit aside for right now.
 
“IT REALLY HAS NOT BEEN EASY FOR 
ME AT TIMES, I’M SURE IT’S NOT 
BEEN EASY FOR HIM. But when we said 
we’re going to put the children first, we meant [it]. If  
you want to put your children first, then why are you 
slagging your husband off in front of them? So we really 
tried [and] that meant I’m gonna check my shit at the 
door, and I’m going to focus on all the reasons that  
I love you, that you’re like my brother and my family 
forever and we’ll deal with that stuff another time.  
It’s not always easy, but it’s just the way we wanted  
to try to do it,” she says. “I have to say it wasn’t the 
outcome we were hoping for, but it was our outcome  
and we’ve really done the best that we can.”

I tell Paltrow that I am reminded of a conversation  
we had about the search for happiness shortly after her 
40th birthday, when she had returned from a spiritual 
quest in Arizona. “At 40, my life changed so much.  
I think every woman around that time gets this massive 
software upgrade. You’re just different. You’re upgraded. 
For me there were just a bunch of changes I had to make 
to really be true to myself and really live my happiness. 
And you have to be brave and make the choice to do  
that, to truly accept yourself and love yourself and  
really forgive yourself for your mis-steps. So it’s  
been a long interesting road to get to the place  
where I feel content and that I really know and  
like myself. I wish they could teach girls to do this  
when they are 16 instead of 40, but that’s part of life.”

Sounds of bustle in the Goop offices. Our time is 
running out and from such philosophical ruminations, 
we quickfire our way through my remaining questions. 
On American election politics; Paltrow, who batted  
so enthusiastically for Barack Obama in the last two 
presidential races, admits that she has (at the time of  
this interview at least) yet to find her place of personal 
engagement. “The whole thing feels like theatre [right 
now]. I’ll pay more attention when it seems real.” On her 

LA personal style: “You know, it’s  
so funny. I remember coming and  

looking at schools and seeing mums in their  
Lululemon exercise pants and Uggs going to  
lunch. And I remember making a promise to  
myself that if I move to Los Angeles, I will get  
dressed every single day. I dress the same as  
when I’m in London.” When it comes to denim,  
like the incredibly cute playsuit she’s wearing  
on our cover, her taste ranges from Frame Denim  
to 3x1, Mother and MiH. “They are kind of my  
four favourites, I love denim, I’m a denim girl.” 

While she has the luxury of using Goop as her  
default online clothes store these days, she also  
has an old-school penchant for Hirshleifers, the  
New York State, family-run department store.  
“They’ve had it in the family for 100 years and  
they sell Saint Laurent and Chanel and cool, young, 
different brands. It’s just great, You’d love it.”

So what is next on the GP To Do list? “I’m just  
kids and Goop all the time. That’s my focus. Apple  
(her 11-year-old daughter) is starting a new school in 
September, so we have to finish up all the applications 
and she has dance competitions. And we have some 
pretty tough targets to reach at Goop this year. It’s  
scale, scale, scale, scale, so I am going to be working 
really hard to make sure we manage them.”

And if the queen of flavour and feasibility could  
reduce the joy of rediscovered LA life to its essence,  
like a good stock, say? “It’s near enough to the ocean  
that you sometimes get that saline smell. I was born  
here and lived here until I was 11 years old, so these  
are all the sights and smells of my childhood: the 
bougainvillea, the ivy, blue skies, old telephone poles  
and the sea. Those are my sights and smells.” 
It’s All Easy by Gwyneth Paltrow (with Thea  
Baumann) is out now (Grand Central, £20)

“I’M GOING 
BACK TO THE 
BASELINE OF 
I LOVE THIS 

PERSON”

CLOCKWISE, FROM FAR 
LEFT: With Goop CEO Lisa 
Gersh; Paris Fashion Week 
with Karl Lagerfeld; with ex, 
Chris Martin; with new 
boyfriend Brad Falchuk 
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Better than ever
When two fabulous fortysomethings told us their skin looked better than 

ever, we wanted their secrets. Here’s what they revealed...

S
ome things  
get better  
with age and,  
with the right 
skincare, your 

complexion can be one of 
them. We may worry  
about wrinkles, fret about 
pigmentation, but for many 
women after 40, they 
know the products that suit 
their needs and they tend 
to put more time aside in 
looking after themselves, 
so skin is 
clearer and 
smoother and 
more cared-for 
than ever.  
Take Caroline 
Greenwood of 
Beaconsfield, 
who felt  
turning 40 was 
“liberating. 
I’m far more 
comfortable in 
my skin these 
days”, she says. 

Glamorous-
looking 
Caroline is a full-time 
mother of three, who pours 
her energy and creativity 
into her kids. “They’re  
my absolute world and 
everything I do is for 
them,” she says. “It’s richly 
rewarding. My proudest 
moment was when me and 
my husband were watching 
our children playing in  
the sea while on holiday  
in Greece. I turned to  
him and said, ‘We’ve  
done alright, haven’t we?’” 

At 41, she’s just as 
passionate about her 
beauty routine. “I really 
take pride in looking after 
my skin. It feeds how good 
I feel on the inside, which 
is important for me and 
my family. And I would 
hate to sound arrogant,  
but I think my skin looks 
better now I’m in my 
forties than it ever has.” 

Caroline removes her 
make-up every night 

“without fail” 
and always 
cleanses and 
tones, followed 
by a serum and 
moisturiser. In 
the morning, 
she keeps up 
the cleanse-
tone-
moisturiser 
mantra and  
has been using 
the day cream 
from the 
L’Oréal 
Revitalift 

Laser Renew range. 
“There’s no way I’d switch 
from Laser Renew. I’ve got 
eight hours sleep in a jar. 
My skin feels plumper and 
smoother, like I’ve drunk 
two litres of water!”

It’s that firming and 
smoothing action that 
makes L’Oréal’s Laser 
Renew range such a hit 
with women over 35, who 
often notice their skin is 
losing something of that 
youthful bounce. In 

L’Oréal’s study of 136 
Laser Renew users, 82% 
agreed their skin looked 
better than 
ever. No 
wonder so 
many women 
stay loyal to 
Laser Renew. 

Indeed, 
Angelica 
Santoro from 
London says L’Oréal has 
been part of her life, “for 
as long as I can remember. 

I have fond memories  
of my grandmother using 
the creams and calling 

them 
‘magico’.” 
Angelica has 
carried on  
the family 
tradition:  
“My trick is 
 to cleanse, 
then apply  

a L’Oréal cream. I’ve  
been doing that for  
20 years!

I would hate  
to sound 

arrogant, but  
I think my 
skin looks 

better now I’m 
in my forties 

than it  
ever has

Wrinkles? Can 
you see any?

Caroline 
Greenwood, 
41; and, inset,  
at age  27 



About five months ago, 
she started choosing 
products from the Laser 
Renew range and is loving 
those, too. “I use the Laser 
Renew serum, day cream 
and eye cream. They’re 
brilliant and make my skin 
feel smoother and 
plumper, especially around 
the eyes.” With 
naturally oily 
skin, she also 
loves how the 
Revitalift 
Laser Renew 
range doesn’t 
make her 
complexion 
“too shiny”.

Does 
Angelica think 
she looks 
better than 
ever, now that 
she’s using 
Laser Renew?  “Well, can 
you see any wrinkles?  
I am absolutely more 
confident now, in myself 
and my apperance. I have 
more experience nowadays 
and when you are 20, 
everyone seems more 
beautiful than you. But 
then you realise the older 
you get, the younger you 
can look.” Angelica’s zest 
for life shines through in 
her skin: “Taking care of 
my skin has always been  

a priority; I feel more  
vital when I take care  
of myself.”

If you’re in a skincare 
rut, L’Oréal Paris 
Revitalift Laser Renew 
provides an advanced, 
proven skin-rejuvenating 
solution that feels 
gorgeous, as well as 

bringing 
visible results. 
As our 
fabulous 
forty-
somethings 
will attest,  
the texture  
is luxurious, 
but light,  
and skin feels 
juicy and 
plump almost 
instantly.  
Full of active 
ingredients, it 

packs enough punch used 
alone, but if you prefer a 
little more potency in your 
regime, try combining it 
with the Laser Renew 
serum. And for a seriously 
noticeable glow, cleanse 
your skin thoroughly  
but gently, apply a toner, 
then massage in a couple 
of generous daubs of the 
serum, cream or both.  
You know what, you may 
even find you’ve never 
looked better!

REVITALIFT; WHAT’S SPECIAL
L’Oréal Revitalift Laser Renew Day Cream is a lightweight silky cream that provides 
advanced anti-ageing care for visible results within four weeks. Enriched with 3% 
Pro-Xylane, a patented L’Oréal molecule that has been shown to help the skin stimulate 
collagen production. Also containing Hyaluronic Acid, which acts like a moisture 
magnet and a gentle exfoliator, it is L’Oréal’s most advanced formula. The proven 
triple-action results mean wrinkles appear reduced, skin feels firmer and looks 
smoother; on application, testers also agreed that skin quality was instantly transformed.

There’s no 
way I’d switch 

from
Laser Renew. 
I’ve got eight 
hours sleep in 

a jar!

Angelica 
Santoro, 47; 
and, inset, 
at age 21

I use the Laser
Renew Super Serum, 
Day Cream and Eye 

Cream. They’re 
brilliant and make  

my skin feel smoother 
and plumper

PROMOTION



  THE  
QUESTIONS
  that will

TRANSFORM
  YOUR
CAREER…

…answered by the most 

successful women we know

How can I be a good leader?
“Don’t worry about everyone liking you – they 
won’t! Focus on activating change where you  
can and on doing your job brilliantly, rather  

than on keeping everyone happy. Most importantly, 
be yourself. I think faking whatever version of  

a ‘leader’ you think you should be doesn’t work.  
I wear my heart on my sleeve in real life, and in 
work, and that means my team knows the real me,”  
Carla Buzasi, global chief content officer, WGSN

“Go into meetings or negotiations with a positive 
attitude. Tell yourself you’re going to make this 
the best deal for all parties,” Natalie Massenet, 
chairman, British Fashion Council

“Inspired leadership requires 
vulnerability, and that often 
looks and feels like discomfort,”
Brené Brown, research professor

HOW CAN  
I DEVELOP  
A PERSONAL 
BRAND?

“Do a spidergram and put your name in the middle. 
Call it ‘Brand Me’, and on the legs write in all the 
values you want to represent. That’s your brand. 
Research shows if your personal values match the 
values of your organisation or what you do, you will 
be most satisfied. You’ll only be truly successful if 
you’re being yourself and comfortable with what 
you’re doing, so don’t channel someone else, be 
you,” Tazeen Ahmad, award-winning TV reporter  
and executive coach

“Have a PERSONALITY! Be 
curious, be interested, be happy,  
and people will naturally be drawn  
to you,” Sharmadean Reid, owner 
and founder, WAH Nails

“It’s good to have a five-year plan, but accept that  
it will change constantly. A three-year vision is more 
realistic,” Jo Hansford, founder, Jo Hansford Salon

Photograph LUKE J ALBÉRT
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HOW DO I ASK  
FOR A PAY RISE?

“Tell your boss, ‘Let 
me help you.’ Then 
connect the dots. As 
in, ‘And in order for 
me to do X to take 

the company to Z, I’d like to 
explore how we can work together 
to put me on a path to make £60k.’ 
Like most women, you’ve likely 
already earned your pay rise. But 
you don’t get what you deserve. 
You get what you ask for,” Tiffany 
Dufu, chief leadership officer, Levo

“Timing is important and so is 
measuring your productivity. Ask 
your boss what they believe makes 
you valuable to the business, and 
have your own concise list at the 
ready to justify it,” Emily Bain and 
Claire Gray, founding directors,  
Bain and Gray recruitment agency 

“You can get lost in big leadership 
and management words. Use 
language people outside your 
industry understand. Write it in  
the past tense, and make it specific 

and measurable,” Melanie Eusebe, chair and 
co-founder, Black Business Awards

“Keep it short – a single sheet of A4 
with your most recent experience 
first, a sentence or two on the 
highlights of each role and a single 
line on personal interests at the 

bottom. And avoid spelling mistakes at all costs,” 
Cathy Newman, presenter, Channel 4 News

What’s the  
best way to 
manage up?
“Help your boss 
whenever they require 
it, anticipate their needs 
and help to make them 
look good. Hopefully 
they will tell everyone 
how invaluable you 
are,” Claudine Collins, 
managing director, 
MediaCom UK

“Be prepared to do 
things you don’t 
want to do. Don’t 
act entitled. 
Learn the 
industry and 
take risks,”
Tamara Mellon, 
former chief 
creative officer 
and co-founder, 
Jimmy Choo

W H AT ’ S  T H E  B E S T  WAY  TO  N AV I G AT E  A  C A R E E R  C H A N G E ?
“Network with people whose sector you want to move into, interrogate 
them and be sure it’s what you want to do. Take a week off and shadow 
someone in their company to check it’s really for you before you leave 
your current job/industry,” Jenny Halpern Prince, founder, Halpern PR

“Remember that you can do anything you want to do. Don’t let anyone say, 
‘You’re not smart enough’, ‘it’s too hard’, ‘no-one has done that before’, ‘girls don’t  
do that’. My mum gave me that advice in 1973 and it allowed me to never worry over  
what others were saying about my career direction,” Meg Whitman, CEO, HP

BECOME THE MOST 
PRODUCTIVE PERSON 
YOU KNOW
Five ways to get more done, according 
to the team at This is Productivity
➊ “I ensure that I have a minimum of 30 
minutes between every meeting to action 
any tasks and follow-ups. I end the day in 
the same way, reviewing tasks handled and 
not handled and adjusting my task list for 
the following day,” Claire Burge, CEO 
➋ “Monotask as much as possible. The 
sense of accomplishment is amazing 
compared with doing 1,001 little things, 
when you’re busy but feel as if you are 
getting nothing done,” Trudy Janse van 
Rensburg, executive PA to Claire Burge

➌ “I’m a big believer in third-party apps  
for keeping on top of to-do lists, notes and 
brainstorming. I like Wunderlist, Evernote, 
and Pocket,” Nathalie Márquez Courtney, 
product manager
➍ “I prioritise by aligning my projects  
with the company’s goals, asking myself, 
‘What is critical to the business today?’  
I then schedule those tasks when I am 
most productive, in the mornings,”  

Leslie Maliepaard, CFO and CTO

➎ “I allow 25 minutes for a specific task 
and then give myself a short break. 

Repeating this throughout the day 
helps me concentrate and achieve 
more,” Jenna van Schoor, writer

WHAT’S THE 
SECRET TO 

PRODUCTIVITY 
IN AN OFFICE?
“I often ask people to 
do things they’ve never 
done before, without 
warning or explanation. 
It’s amazing how well 
they do. The key is for 
people to feel they are 
learning all the time,”
Alexandra Pringle, 
group editor-in-chief, 
Bloomsbury »

W H AT ’ S 
T H E 

B E S T 
WAY  TO 

M A K E 
A  C V 

S TA N D 
O U T ?
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CAREER HOPPING
Never mind a job for life – now success can be 
measured in lateral career moves, says Sallie Krawcheck 
In my twenties, I was an investment banker; in my thirties, a research 
analyst; in my forties, I managed large, complex businesses; and now  
that I’ve entered my fifties, I’m an entrepreneur. Four decades; four 
separate – but related – careers, each building on what came before.

I believe careers marked by transitions, pivots and reinventions are 
more likely to become the norm going forward – and particularly so  
for women, given that we tend to take more career breaks. Historically,  
a career well-worked has been characterised by a steady progression in 
title, in responsibility, in pay – but going forward it will be more about 
proactively constructing an interesting career through building one’s skill 
base and making more lateral moves. Our options are increasing, if we’re 
open to them. So how can we make these successful career transitions?

 
R E T H I N K  S U CC E S S
Stop mourning the comfortable hierarchy, the big office, the sense of 
understanding the ‘rules of the game’. And get past the old view of 
leadership: strong, decisive, certain. Instead, the key traits for success 
will be curiosity, an open-mindedness, an intellectual flexibility and  
an interest in understanding others’ perspectives.

E X P E C T  D E F E N S I V E N E S S
Change can make people uncomfortable. So many people fight it. If 
you’re moving in a different direction from them, it can feel like a rebuke.
 
TA K E  YO U R  T I M E
Try the change on a bit, feel your way into it. I was careful not to lurch 
from one thing to another. I spent about nine months working through  
my transition to research analyst, thinking about whether I would like it, 
thinking about whether I would be any good at it. And my transition to 
entrepreneur took a couple of years, during which I advised a number of 
start-ups and start-up CEOs – really trying to get a sense of what it’s like.
 
P L AY  I N  T R A F F I C
By that, I mean getting out there, engaging with people, getting a feel  
for a new industry or position. It’s very likely this type of transition  
isn’t going to happen as the result of a headhunter’s call. It’s important  
to be proactive here, rather than wait for it to come to you. It won’t.
 
P R E PA R E  F I N A N C I A L LY
Make a plan in case the shifting business environment knocks you on the 
head and you lose your job, and to prepare for the transitions that you may 
want to drive. Taking on what can feel like more risk – asking for a pay 
rise (which so many of us dread) and investing in the markets – can pay 
off in greater career flexibility and therefore less risk down the road. 
Sallie Krawcheck is CEO and co-founder of 
Ellevest, a digital investment platform for 
women. She is also the chair of Ellevate 
Network, for global professional women

SHINE 
THEORY
Do you have a work nemesis  
who is killing it in her career and 
makes you feel like you’re falling 
behind? Most of us do. But 
according to Ann Friedman and 
Aminatou Sow’s Shine Theory, 
we need to stop seeing strong 
and powerful women as the 
competition, and befriend them 
instead. The Call Your Girlfriend 
podcast founders coined the 
term after a friend told them,  
“I don’t shine if you don’t shine”. 
The idea is that surrounding 
yourself with the best people 
makes you shine brighter. It’s  
a win-win. So next time you meet 
a woman who is intimidatingly 
intelligent, funny and stylish, 
don’t view her as the competition. 
Be her cheerleader instead.
callyourgirlfriend.com

For more career 
advice, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

HOW CAN I TURN A 
FAILURE INTO A SUCCESS?

“Don’t wallow in not 
succeeding; bask in 
the chance to grow. 
Next time it will be 
different,” Loraine 

Martins MBE, director of diversity 
and inclusion, Network Rail

“Don’t panic when 
you have setbacks – 
that’s just the middle 
of your journey. 
You’re only a failure 

if you stay there,” Jessica Herrin, 
CEO and founder, Stella & Dot

“Do the one thing 
you think you cannot 
do. Fail. Try again. 
Do better. The only 
people who never 

tumble are those who never mount 
the high wire,” Oprah Winfrey, 
chat-show host, actress, producer 
and philanthropist
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Jenna Lyons shot  
for Red in her  
New York office
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BEE

I would move into Jenna Lyons’ office tomorrow.  
The size of the average Manhattan studio apartment, 
this light-filled space takes up one whole corner of  
the quietly humming design floor at J Crew HQ and 
is stacked with well-thumbed coffee-table tomes, 

carpeted with a collection of cosy rugs, and presided  
over by some very impressive cacti.

There are photographs of Lyons’ eight-year-old son, 
Beckett, everywhere, while an oval glass conference 
table is strewn with Polaroids, magazine tears and scraps 
of fabric – the mementos of a very fashionable life. The 
overall effect is artist’s-studio-meets-sixth-form-common- 
room; it feels very much like a home away from home.

But then J Crew is like home for Lyons, who celebrated 
25 years with the company last year, having joined as  
“an assistant to an assistant” straight off a degree in 
fashion design at New York’s Parsons School of Design. 
Having charted a steady course to the top, she was made 
vice president of women’s design in 2003 and creative 
director in 2008, before being crowned president in 2010.

It’s a career path that suggests a degree of ruthless 
tenacity, but if I was expecting a steely ball-breaker (not 
unlike the character she played – hilariously – in HBO’s 
Girls), first impressions suggest she is anything but.

I arrive as the photographer is finishing his last shots, 
Lyons chatting easily with the crew and apparently quite 
at home in front of the camera. Standing six feet tall in 
her J Crew flats, her body is a collage of elegant angles 
and she intuitively makes a tweak here, an adjustment 
there, to ensure the lines of her Céline trousers fall  
just so. A total pro, in other words, to the point where  
the photographer asks if she’s ever done any modelling.

“Oh God no, I’m tall but I’m not thin and I’m not 
pretty,” she replies swiftly, with the air of a woman 
well-practised in down-playing her talents. But behind the 
trademark oversized specs, her features are as striking as » 

BUSY
Quite simply, we want to be  

in Jenna Lyons’ gang. The 

president of J Crew is a global 

tastemaker, role model… and  

she’s going to save the bees.  

Ruby Warrington is bowled over
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But she’s impressed with the way Beckett 
reminds her to turn off the tap while she’s 
brushing her teeth, poignant since “nobody 
cared how much water I used when I was  
at school, and I’m also realising I’m not  
the one training him to notice that”.

As for Marcel George, “Working with  
Jenna was great, as she gave me an open  
brief with the freedom to create anything  
I wanted”, he tells me. And, as we move  
on to discuss her wider life in business,  

it becomes clear Lyons is anything but the kind of  
leader who rules with an iron fist. “I believe in hiring 
people more talented and smarter than I am,” she says, 
claiming collaboration is the short-cut to success, and  
that she values “curiosity” above all else in her employees.

“I’m so scared when I ask people where they get their 
inspiration and they just talk about fashion. It’s like, ‘Oh 
my God. There’s a whole world out there…’” And as » 

her elongated frame – the glasses almost 
sliding off her ski-slope cheekbones.

And it’s a face that’s also famous as 
more than ‘just’ a hugely successful 
career woman – in 2011, Lyons became 
the subject of intense public scrutiny 
when she left her husband of nine years, 
artist Vincent Mazeau, for a woman, 
jewellery entrepreneur Courtney Crangi.

“I’ve been sort of shocked at the level 
of interest in my personal life. I keep  
my sunglasses on. Too bad I’m six feet 
tall…” she said at the time, exhibiting 
classic Lyons cool. Later, though, she will 

tell me how her divorce was “the hardest 
thing I ever went through, and  
it still is hard”. Now, however,  
family life today, at home  
in Tribeca with Beckett (of 
whom she has shared custody), 
Courtney and her daughter, 
sounds nothing short of idyllic.

BUT FIRST THINGS FIRST. 
WE’RE MEETING TO DISCUSS 
THE LATEST ITERATION OF  
J CREW’S ‘GARMENTS FOR 
GOOD’ INITIATIVE,  
a collection of T-shirts  
designed by London-
based illustrator 
Marcel George to  
be sold in aid of 
conservation charity 
Buglife – with 50%  
of sales going towards 
their continued effort 
to save the bees. First launched 
as J Crew arrived in the UK in 2013… why bees?

“As we were having the conversation about a way  
to introduce our brand to the UK, I happened to watch  
a documentary about the plight of the bees and I was 
super-touched by it,” she explains. And anyhow, beyond 
companies ticking the corporate social-responsibility box, 
“it’s important for everyone [to consider environmental 
issues] at this stage, not to sound like a doomsdayer”.

I believe in hiring 
people more 

TALENTED and 
SMARTER than I am

Lyons’  
personal 
style  
defines 
the J Crew 
aesthetic
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for the myth that you need  
to move companies to move 
up – rubbish, she says, her own career being  
a case in point. “Don’t get me wrong, there  
were times when I thought I should leave. But  
I think getting through those moments where you’re  
like ‘this sucks’, and learning from them, is actually  
the biggest opportunity we have to grow.”

Born in Boston but raised in a small Californian town, 
Lyons gravitated towards fashion as “the outcast. Sewing 
classes were the thing that clicked for me – making clothes 
that worked on my body type because I was so tall”. She 
also suffered from a rare genetic condition as a child that 
scarred her skin, caused her hair to fall out in patches and 
her teeth to be malformed (resulting in dentures she wears 
to this day). It left her introverted and insecure about her 
looks. “But it was also the reason I loved fashion because  
it can change who you are and how you feel,” she has said.

IT’S A BACKSTORY THAT MAKES LYONS’ CURRENT 
STATUS AS ONE OF THE LEADING STYLE ICONS OF 
HER GENERATION ALL THE MORE TRIUMPHANT. 
Has she recovered from her body-image issues enough  
to enjoy the attention? Although she scoffs at the word 
“celebrity” (“Hold on. Kanye West is a celebrity…”),  
she will admit, “There’s nothing more flattering than 
somebody asking, ‘Can I take a picture with you?’ It’s  
so nice,” she demurs. “It also reminds you that you have 
a responsibility to put on some goddamned lipstick.”

So how does she get dressed in the morning? I’ve 
heard talk of closets stuffed with over 300 pairs of shoes, 
and am picturing a routine of military precision. But the 
reality sounds far less orchestrated. “At the moment it’s 
all about Theme Week,” she says. “Like one week it’s all 
greys, and the next it will be all navy. And this is really 
embarrassing, but it’s because I take off one pair of pants 
and pick them up the next day and wear them again.”

So not unlike your typical working mother, then. Until 
we get onto her spring/summer purchases, which have 

included “quite a few pieces from Céline and about 
eight million things from my J Crew shopping list”.

Then there are the ‘mini-me’ moments with Beckett. 
“Like the other day I had on flannel trousers, white Adidas 
Stan Smiths and a heather grey sweater… and I look at  
him and he’s wearing flannel pants, white Stan Smiths  
and a grey sweater,” she laughs. For the most part, “he’ll 
just wear what I put out for him, thank God, because he 
knows people will tell him he looks cute. But he’s not 
really interested in fashion. If I say, ‘will you wear this 

bandana?’ he’s like, ‘Okay but only for a while’”.
Of course, being the president of  
a $2 billion company has its benefits 
when it comes to balancing work and 

home life – the car service Lyons uses to 
drop Beckett the mornings she takes him  

to school, for example. But still, sharing 
custody with her ex has made her militant 
when it comes to work encroaching on her 
time with her son. “It has forced me to cherish  
it and not let anything get in the way. I leave at 
5.45pm the nights I have him, and I make no 

plans on our weekends together. We’ll go to a museum 
and friends can join us, but it’s my time with him.”

It’s possible her own parents’ divorce made Lyons 
value family life even more – although, conversely, she 
once claimed it was the catalyst for her being so career-
focused since “I want never to rely on a man to get by”. 
Would she like more kids? She shakes her head. At  
45, “I’m a little old for that, I couldn’t imagine being 
pregnant again”, she says. “And since my girlfriend has  
a daughter, I feel like I already have a boy and a girl.”

Having passed her quarter-century milestone at J Crew, 
highlights on the horizon include an annual trip up the 
red carpet at Anna Wintour’s Costume Institute benefit 
gala – which she says she enjoys as an opportunity to 
brush up her dressmaking skills and make herself 
something special. Because beyond the business of 
fashion, “I’ve always just loved clothes”, she says.

In fact, she thinks it’s sad that pret-a-porter has 
become “second tier” to accessories in the realm of 
catwalk fashion, going into reveries about the good old 
days at Jil Sander and Helmut Lang – both of whom she 
acknowledges as having inspired her as a designer.

But nothing can trump her ultimate love: Beckett. “It’s 
the craziest love you could imagine. It’s also nice as an 
adult to... not that you don’t think about yourself any more, 
but it’s a healthy transference of energy. Watching a kid get 
excited about something is the best thing ever. Being 
a mum] is the hardest thing, but it’s the best.” 
Limited-edition Save the Bees  
T-shirts, designed by Marcel 
George, are available in  
J Crew stores and at jcrew.
com, with 50% of sales 
benefitting Buglife

J Crew’s new 
Garments For Good 
T-shirts benefits  
the charity Buglife

 (Left) 
Cotton top,  
£228; twill 
trousers, 

£138; acetate 
sunglasses,   

£128,  
J Crew

 (Right)
Silk top,  
£178; silk 
trousers,   

£198; 
canvas 

belt, 
£29.50; 
leather 

sandals,  
£98, Dr 

Scholls x J 
Crew

(Right) 
Cotton 
jacket, 
£1,200; 
cotton 
shirt; 

£69.50; linen 
trousers, 

£168; brass 
and glass 
earrings, 

£88; acetate 
sunglasses,  
£118; leather 

trainers, 
£78, Seavees 

x  J Crew  
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Enjoy more stories in  
the Red free weekly 
newsletter. To sign up,  
text RED and your email 
address to 84499*







A friend and I were having a put-the-world-to-
rights, two-gins-and-tonic-down discussion. 
On drink number three, her voice dropped to  
a whisper. “Has the world gone a bit mad?” she 
asked. “As though this was the current affairs 

equivalent of that dream where you’re naked in public.”
She has a point. 2016 is predictable only in its 

unpredictability. And trying to keep up is exhausting.
But, with the help of our weekly Red Report email poll 

– where hundreds of you answered our state of the nation 
survey – we discovered the issues weighing on your minds. 
Will Britain leave the EU? Can politicians solve the 
refugee crisis? Is the NHS in peril? And could a man who 
dismissed women as “fat pigs” and “dogs” and publicly 
joked about their periods really become the most powerful 
man on the planet? Here are those key topics, at a glance.

THE EU VOTE
In 2015, David Cameron pledged to hold a referendum  
on the UK’s membership of the EU. And with the polls 
too close to call, both sides are campaigning seriously. 

The Prime Minister, of course, is campaigning for us 
to stay. As is most of the Cabinet, the majority of Labour 
MPs, and business leaders such as Richard Branson and 

Karren Brady. In the leave camp are Nigel Farage, 
Michael Caine and Boris Johnson.

So what’s the case for remaining? It’s the electoral 
equivalent of staying with the cardigan-wearing boyfriend 
you know, rather than dumping him for the leather-clad 
biker you just met. As Red reader Louise from Normanton, 
West Yorkshire, says: “I run my own business and 
believe the stability the EU gives us is worth voting for.”

We simply don’t know what a Britain out of the EU 
would look like because the terms of our exit would  
need to be negotiated after the referendum. 

According to “In” campaigners, unemployment could 
hit four million and house prices could slump by a third 
if we vote to leave. The “outers” dispute that. But the fear 
that major companies could relocate appears justified. 
The boss of a major US firm told me that it would move 
its European HQ from London to Germany if we leave. 

Whichever side you’re on, 23rd June could be a one-off 
chance to steer the UK’s position in the world. Please vote!   

THE US ELECTION
On Tuesday 8th November, America will choose its 45th 
President. On current form, Democrat Hillary Clinton 
will vie with Republican Donald Trump for the Oval » 

We want your voices to be heard, which is why we’ve  

launched The Red Report. From the NHS to the refugee crisis,  

Rosamund Urwin rounds up the issues that have you fired up…

GENERATION

SUFFERING
ARE YOU

ANXIOUS:

FROM NEWS
FATIGUE?
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Office. And as Clinton said recently: “This may be one  
of the most consequential campaigns of our lifetimes.”

Certainly, the rise of Trump – once treated as a joke;  
a comb-over masquerading as a candidate – has made 
House Of Cards seem almost mundane. He has advocated 
banning Muslims from entering the US, and pledged to 
“build a wall” at the Mexican border to stop immigration. 

If he wins the Republican nomination, some pundits 
sniff expediency in his anti-immigrant rhetoric, and expect 
him to shift when trying to claw votes from Clinton. 

There’s cause to believe that Trump won’t fare well 
against Clinton, anyway. The former First Lady’s 
popularity ratings are dire, but Trump’s are diabolical. 
There are Republican supporters who would stay home 
or even vote for Clinton rather than back Trump. As  
Conservative activist Erick Erickson argued: “Trump’s 
nomination will give you Hillary Clinton’s presidency.”

That wouldn’t sit badly with our polled Red readers 
– 70% think she’ll win and describe her as “experienced” 
and “the most credible candidate”. As media mogul  
Tina Brown told me: “She’s so well versed in policy.  
You could say to her: ‘The Azerbaijan crop failure is  
a difficult thing’ and she’ll say: ‘Yes, this is why’”. That’s 
why she should trounce Trump in the debates. 

Clinton always planned to put gender at the 
forefront of her campaign. She has pledged 
to introduce paid maternity leave and has 
been endorsed by reproductive health 
lobbyists Planned Parenthood. But Trump’s 
candidacy puts rocket fuel under that 
mission. Why do we need a first woman 
president? Because women still have to deal 
with men like Donald Trump. For women 
voters, he may come to embody that sexist  
boss they always wanted to call out but couldn’t. 

If these two win their party’s respective nominations, 
expect the battle to be very dirty. But Clinton is tough, 
and I think (hope and pray) that she’ll triumph. 

THE REFUGEE CRISIS
When the body of three-year-old Alan Kurdi was 
photographed on a Turkish beach, there were calls for the 
UK to do more to help refugees. Compared with other 
European countries, Britain is not pulling its weight. 
Germany accepted one million refugees last year; David 
Cameron pledged to take a mere 4,000 Syrians annually 
during this parliament and rejected calls to receive 3,000 
unaccompanied minors. Attitudes are hardening, too. Our 
shared humanity is being forgotten and empathy lost.

“We need to remind the public how much we have  
in common with the refugees,” says Red reader Nicola 
from Essex, “and then lobby governments to increase 
support.” Amnesty proposes campaigning for safe routes 
to sanctuary, a right to resettlement and greater efforts  
to save lives endangered at sea.

A solution must involve the regions closer to home, 
too. Britain’s record there is less shaming – we are the 
second biggest donor to those in the region, who are 
often even more desperate. As Reem al Assil, a Syrian 
campaigner, told me, those boarding boats to come  
to Europe are the wealthy ones.

THE NHS
Financially, the NHS is deteriorating rapidly, with the 
majority of hospital trusts now in deficit, and A&E 
departments – pinch points in a crisis – overrun. 

On top of this, health secretary Jeremy Hunt claims 
changes are necessary to deliver a seven-day NHS that the 
Tories promised. Junior doctors argue the new contract is 
unfair, unsafe and will cause an exodus of doctors. 

So how can it be saved? As Suzie from London suggests, 
not “using the NHS as a political tool” would be a start. 
But there’s a broader debate the nation needs to have. To 
keep a health service that is free at the point of need, we 
need to pay for it. That means we either have to give it 
more money or we have to stop offering some services 
entirely. We’re at risk of drifting into NHS-mageddon. 

THE PAY GAP
For every pound a man in the UK in 
full-time work makes, a woman takes home 
86p. This discrepancy has four main 
causes: straightforward (and illegal) 

discrimination, an under-valuing of jobs 
considered “women’s work”, the fact that 

women do the bulk of caring, and that men 
dominate most senior roles.

Last year, David Cameron pledged to eradicate the 
gender pay gap within a generation. Soon, companies with 
more than 250 staff will be forced to disclose how big it is 
in their organisations. The idea is that by shining a light 
on this, businesses will up their game in trying to close it. 

But recent figures show little has changed. We need  
pay transparency legislation to cover smaller firms, too. 
As Beverley from Sheffield argues, “more structured  
pay systems” would also help. And we could all be  
more brazen in asking for more money. When you  
breeze into your boss’s office just remember: you’re not 
just doing it for yourself, you’re doing it for the sisterhood.

What can you do about these issues that have fired you 
up? Arm yourself with the facts, form an opinion and 
start a debate. Share your views with your friends – and 
us – at work, in the pub, and around your kitchen tables. 
Most importantly, make your voice heard. It’s up to all 
of us to help shape the future. Change starts with you. 
And there’s everything to play for. 
Rosamund Urwin is a columnist for  
the London Evening Standard

“70% of  
Red readers 

THINK Hillary 
Clinton will 
WIN the US 

election”

Sign up to The Red 
Report at RED 
ONLINE.CO.UK/
THEREDREPORT
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Honest, determined, strong: Jessica Ennis-

Hill is an inspiration. As she gears up for  

Rio 2016, she talks motherhood, serious 

exhaustion and Olympic pressure

BEST WAY
WITH SEXISM?

TO DEAL

WIN”

Competing in the 
Women’s Heptathlon 
100m Hurdles at the 
London 2012 Olympics

“THE

Words ALEXANDRA HEMINSLEY
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Watching Jessica Ennis-Hill being 
photographed is almost as satisfying as 
watching her on the track. She absolutely 
knows her body – how it moves, where its 
strengths are and what looks good on it. 

Seeing her strike poses, revealing her covetable Omega 
watch (she is ambassador for the luxury brand), is inspiring.

Keen to persuade women that exercise could be joyful, 
and was about more than weight loss, I was writing my 
book, Running Like A Girl while the London Olympic 
Games played out in 2012. Jessica Ennis-Hill becoming  
a champion and national treasure seemed like a gift. 

Now, in the run-up to the Rio Olympics in August, it’s 
hard to believe it’s only been four years since London. So 
much has changed for Ennis-Hill since we watched her 
cross the 800m finish line in spectacular style. She has 
dealt with injury, as well as taking on motherhood, which 
meant the best part of two years off. But if the gold medal 
she claimed at the Beijing World Championships last 
August is anything to go by, she is back, and on form. 

How is she feeling about Rio? Will it be a pre-
retirement nostalgia trip or is she going for gold?

“If I didn’t want to win, then 
there would be no point in going,” 
she tells me with a steady gaze.  
I feel a bit of a fool having asked. 
“You have to have that motivation 
to succeed. But I’m also looking 
forward to experiencing the 
atmosphere out there this time,” 
she adds with a smile.

It’s understandable that she 
wants to soak up a little more of 
the mood this year, as in 2012 the 
pressure was intense. “I say now 
that I enjoyed London because I’m 
looking back on it,” she explains, 
“but back then it was really 
stressful. After I had competed, it 
was amazing, the most incredible 
experience ever. But at the time, it 
was really, really nerve-racking.”

Nevertheless, her knack for 
complete focus in a crowd of 
thousands (with millions watching 
at home) is almost as inspiring as 
her actual athleticism. How is such pressure manageable? 
Is it a result of her degree in psychology, for which she 
wrote her dissertation on ‘self-regulation’?

“You have to feed off the energy of the spectators. It’s  
a massive adrenaline rush – you can use the crowd to 
block out the competitors and just focus on you. I’m closer 
to the end of my career than the beginning. That focus is 
something I’ve learned from competing since I was 12.”

Ennis-Hill may be one of the most experienced 
heptathletes competing at Rio, but there are new 

challenges that the Games present  
this time. In 2014, she gave birth to 
Reggie, her first child, and he will be 
travelling with her. To say that he has 
already had an impact on her training is 
perhaps an Olympian understatement. 

“Everything is structured around 
Reggie and what he needs. It’s 
prioritising. A few weeks ago, he  
wasn’t very well and I had to cancel  
a whole week’s training.” As someone 
used to having her sport as “my only, total focus”, she  
was as torn as most mothers dealing with a return to  
work. “Everyone struggles; you always have that conflict.”

SCHEDULING ASIDE, PREGNANCY AND 
CHILDBIRTH MEANT CHANGES TO ENNIS-HILL’S 
BODY. When your body is your biggest work tool, you’re 
battling new time constraints and there’s a hopeful nation 
waiting for your comeback, it’s yet more pressure. She 
admits her confidence took a serious knock.

“My body was completely different,” she explains. 
“For a while, when pregnant,  
you have more red blood cells,  
a 50-60% increase in blood 
volume. So my 800m sessions 
were actually easier. I had more 
capacity. But afterwards… my 
speed was so hard to get back.  
All my ligaments had loosened 
and I didn’t have that explosive 
stability any more. I had ‘I’m 
feeling good, it’s going to be fine,’ 
days and then there were days 
when I was running at the back  
of the group, struggling so much, 
thinking, ‘I can’t do this.’”

And then there was the small 
matter of tiredness. After all, 
Reggie doesn’t know his mother’s 
an Olympian. “He didn’t sleep 
through the night for the first nine 
months, so I had constant broken 
sleep for training. I just had to 
take every day as it came and not 
expect too much. It is the hardest 

thing I have ever done. It’s hard to even describe it.”
It’s a blessed relief to hear her admit it was hard, that 

no-one feels like exercise when they’re dog-tired from  
a day of childcare. Just in case there’s a revolutionary 
new technique she can share, I push her on how she 
persuades herself to exercise when exhausted… 

“Often I’ve put Reggie to bed, it’s 7.30ish and I want 
so much to sit on the sofa and watch TV, but I’ll tell 
myself, ‘Just do something, even if it’s 20 minutes.’ As 
soon as you’ve done it, you can have a nice dinner and » 

Steel and 
leather watch,  
£4,780, Omega
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competitive. You love your child so 
much, you’re so convinced that they’re 
the best. I find myself asking other 
mums, ‘So does so-and-so do this?  
Oh, Reggie’s started doing it already…’ 
It creeps in.”

This would be terrifying if  
Ennis-Hill wasn’t hooting with 

laughter as she tells me, enjoying 
the ridiculousness of it all. It also  
helps that she has a rock-steady 
partnership with her husband, 
Andy. Did Reggie’s arrival,  
and her sudden fame, shift the 

dynamic? “Nooo,” she smiles, 
“we’ve been together long 
enough, and we’ve always been 
on this journey together. It’s 
been an experience for both  

of us. We’re very lucky to have  
a good, strong marriage.” 

So she’s focused for Rio, enjoying 
motherhood despite its challenges, 
and it seems the only thing 
flustering her is the fact that she 
recently turned 30. “I feel so sad 

about it because I feel like I’m still 18, I really 
do. I’m still training with girls who are 21.”

I wonder if retirement is on the horizon, and she 
admits that it will be a huge change. Does she have  
any specific goals post-competition? “I definitely  
want to stay involved with sport. I love getting people 
active, to be more healthy.” 

She is aware of what an impact she has had, how she 
has changed girls’ lives by showing that strong doesn’t 
mean unfeminine, or being competitive doesn’t mean 
being unlikeable. “A lot of girls, particularly around  

13 to 14, struggle with body image. And sport is not 
necessarily what girls want to do in public.” 

She gets it, she really does. But she also knows that  
the benefits of sport go far beyond winning. “Being 
physically active puts you in such a good place mentally. 
You don’t have to be an Olympic champion to get that, 
you just have to be active and healthy.” 

I don’t doubt that Rio will be a huge success for  
Jessica Ennis-Hill, but perhaps her biggest legacy  
will be that she has inspired so many of us to be  
stronger and better, in every way. 
Jessica Ennis-Hill is an ambassador for Omega watches, 
the official timekeeper of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games; omegawatches.com

feel so much better. 
It’s just the initial 
getting up to do it…”

IT’S HER EVERYDAY 
PRAGMATISM 
SPLICED WITH  
A LAYER OF 
STEELINESS that 
makes Ennis-Hill both 
likeable and inspiring. 
It’s easy to see why  
a prestige brand like 
Omega wants her  
on its team. She  
is extraordinarily 
aspirational, but also 
completely down-to-
earth. After half an hour,  
I feel like I’m chatting  
to any one of my sporty 
mates – but she’s an  
actual sporting hero, she 
genuinely did inspire a generation. And it’s 
this cocktail of approachability and global 
success that means she has an impact 
when she does speak out on current affairs. 

In 2014, she told Sheffield United, her home football 
team, to remove her name and image from their stands if 
they signed convicted rapist Ched Evans. She – literally 
– took a stand, and was trolled by Evans’ supporters 
online. When I ask if the decision to speak out was 
difficult, she doesn’t even hesitate. “I’d just had a baby,  
I was adjusting to life with him and I thought, ‘I do not 
want my name to be associated with… him.’” She holds 
my gaze, unwilling to say Evans’ name. “It was never 
about me being the person to banish him from the club,  
it was just how I felt about my name on the stand.”

She is equally clear-minded about the issue of sexism 
in sport. In December last year, boxer Tyson Fury said 
he liked Ennis-Hill because “she’s won a few medals, 
and she slaps up good as well. When she’s got a dress on, 
she looks quite fit.” I ask if the comments bothered her, 
and she speaks with caution, making it clear she will not 
be mentioning his name either, and nor will she fan the 
flames by commenting. “There is sexism in every walk 
of life. The best way to deal with it is to win.”

One recent scandal she is more than happy to voice an 
opinion on is that of doping in athletics. “It’s completely 
different,” she explains. “I’ve been cheated out of a gold 
medal by an illegal drug cheat. It’s frustrating. You put in 
years being the best you can be, then find out athletes in 
other countries have been doing it totally the wrong way.”

It’s clear that, above all, Ennis-Hill really, really  
wants to win. Does any of this competitiveness  
seep into motherhood, I wonder? “Yes! Mums are 

FROM TOP:  
Off the track; with 
husband Andy Hill; 
with her parents, 
receiving her  
MBE in 2011

“Being physically active puts you in 
such a GOOD PLACE mentally. You 

don’t have to be an Olympic champion”
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WHO IS YOUR
RED WOMAN 

OF THE YEAR? 
It’s time to celebrate the pioneers and  

game-changers with the Red Women of the Year 

Awards 2016. Could you be one of them?

For the past seven years  
we’ve been shouting about 
the achievements of brilliant 
women everywhere. The Red 
Women of the Year Awards, 

in association with Clinique, has 
been an opportunity to celebrate 
everyone from food blogger Ella 
Woodward and dementia researcher 
Dr Selina Wray, to creative director 
of Eco-Age Livia Firth and founder 
of the Stephen Lawrence Charitable 
Trust, Doreen Lawrence. And we’re 
about to start the search for the next 
generation of trailblazers in their 
chosen fields. This is your chance  
to champion the smartest, savviest 
women you know. Enter your 
nominations on our website (see box, 
below right) and our panel of fêted 
judges – themselves successful women 
in every field – will decide who 
receives this year’s accolades. This 
year, we have added the Difference 
Maker Award, in association with 
Clinique – your chance to nominate  
a woman from any category, who is 

DO YOU KNOW 
A DIFFERENCE 

MAKER? 
In all walks of life, careers  
and families, there are people 
who have a transformative  
effect. Their impact is true, 
measurable and everlasting.  
This very special award, in 
association with Clinique, is  
to celebrate the women making  
a difference in your world. 
Perhaps your boss or colleague 
has had an extraordinary 
influence on you or your 
workplace. Maybe your life  
has been altered by someone’s 
altruism or groundbreaking 
achievements in science or 
technology. Or your future has 
been enhanced by a business 
partner with incredible drive or  
a political trailblazer. It could 
simply be that your best friend, 
your sister or the woman on your 
street has achieved something  
so spectacular that you feel she 
needs to be fêted for it. And  
what makes this award unique  
is that it’s nominated and voted 
for by you. We’ll be putting 
together a shortlist from the 
names you enter, which will 
appear in our September issue. 
Then you’ll be able to vote online 
for your Difference Maker of 
2016. The power is in your hands!

  

truly making her mark. And not only 
is this award nominated by you, but 
it’s voted for by you, too.

THE CATEGORIES
 START-UP For those who have  

set up a successful business which  
is at least one year old.

 COMMUNITY/CHARITY For 
someone who has made a difference 
to a specific community or charity.

 CREATIVE For achievement in 
food, design and the arts.

 STEM For an inspiring individual  
in the fields of science, technology, 
engineering or mathematics.

 MEDIA Honouring achievement  
in print, TV, radio or online.

 PIONEER A trailblazer who has 
made an astonishing breakthrough 
in her field.

 STYLE To celebrate achievement 
in the worlds of fashion or beauty.

 WOMAN TO WATCH An up-and-
comer, under 30, in any category.

 DIFFERENCE MAKER 
Celebrating an inspiring icon in  
any of the categories.

To make your nominations, visit 
Redonline.co.uk/redwomen 
oftheyear. Don’t forget to look  
out for the Clinique shortlist for 
the Difference Maker Award  
in our September issue.
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Some of last year’s 
winners included 
Gemma Cairney and 
Bridget Christie; plus 
our Awards guests



IN NEXT 
MONTH’S 
ISSUE

THE ULTIMATE
PACKING GUIDE

S T Y L E  S P E C I A L

“GHOSTED BY  
MY BEST FRIEND”
LA’S NEWEST 
SEX TRENDS

STARRING BOLD SHADES,  
       POM-POM BAGS,    
TROPICAL SWIMWEAR 
       AND STRIPED SANDALS

RED, THE JULY ISSUE, ON SALE 3RD JUNE
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D
uring both of my pregnancies, my body 
took a leave of absence. Just disappeared 
without a trace. Sometimes I would close 
my eyes and see it in the distance. A lean, 
blonde-haired speck with clear skin, in 

tight jeans and black boots, pointing her 
thin finger at me, laughing hysterically. 
You’re now being taken hostage. You’re 
going to gain more weight than you  
ever thought possible. You will endure  
a drug-free childbirth that feels like your 
body is being torn in half. And after your 
child is born it will take one whole year 
for you to look and feel like you used to!

I’d spent most of my life, pre-babies, 
body obsessed. Didn’t everyone? I came 
of age in an era when Kate Moss was 
God. Waify, willowy – the thinner, the better.  
I chain-smoked and dieted obsessively. Crash diets, the 
cabbage soup diet, the Zone diet (wherein, for every 
fluffy waffle consumed, I choked down a large scoop of 
tuna fish). I moved to New York in my early twenties and 
landed a job in magazine publishing. There I survived on 
iced coffee, laxatives, Gummy Bears, cigarettes and red 
wine. I was casual with my body in the way I ate, partied 
and hooked up with guys. I spent many a hungover 
morning staring at myself naked in the mirror, picking 
apart every inch of my size-six figure. I had no idea  
what I was blessed with; all I could see were my flaws. 

Then, in my late twenties, a few things changed. My 
best friend died, which was a wake-up call. I started 
making a daily gratitude list of things that gave me joy: 
from the perfect cup of coffee to my older sister who 
lived down the block. I took up yoga, quit smoking and 

cut back on the 
booze. Then  
I met my husband.

By this time, I’d made a fair amount of peace with the 
dysmorphic body demons who’d plagued me. I exercised 
when I felt like it and, regardless of whether I ate kale or 
cheeseburgers, my weight hovered at the same number.

A FEW MONTHS AFTER GETTING MARRIED, I GOT 
PREGNANT. I’d always imagined I would be an earth 
mother in a flowing caftan, rubbing coconut oil into my 
bump and meditating over a cup of raspberry leaf tea,  
but it was the total opposite. If I wasn’t vomiting, I was 
eating, and my body changed shape almost immediately. 
My butt ballooned, my breasts swelled then sagged. By 
the time I was four months along, I felt like a heinous, 
puffy pig. For the first time in my life, I had acne.

I’ll admit, those first few months, I spent more  
time mourning the body I’d lost than thinking about  
the baby I was going to have. I knew no amount of » 

It took the transformative powers 

of pregnancy for Molly Guy, owner 

of the hip New York wedding 

boutique Stone Fox Bride, to  

finally make peace with her body

MY BODY,
WARRIOR

the

Photographs WINNIE AU

Molly with her 
daughters, four-
year-old Sunny,  
and Caroline, one
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dieting or exercise was going to change anything –  
but I refused to fully surrender.

Until the moment I first heard my baby’s heartbeat. 
BABOOM. It sounded like birds’ wings. Like life.  
It was the most beautiful sound I’d ever heard. 

I STOPPED THINKING ABOUT MYSELF AND 
STARTED THINKING ABOUT MY BABY. A girl. She 
was the size of a poppy seed, an apple, an ear of corn,  
a pumpkin. She received all her nutrients 
from me, it was my responsibility to 
nourish us both. I started to wear my 
weight gain like a badge of honour.  
When I boxed up the last of my skinny 
clothes, it didn’t send me into a panic. 

For the first time in my life, I became 
fascinated by my body’s warrior strength 
– and much less interested in what it 
looked like from the outside. 

Sunny arrived a week late; I was 12st 
8lb. The labour was swift, and by the 
time we got to the hospital it was too 
late for an epidural. Pushing her out 
was agony. A few hours later, after  
a nurse stitched up my perineum  
with black thread and 16 stitches,  
I waddled to the bathroom (aloe and 
witch hazel-soaked maxi pad bulging 
from my postnatal polyester granny 
panties) and spotted my first ever grey hair. I was 
euphoric. Giving birth was the hardest I’d worked  
in my life, and I had another battle scar to prove it. 

But that wasn’t the end. Anything but. The next night, 
my breasts began throbbing. My milk was coming in 
strong; it felt like bowling balls had been set on fire 
inside my chest. I tried everything to soothe the pain.  
I inserted ice-cold cabbage leaves into my nursing bra, 
massaged olive oil, Epsom salts and calendula cream into 
my nipples. And when I looked in the mirror, I couldn’t 
believe what stared back. Part porn star, part Shrek,  
I was an obese monster with Pam Anderson boobs. But 
instead of falling down the rabbit hole of self-loathing,  
I triumphed over my transformation. My body – former 
vessel for Diet Coke, diet yoghurt and lots of self-
flagellation – was a giver of life, capable of nourishing  
a tiny creature with nutrient-rich milk. It had a purpose.

Three years on, once I’d lost my baby weight and 
gained it back all over again, my second daughter 
Caroline arrived. Her birth was a scheduled C-section, 
because she was lying feet-first inside my uterus. There’s 
a certain taboo against Caesarean sections – almost as if 
having one is a cop-out. I don’t buy that dogma. There’s 
no right way to have a baby. I entered the surgery 
grateful and calm, and, while Bob Dylan blared from  
my husband’s phone, burst into joyful tears the second 
the doctor pulled her out of my stomach. Thank you, 

thank you, I said again and again, smothering my 
screeching, bloody baby girl in kisses.

But the surgery made walking to the bathroom feel  
like a hike up the Himalaya Trail. I’d wake up in the 
middle of the night drenched in milk and perspiration. 

When Caroline was six days old, the costume director 
of Girls called me, looking to borrow a wedding dress 
for Marnie from the bridal company I own. Days later, 
the actress who plays her, Allison Williams, pretty and 

petite as fuck, appeared at my front door 
in Brooklyn, stripped to her tiny undies, 
telling me, “I can’t wait to have a baby!” 
while trying on a bias-cut slip. 

 I perched uncomfortably 
on the couch, passing silent, 
uncontrollable gas (an 
unfortunate by-product  
of abdominal surgery),  

while the baby dribbled into my hair.

THAT NIGHT, AFTER I GOT THE 
KIDS TO SLEEP, I hooked up my 
portable breast pump and waddled  
to the fridge. Stomach growling,  
I surveyed the contents: cold spaghetti, 
chocolate-chip cookies. Delicious, 
carb-heavy food sent by well-meaning 
friends and neighbours. I reached for 
the pasta, then remembered Allison’s 

doll-like figure in that slip dress, and hesitated – until 
the baby let out a long scream. Then I snapped to my 
senses and prepared a huge plate of food.

I went back to work eight weeks after giving birth, 
dragging my breast pump on the Subway and still 
wearing my maternity jeans. For the next year, I ate  
three square meals a day, plus snacks to nourish my 
baby. I went to sleep every night at 9.30pm, took 
vitamins and exercised when I could. One day,  
I realised it was time to get my skinny jeans out again.

If there’s one thing I’ve learned in my almost 40  
years, it’s that the body image stuff is a lifelong  
struggle. In some ways, I’ll always be that teenage  
girl wanting to look like Kate Moss. The difference is 
that now I know when to stop and get on with my day.

Now my breasts look like old change purses and I have 
permanent bags under my eyes, I’ve realised true beauty 
is an inside job. I’m doing my damnedest to pass on the 
message to my girls, too. I tell them they’re capable, 
competent and confident, I serve them both kale and 
cake, I let them dress up as princesses, then send them  
to the park in trainers and jeans and tell them to run like 
hell. True beauty is anything but two dimensional – it’s 
lumpy and bumpy, it’s mottled 
with sun spots and scars – and  
if those are the marks of living  
a meaningful life, I’m all in. 

My body – FORMER 
vessel for Diet Coke, 

DIET yoghurt and lots  
of self-flagellation–  
was a giver of LIFE

Sunny kissing her 
mum’s bump when 
she is pregnant 
with sister Caroline 
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with @stonefoxbride 
and @RedMagDaily 





Sam Claflin, 
photographed in 
London for Red
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His Hunger Games face is teen-familiar, but this year, Sam Claflin 

matures on screen in the long-awaited film version of bestseller  

Me Before You. It’s been the making of him, he tells Kate Wills

W
hen Sam Claflin arrives at the  
hotel in south-west London for our 
interview and shoot, it’s a bit of  
a Clark Kent moment. I was 
expecting the perma-tanned, 

super-buff, trident-toting Finnick Odair from The Hunger 
Games (yes, I am a 31-year-old teenage girl). So when 
 a pale, scruffy-haired, bookish-looking man shuffles  
in, wearing round tortoiseshell glasses and sporting  
a battered Mulberry satchel, I almost don’t recognise him. 

He orders a coffee and looks – like 
most new fathers – utterly exhausted. 
Claflin and his wife, Luther star Laura 
Haddock, had their first child, a son, 
six weeks before we meet, and today is 
the first time he’s left the baby bubble. 
He’s beaming about fatherhood – “I’m 
already missing him” – and despite 
being “at that point of tiredness where your eyes hurt”,  
is unfailingly polite and charming. He chats with the 
photographer about Norwich FC and the last series of 
Catastrophe, makes a fuss of a passing Pekingese puppy 
and endears everyone on set with tales of nappy-changing 
woes (the words “uncontrollable hose pipe” feature).

The Superman-style disguise could come in handy. This 
year, Claflin is set to make the transition from teen star to 
household name. He’s already got blockbusters under his 
belt: he landed a part in the fourth Pirates Of The Caribbean 
film almost straight out of drama school, then there was 

The Hunger Games (it grossed $2.3 billion, you might have 
heard of it), and Snow White And The Huntsman (last month 
he popped up in the sequel). He’s mastered the romcom, 
opposite Lily Collins in Love, Rosie, and won critical 
acclaim for The Riot Club. But his new role, as a suicidal 
paraplegic in the adaptation of Jojo Moyes’ bestseller Me 
Before You, is a departure from anything he’s done before. 

“A PART LIKE WILL TRAYNOR IS A DREAM,” he  
says, his actor’s RP occasionally veering into the flat ‘a’s  

of the Norfolk broads. “It was the  
most eye-opening experience and  
I feel like going through the experience 
has changed me. I know it sounds 
clichéd and naive but I am now very 
aware when pavements aren’t level  
and curbs are too high or ramps  
aren’t available.”

Just as Eddie Redmayne faced criticism for what 
detractors called “cripping up” to play Stephen Hawking, 
the question of whether able-bodied actors should play 
disabled parts has been levied at Claflin, too. “Someone  
on Twitter said how angry they were that I was cast instead 
of a disabled actor and I hear that point, I do,” he says, 
sounding genuinely concerned. “Of course, there are  
parts of the novel, and our film, where Will is able-bodied 
and that would’ve been more difficult for someone who 
wasn’t able-bodied to portray. But there needs to be  
more opportunities for people of other colours, races » 

“It was the  
most eye-opening 

EXPERIENCE and I feel 
like going through it  
has CHANGED me”

Photographs HAMISH BROWN

MEET THE MAN
YOU’RE ABOUT TO 

FALL FOR
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or physical abilities. It’s not that white, able-bodied men  
are stealing everyone’s parts, it’s that scriptwriters need  
to write other stories. I would if I could, but I can’t!”

CLAFLIN LOST THREE AND A HALF STONE OF HIS 
HUNGER GAMES BULK TO PLAY WILL. For four months 
he followed a 500-calorie-a-day diet and worked out three 
times a day. “I drove myself into the ground,” he says. But 
the transformation was more than just physical. “There was 
a point just before filming where I was in a similar place  
to Will emotionally and mentally. By no means am I saying 
I know what being a paraplegic is like, but I was depressed 
and low on energy and in great pain for completely 
opposite reasons. I wasn’t in the mood to do anything, 
which is how Will is at the beginning of the movie.”

If you’ve read the book, you’ll know that in Me Before 
You Will petitions his parents to take him to Dignitas, the 
Swiss assisted-suicide clinic. “I wasn’t aware of assisted 
suicide clinics before I was cast,” admits Claflin. “I wanted 
to do a bit of research and delved quite deeply and darkly 
into that world. The Terry Pratchett documentary about it 
was mind-blowing.” Although he refuses to be drawn on 
his own views about this controversial subject – “My 
honest opinion, honestly, is… everyone has a different 
opinion” – he hints that he believes in the right to die with 
dignity. “Humans have freedom of thought and freedom  
of speech… so why are we taking that away from people?”

Claflin spent four months rehearsing with Game Of 
Thrones star Emilia Clarke, who plays Will’s carer and  
love interest, Louisa. He also developed a rapport with the 

book’s author Jojo Moyes. “Sam is a sweetheart,” she tells 
me over email. “He is also the nicest-smelling man I’ve 
ever met. So much so that I and a couple of the female crew 
members would sneak up to him on set and inhale him.” 

A
lthough he’ll happily upload videos of him 
and Laura rap-syncing to Iggy Azalea and 
snaps of his cockapoo Rosie, don’t expect 
shots of Sam Junior any time soon. “We’re 
purposely shying away from posting any 

pictures of the baby,” he says, unwilling to even divulge his 
son’s name. “I don’t want to force my child into a world 
that he may or may not wish to go into. He might want  
to be a banker and change his surname for all I know.”

It’s fairly uncommon these days for anyone to be married 
with children in their twenties, let alone movie stars, but 
Claflin was keen to settle down. “The day I met Laura  
I knew I wanted to marry her, so it didn’t feel like we were 
rushing it,” he says. After meeting his future wife in an 
audition for My Week With Marilyn, Sam called his agent 
and told him he’d met the girl he wanted to marry. The next 
day they had a chance encounter on the Tube (you couldn't 
make it up!), and months later, Haddock got in touch with 
Claflin on Facebook (“she definitely pursued me”). They 
married in 2013, and from the dreamy look in his eyes 
when he talks about her, to the “Hi, sweetie” when she 
calls during our shoot, they’re clearly very much in love.

For Claflin, having children was “written in the stars”. 
“As a kid, I loved playing with dolls, did work experience 
in a playschool and my mum was a child-minder, so I’ve » 

Claflin had to 
transform physically  
to prepare for his role  
in Me Before You 
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grown up around kids.” Yet nothing 
could prepare him for having his own. 
“Someone described it to my wife as 
‘the best shock in the world’ – I think 
that’s fitting.” He says fatherhood has 
given him a “new-found admiration” 
for his parents and “anyone who’s 
been through it – it’s really hard!”

WHEN WE MEET, LAURA HAS BEEN PICTURED ON 
THE RED CARPET for the first time since giving birth, 
and a certain website has commented on her “svelte  
post-baby body”. Does he feel protective of her? “I do,  
and I think she’s probably more paranoid about it than  
she needs to be. No one should be expected to ‘snap back 
into shape’ but I don’t think she has anything to worry 
about. Laura looks amazing, she is amazing.”

Claflin also knows what it’s like to have his body 
scrutinised. “Me and Laura were on holiday and we were 
papped on the beach and we thought ‘Who gives a crap 
about us?’ But I started reading the comments underneath 
the photos and they were really negative, like ‘You say he’s 
buff? Look at him, he’s fat.’ Unfortunately, in the industry 
we work in, it’s expected, but I don’t go walking down  
the street telling people they’re fat and ugly. People  
should be kinder. I am a normal person – I have feelings!

“I constantly worry about how I look because I think the 
standard among other actors is so high. Take Zac Efron, for 
example. He’s about my age, we were both nominated for 
best shirtless scene and I’d vote for him! He keeps that  
up all the time. That’s one hell of a life choice. I couldn’t  

do it. I despise the gym. I’ll do it for work if  
I need to, but if I don’t need to then I’d rather 
have a pint or a burger with my mates.”

CLAFLIN TURNS 30 NEXT MONTH, SO 
JUST ABOUT REMEMBERS LIFE PRE-
INTERNET (“You’d call a mate on his landline 
and his mum would say ‘He’s out somewhere’, 
so you’d take your bike and find him”) and 
laments the role that social media can play in 

making or breaking an actor. “Being famous now is how 
many followers you have on Instagram and I think that’s 
quite sad,” he says. “So many people I know work so hard 
and save up a lifetime of money to go to drama school or 
university, and then when they get round to auditioning 
for a part, it goes to the daughter or son of so-and-so.  
I think that’s my working-class roots – when you see 
someone from privilege walk into a job which you  
know someone else strived for, it’s infuriating.”

One of four boys, Claflin grew up in Norwich with his 
dad, a finance officer, and his mum, a classroom assistant 
at his school, the local comp. Sam was captain of the 
football team, until injury forced him to try acting. “I was 
a loud mouth,” he says. “I was 5ft 2in and had a shaved 
head, earring and gold necklace. I wore a lot of Kappa.” 

He credits his family for keeping 
him grounded. His mum sorts his fan 
mail and makes him reply to every 
letter. “I remember the first time I saw 
the amount, I said, ‘Can’t you sign my 
signature?’ and she said, ‘Don’t be so 
ungrateful! People have spent days… 
look at the artwork on this one!’”

Soon he’ll start shooting My Cousin Rachel, with 
Rachel Weisz, an adaptation of the Daphne du Maurier 
story by Notting Hill director Roger Michell. With Claflin’s 
floppy hair, dimples and self-deprecating wit, it’s not  
a stretch to see him becoming the next Hugh Grant. But he 
says he’d much prefer a career like Christian Bale’s. “He 
physically transforms from part to part,” he says. “No one 
really knows what ‘Christian Bale’ looks like and I like 
hiding behind a role and getting lost in a character. I love 
the process of losing weight or gaining weight or growing 
a craggy beard.” In fact, he cultivated an impressive pencil 
moustache (“that was all me!”) for his role in 1940s-set 
comedy Their Finest Hour And A Half, out later this  
year, co-starring Gemma Arterton and Bill Nighy.

As our time comes to an end, Claflin casually  
lets slip that he’s doing a half marathon later that  
day. “Well, my friend was doing one,” he explains, 
reluctantly. “So I said I’d train with him, and  
now I’m doing it, too.”  
Dad bod or no dad bod, he  
is definitely still a more- 
than-a-bit Superman.  
Me Before You is out 3rd June

Enjoy more stories in the Red 
free weekly newsletter. To 
sign up, text RED and your 
email address to 84499*

FROM TOP, 
RIGHT: In Me 
Before You, 
co-starring Emilia 
Clarke; with wife 
Laura Haddock;  
as Finnick in The 
Hunger Games with 
Jennifer Lawrence

“I like HIDING behind  
a role and getting lost in  
a character. I LOVE the 

process of losing weight… 
or growing a BEARD”
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made me do it
Elizabeth Gilbert’s self-help blockbuster sold more than 10 million copies – it  

also empowered women worldwide to embrace their own Plan B. One decade  
on, three women reveal in a new book how they were inspired to reinvent their lives

PLAYING  
THE 
PART
THIRTY-
SOMETHING 
LISANN 
VALENTIN 
WALKED AWAY 

FROM HER CORPORATE LAW 
JOB, AND WAS FINALLY ABLE TO 
REALISE HER TRUE AMBITION 
I have to quit my job. That thought 
played on repeat as I walked out  
of my office on a sunny Thursday 
afternoon, tears streaming down  
my face. I needed to get some air,  
to collect myself. I started asking 
God, “Is this the right thing to do?”

An answer came from the heavens 
in the form of pigeon poop. I burst 
out laughing. I had my answer.

Lawyers don’t just quit their jobs. 
We’re taught to be responsible. We 
have commitments we can’t walk 

away from – or so I believed. But 
after years of living a life that did 
not fulfil me, it was time to make  
a decision. I could feel it in my heart. 
I could also feel it on my shoulder.

Practising as a first-year lawyer at 
a big firm clearly wasn’t what gave 
me joy, yet I didn’t want to give it 
up. I had fought so hard to get where 
I was and, as a reward, I had a great 
lifestyle. Not a life, mind you, 
but a lifestyle. I had 
money to spend on 
designer bags and 
holidays. I had “made 
it”. How could I say, 
“This just doesn’t fit 
me any more”?

I began a book group, 
thinking it could be a way 
to find insight. Our first pick 
was Eat Pray Love. The moment  
I read Elizabeth Gilbert’s words,  
I was hooked: “I had actively 
participated in the creation of this 
life – so why did I feel like none of  

it resembled me? Why did I feel so 
overwhelmed with duty?”

Duty. Oh. My. God. That was me. 
I closed the book and held it close.

Throughout my self-discovery, 
watching films had become a way  
to quiet my mind. One day, while 
watching a flick, I began repeating 
the lines of the protagonist out loud, 
feeling each word as it escaped my 

lips. I suddenly remembered  
I had done this as a child 

– in fact, for my entire 
life. My boyfriend had 
seen me doing it and 
asked, “Do you want 
to be an actor?”

At the time I denied 
it. But now I said aloud, 

“I want to be an actor!”
Then I sat up and asked 

myself, “Do you really?” And my 
inner voice, stronger than ever, 
replied with a resounding, “Yes”.

One year has passed since I said 
adios to Wall Street (and that » 

“Practising 
as a lawyer 

at a BIG firm 
WASN’T 
what gave 
me JOY”
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cheeky pigeon). Acting 
and directing, living  
a creative life that 
truly fulfils me – 
that’s become my 
work. Eat Pray Love 
encouraged me to strike 
out on my own down a new 
path. That’s where I found the 
courage to follow my heart and  
not just my head.

GETTING 
BACK  
TO ME
TRACIE 
CORNELL, 46, 
FOUND THE 
COURAGE TO 
LEAVE HER 

UNHAPPY MARRIAGE AND 
HASN’T LOOKED BACK SINCE
It was 2008. I had just put my two 
children to bed and was now lying 
in bed myself. I did this every night: 
crawled into bed with the TV on 
while my husband watched the 
other TV downstairs.

We were experts at this dance – 
we existed in each other’s presence 
but were merely going through the 
motions. I assumed this was normal, 
just what happens to a couple when 
you have two kids and two careers, 
you’re tired and the marriage isn’t 
new any more. Still, some part of  
me knew something was wrong,  
I just couldn’t put my finger on what.

That particular evening, though,  
I had something to look forward to 
besides staring at the TV until I fell 
asleep. I had started reading Eat 
Pray Love after seeing Elizabeth 
Gilbert’s first appearance on Oprah. 
I dove into her story. The scene 
where she’s lying on her bathroom 
floor in the middle of the night, 
crying and asking God for answers, 
was pivotal for me. For the first  
time, I was reading about someone 
who was honest about her unhappy 
marriage. I wasn’t alone!

It felt like a light-bulb moment. It 
was okay to admit that I didn’t like 

my married life any 
more. It was okay.

So often, women 
think they can’t change 
their lives and make 

themselves happy if 
they have children. But 

reading about what Elizabeth 
went through, her years abroad, 
created a door for women like me to 
walk through. It created a space for 
us to leave our unhappiness behind.

In the weeks after finishing Eat 
Pray Love, I started to be more 
vocal with my husband. At one  
point he said, “Well, what are we 
going to do? It’s not like we can get 
divorced.” I said, “Yes. We. Can.”  
I could tell from his expression that 
he didn’t expect that from me. 

Eat Pray Love had given me the 
permission I felt I needed to let the 
word “divorce” fall from my lips.

Now I became determined to find 
my own voice. I started to make the 
shift from “I’m going to just stay in 
this situation and hope it fixes itself” 
to “I’m going to do something to 
change my life” because we only 
have one life – we’d better live it.

SECOND-ACT 
SINGER
THE SINGULAR 
ELATION OF 
SINGING GAVE 
THERESA 
THORNTON, 
55, ANOTHER 
CHANCE 
When I was 47, 
I sang in front of 
an audience for the first time in  
my life. That summer, my son was 
learning to play the guitar. He was 
about to start high school and I was 
afraid his timidity would keep his 
talent hidden. I told him he had  
a gift; he was too skilled to play 
music alone in his room. He needed 
to share himself with the world.

After that talk, I thought about  
my own life. Who was I? Post-
divorce, consumed with financial 
and time-management struggles, my 

life consisted of my two children and  
my office job. Still, I knew there was 
more out there – I heard the whisper.

My fantasy was to be a singer. 
Sure, I sang in the car alone, but 
singing in front of someone, anyone, 
was terrifying. My dream was so 
private and closely guarded that 
no-one had ever heard me.

I’d read Eat Pray Love two years 
before. I’d absorbed every drop of 
Elizabeth Gilbert’s life-changing 
personal journey like she was  
a friend, talking to me in confidence. 
As I watched my son follow his 
artistic ambitions, I knew it was  
time for me to pursue my own.

I had heard of a workshop at  
a place in New York, so I scraped 
the money for a session together  
and went on a Saturday morning.  
I didn’t tell a single soul.

I sang – a cappella – the Gladys 
Knight And The Pips hit I’ve Got  
To Use My Imagination. My voice 
didn’t crack or quiver. It rang out in 
the room. For a second, I couldn’t 
believe it was me. I was out of my 
body, watching myself. When the 
song was over, I looked around the 
room to astonished faces and open 
mouths. The vocal coach smiled.  

He didn’t tell me to take 
lessons – he told me to find 
a band and get out there.

I was high. I had never 
felt such singular elation.

I had officially begun  
my journey. I know I’m  
not going to be the next  
Etta James but it’s not  
about 
that. 

Singing fills my 
soul and makes 
me happy. I sing 
for me. 
© Lisann Valentin, 
Tracie Cornell 
and Theresa 
Thornton, 2016. 
Extracted from 
Eat Pray Love 
Made Me Do It 
(Bloomsbury, 
£8.99) out 5th May

“It was okay 
to ADMIT  

I didn’t like 
MARRIED life 

any more”

For more inspiring 
life-changing  
stories, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK
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JOIN THE RED FASHION  
TEAM FOR AN EXCLUSIVE 
SHOPPING EVENT AT  
EILEEN FISHER AND SNAP UP THE 
PERFECT HOLIDAY WARDROBE

YOUR SUMMER

Who isn’t dreaming of  
a little summer escape? 
Whether you’re planning  
a mini-break, a trip to the 
country or a luxury long-haul 

adventure this season, join the Red fashion 
team for an exclusive shopping event on  
19th May and discover the secrets to  
packing the perfect holiday wardrobe. 

Not only will we share our insider tips and 
tricks for curating the ideal capsule collection 
for your trip (from a sunshine-soaked coastal 
getaway to a buzzy city break, we’ve got  
you covered), but we’ll also give you the 
chance to shop Eileen Fisher’s sleek clothing 
collection, made with a commitment to 
organic and sustainable fabrics, including  
a brilliant 15% discount. 

Think easy-to-wear, stylish pieces with 
clean lines and classic shapes that are perfect 
for layering, so you can look chic in any 
weather. These clothes are not just brief 
holiday flings – they’re timeless capsule 
pieces that you can buy now and love and 
wear for seasons to come. And to really  
get you in the summer spirit, there will be  
a glass of fizz and delicious canapés for you 
on arrival, as well as a gorgeous Eileen Fisher 
cotton shopper bag filled with goodies to  
take home after the event. See you there!

WHEN: 19th May, 6pm-8.30pm 
WHERE: Eileen Fisher, 80 King’s Road, London SW3 4TZ 

PRICE: £10 (excluding VAT and booking fee), includes 
shopping discount, goodie bag, drinks and canapés 

BOOK AT: Redonline.co.uk/eileenfisher

CAPSULE
WARDROBE

Silk top, £160; 
silk trousers, 
£255; leather 
sandals, £185

Linen top, £150; linen trousers, 
£160; sandals, as above

Silk dress, £320;  
leather sandals, £185
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It’s impossible to pigeonhole Brix Smith Start.  
A master of reinvention, she’s overcome 
devastating breakdowns and break-ups to play 
every role you can imagine: indie heroine (as 
bass player in post-punk band The Fall), 

wannabe actress (while living in a garage and 
waitressing in downtown LA) and now style guru  
(first as the founder of hip east-London boutique  

Start; later alongside Gok Wan on Gok’s Fashion  
Fix). But while her incredible story of career and  
life highs and lows beggars belief, it’s also universal 
– this isa woman who has lived a full life, grown  
from her mistakes, and learned to trust her gut.  
That’s a lesson all of us can learn from. »
The Rise, The Fall, And The Rise by Brix Smith Start 
(Faber, £14.99) is out 5th May

START
From the front cover of 

NME to waiting tables in 

LA, Brix Smith Start’s 

new memoir charts  

a remarkable journey

FRESH
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Reads
Edited by NATASHA LUNN



So many new books, 

so little time. Sarra 

Manning picks June’s 

page-turners

MUST-

N E W

This Must Be The Place by 
Maggie O’Farrell (Headline, 
£18.99; out 17th May)
I haven’t read a Maggie O’Farrell 
novel I didn’t love and This Must  
Be The Place might be her finest 
work yet. Told from myriad different 
viewpoints, timelines and locations, 
the novel is about a marriage gone 
awry and the other relationships  
that define us. I wanted to linger 
over every sentence. A beautiful, 
ambitious triumph.

The Bridge Ladies by Betsy 
Lerner (Macmillan, £18.99;  
out 5th May)
The Golden Girls meets 
The Sisterhood Of The 
Travelling Pants for  
a game of bridge and  
a plate of fishballs. I loved 

this memoir about a mother and 
daughter putting their differences 
aside when the author joins her 
mother’s Monday lunchtime bridge 
game, which has been running for 
50 years. As she reconnects with  
her mother, the author also becomes 
fascinated by the lives of her 
mother’s friends, who have been 
such a pivotal part of her life.  

The Butterfly Summer by  
Harriet Evans (Headline,  
£7.99; out 19th May)
When a novel references both  
Ballet Shoes and The Railway 
Children in its very first paragraph, 
you know you’re in a safe space. The 
Butterfly Summer is a delightfully 
engrossing read about Nina,  
a woman stuck in an unhappy  
rut who, after a chance meeting, 
traces her family back through the 

generations  
and uncovers 
secrets and  
a house called 
Keepsake. 

READS
When She Was Bad by Tammy 
Cohen (Black Swan, £6.99)
This was so gripping, I felt as if  
I’d been stuck to the pages with 
Araldite. The story of colleagues 
made miserable by a new boss and 
her brand of toxic office politics 
combined with a story of two 
deprived children taken into care. 
This one will keep you guessing.

A Country Road, A Tree  
by Jo Baker (Doubleday,  
£14.99; out 5th May)
From the author of Longbourn 
comes this fictional account of Irish 
writer Samuel Beckett’s experiences 
living in France during World War II 
and his work with the Resistance. It 
perfectly captures the deprivation, 
the despair and the constant, creeping 
fear of an occupied people.

Now & Again by Charlotte Rogan 
(Fleet, £16.99; out 5th May)
The second novel from the author  
of the bestselling The Lifeboat,  
Now & Again has a lot  

to live up to. Happily,  
this tale of an ordinary 
suburban mum who 
becomes a whistle-blower 
when she uncovers shady 
goings-on at the munitions 
plant where she works, 
doesn’t disappoint. All  
the ingredients of a tense 
thriller with a domestic slant 
that got my heart involved.

This month’s
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There’s a certain intimacy between  
a photographer and subject, a bond 
that’s forged by trust and vulnerability. 
Red contributor Chris Craymer explores 
this relationship in his new book, From 
The Heart, by photographing his 
subjects, but also by taking on the  
role of interviewer for the first time. 
The result? Deeply personal portraits 
that ooze both style and substance.  
A welcome addition to our coffee table. 
From The Heart: Chris Craymer 
(Damiani, around £35, from artbook.com)

From
HEART

Chris Craymer:

the

Write your way to happiness

9 9  T H I N G S 
T H AT  B R I N G 
M E  J OY
From the smell 
of spring rain  
to the bliss of 
clean sheets, 
this journal 

gives you 99 prompts so that you  
can create your own happy list.  
It’s a definite mood booster.
(Abrams and Chronicle, £11.99)

S TA R T  W H E R E 
YO U  A R E
Brooklyn artist 
Meera Lee Patel’s 
handbook is  
a useful exercise in 
self-discovery. Use 
writing, drawing 

and list-making to get to know 
yourself – and your goals – better. 
For anyone who wants to dream.
(Particular Books, £10.99)

H A P P I N E S S 
J O U R N A L
What makes you 
smile? What makes 
your heart sing? 
This sunny 
notebook helps 
you work out what 

brings you joy in your life so you can 
choose to experience more of it.  
The reverse bucket list is a must. »
(Kikki.K, £21)

Turn over a blank page and improve your life with a thoughtful new journal
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Why did you decide to tackle  
the economy in The Mandibles?
I wanted to write something that  
felt threatening, like this meltdown 
could happen tomorrow and it could 
have an impact on you. 

Money is an idea. It could turn  
into nothing overnight and it’s scary 
when you get your head around  
that. I think living for decades on 
extremely little has made me into  
a pessimist in some ways – I’m 
always preparing for a catastrophe. 
 
Did the novel’s subject matter 
depress you?
I think writing about disaster is really 
fun. It’s not the same as it actually 
happening to you, and that’s why  
it’s an enjoyable experience for  
the reader, too. After all, it’s safe  
– you’re just sitting in a chair.
 

How did you deal with rejection 
early on in your career?
I kept getting new ideas for books;  
so I wrote them. When you’re 
younger, I think it’s easier to respond 
to rejection with “I’ll show them,  
the bastards”. But honestly, I was  
very close to quitting when We  
Need To Talk About Kevin came  
out. If it had never been published,  
I would’ve had to think long and  
hard about another career.

LIONEL

We need to
talk about

Lionel Shriver is back. 

With her new novel The 

Mandibles – focusing on 

a family affected by the 

global economic crisis 

– out this month, the 

author opens up about 

love, rejection and the  

joy of tennis

Name something that makes  
you happy?
Playing tennis – that’s my idea of  
a good time. To me, it’s just about  
joy – the feeling of hitting the ball 
and the sensation of it on the racket 
strings. But beyond that, making 
things: drawing, painting, sculpture, 

cooking – even a beautiful pie.  
It almost doesn’t matter what it is,  
I just like making stuff, and I think 
tennis is an example of that – you  
form a point, you create a shot. 

Do you find it easier to write 
when you’re unhappy?
I used to think that was true and  
I feared becoming too contented 
because then where would the 
material come from? But I’ve found 
that’s not the case. There’s plenty  
of misery in the world and I don’t 
have to be personally unhappy  
in order to access that material.  
I think the key is to realise you  
don’t always have to look inward  

for your inspiration – you can look 
out of the window, too. And there’s 
plenty happening in the outside  
world that’s upsetting, so we’re never 
going to run out of stories to tell.
 

How do you stay in tune with 
your true self?
I keep a journal to write down what 
I’m feeling and thinking. I think 
that’s one of the things writing is 
very useful for. There’s a way in 
which having to pin yourself down  
in words is clarifying.
 

Did falling in love change the  
way you approached writing?
It made writing easier in that  
I know what it’s like and that’s  
an important experience to have 
under your belt as a human. I count 
myself extremely fortunate that  
I have fallen in love twice – that 
makes me incredibly lucky.

The whole unrequited love thing  
is a terrible trap, and I fell into it 
more than once. But that’s not really 
love; the experience of truly falling  
in love is mutual. If you’re not getting 
two-to-tango then you just don’t  
have anything to work with, but  
it’s certainly worth waiting for. 
The Mandibles: A Family,  
2029-2047 (Borough Press,  
£16.99) is out 12th May

CLOCKWISE 
FROM LEFT: 
Lionel Shriver;  
her new book  
The Mandibles; 
Tilda Swinton and 
Jasper Newell in the 
film of We Need To 
Talk About Kevin

“I’m extremely 
FORTUNATE that  

I have fallen in LOVE 
twice. That makes me 
incredibly LUCKY”
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Simple, polished pieces. Easy, effortless style. Give your 
wardrobe an instant update with the Style Edit

T he perfect spring wardrobe 
is not about blink-and-
you’ll-miss-them trends, 
but investing in cool 
timeless pieces that you  

can wear again and again; clothes  
that fit effortlessly into your life; 
outfits that make you feel good 
whenever you put them on.

Style Edit is a carefully curated edit 
of this season’s most directional and 
versatile pieces. Hand-picked from 
the Jacques Vert Group S/S 16 ranges 
by stylist Sasha Barrie, this collection 
shakes off traditional dress-code 

rules, instead offering innovative  
new pieces: sharp cropped jackets, 
bold lace, subtle prints, a fresh spin 
on monochrome. These are the looks 
that will take you from a summer 
wedding to city rooftop drinks with 
elegant ease. Mix and match – wear 
your shift dress with chic flat sandals, 
throw your coral blazer on with 
cuffed jeans, carve out your own 
laissez-faire approach to occasion 
dressing. This season, get an 
exclusive 20% off the Style Edit 
collection. Simply enter the code 
RED20 on style-edit.co.uk*.

Dress, £99 

STYLE EDIT

Jacket, £149; 
top, £39; 
skirt, £69

Jacket, £129; 
skirt, £129

For expert style advice and 
to shop the full range, visit 
STYLE-EDIT.CO.UK

Spring

PROMOTION
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We’re in full HOLIDAY 

spirit, our minds on 

far-flung (and not so) 

destinations. But what 

to wear, you say? How 

about cute CO-ORD 

print skirts and tops, 

POM-POM accessories 

and OFF-THE-

SHOULDER styles are  

a must. We also get 

inside CHANEL with 

model Laura Bailey 

styling the new pieces 

her way. Dreamy… 

STRIDE 
INTO

SUMMER

Wool jacket, £365, Etoile 
Isabel Marant at Net-A-
Porter. Lycra swimsuit, 
£575, Zimmermann. 
Brass bracelet, £100, 
Carven. Gold-plated 
bracelet, £140, Miansai. 
Gold-plated necklace, 
£24.99, Pilgrim. Raffia 
and leather bag, £295, 
Zeus and Dione. Canvas 
and leather bag (small), 
£1,130, Marni. Silicone 
and stainless steel 
watch,  £185, Calvin  
Klein Future. Suede 
sandals, £660, Etro
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Edited by NICOLA ROSE

Fashion



POSITANO
Take inspiration from 
the Amalfi coast with 
texture, jewels and 
bellissimo bold hues. 
This glamorously 
cool co-ord from 
Dolce & Gabbana 
 is perfectly 
accessorised with 
jewelled flats and 
statement earrings

Cotton-mix top; 
cotton-mix skirt; 
wicker bag; leather 
shoes, all price on 
request, Dolce & 
Gabbana. Silk scarf 
(worn as headband), 
£100, Sandro. Crystal 
earrings, £295, Dolce  
& Gabbana at Browns

HOTEL, MOTEL, HOLIDAY INN… DON’T 
PACK A THING FOR SUMMER WITHOUT 

RED’S EDIT OF THE MOST STYLISH 
SUNNY-WEATHER WEAR

Photographs JONTY DAVIES Styling NICOLA ROSE

THE SUN
HERE COMES
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MARRAKECH
The classic beach 
cover-up gets  
a runway make-over 
with tasselled 
accessories and  
au naturel, sea-
breeze hair

Cotton playsuit, £240, 
Dodo Bar Or at Net-A-
Porter. Jersey swimsuit, 
£315, Hermès. Acetate 
sunglasses, £215, Saint 
Laurent. Wool, glass 
and plated-brass 
necklace, £60; 
brass and cotton 
necklaces (long), 
£68 each, all Dana 
Levy. Model’s left 
wrist, from top: 
Wood and brass 
bracelet, £35 
each, Lulu Frost. 
Cotton and 
sterling silver 
bracelet, £35; 
cotton and gold 
vermeil sterling-
silver bracelet,  
£35, both By Pariah. 
Cotton bag,  
£109, Antik Batik. 
Fibreboard and 
leather suitcase  
(just seen), £1,325,
Globe-Trotter
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ISTANBUL
A statement sweater, 
chic sliders and  
a great two-piece; 
that’s your glamorous 
weekend edit done 
right there 

Cotton jumper, £330, 
Toga at Selfridges. 
Seersucker bikini 
bottoms, £270 (for  
the set), Lisa Marie 
Fernandez. Gold-plated 
Swarovski earrings, 
£745, Dolce & Gabbana 
at Net-A-Porter. Brass 
and cotton bracelets, 
£68 each, Dana Levy. 
Satin bag, £995, 
Christian Louboutin. 
Suede bag, £209, 
Maje. Polyester 
shoes, £335,  
Isabel Marant 
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MIAMI
It’s always a party 
when you’re dressed 
in happy-go-lucky 
stars and stripes with 
clashing prints and  
an outfit-making 
shiny throw-over

Silk coat, £1,000, Isabel 
Marant. Cotton jumper, 
£225; viscose top (worn 
underneath), £170; silk 
trousers, £245, all Max 
Mara. Faux-leather 
headphones, £79, 
Marshall Headphones. 
Plastic watch, £47.50, 
Swatch. Plastic  
bangles, £140 each, 
Dsquared2. Leather  
and suede shoes,  
£595, Jimmy Choo
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IBIZA TOWN
Lean back and watch 
the sun go down on 
Paradise Beach in  
a boho-style cape 
with fringing, 
rainbow crotchet  
and lace-up sandals

Gaberdine and suede 
cape, £1,935, Saint 
Laurent by Hedi Slimane. 
Crochet bikini top, £230 
(for the set), Hilfiger 
Collection. Cotton 
shorts, £29.95, Gap. 
Wool, glass and 
plated-brass necklace, 
£60; wool, glass and 
plated-brass anklet, 
£60, both Dana Levy. 
Leather bag, £1,395, 
Anya Hindmarch.  
Suede sandals, £365, 
Stuart Weitzman
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LIMA
A silk tea dress is  
a fail-safe for all 
destinations. Pile  
on a pom-pom and 
you’re ready for those 
hot Peruvian nights

Crepe de Chine dress, 
£1,395, Prada. Straw hat, 
£260, Yosuzi at Browns. 
Left wrist: Gold-plated 
diamanté and cotton 
bracelet, £78; shell, 
cotton and brass 
bracelet, £48; gold-
plated enamel and 
cotton bracelet, £95 
each, all Dana Levy. 
Raffia and leather 
shoes, £530, Aquazzura
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BUENOS AIRES
Invest in a hero 
swimsuit in one of 
summer’s new shades; 
terracotta, rust and 
chocolate. Then add 
tribal accessories to 
bring out your wild side

Cotton coat, £1,980, Marni. 
Jersey swimsuit (with 
brown belt), £360, Michael 
Kors Collection. Gold-
plated brass with druzy 
stone necklace, £110, 
Cornelia Webb. Wood  
and brass bracelet, £35, 
Lulu Frost. Brass bracelet, 
£100, Carven. Leather  
belt, £120, Paul Smith. 
Leather and suede bag, 
£765, Hill & Friends
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ST TROPEZ
Super-soft cashmere 
elevates Chanel’s cosy 
separates straight to 
first class. Champagne? 
Don’t mind if I do

Cashmere sweater  
(over shoulders), £2,270; 
cashmere top, £1,390; 
cashmere trousers, £2,530; 
towelling bag, £1,610; 
cotton hat, £475, all Chanel. 
Leather sandals, £160, 
Ancient Greek Sandals 

Model Lindsay Ellingson at Viva 
London. Hair Ben Cooke at Frank 
Agency for Lockonego, using 
Pantene. Make-up Michelle 
Campbell at Frank Agency,  
using MAC Pro. Nails Joanna 
Newbold at Era Management, 
using Chanel Le Vernis and  
Body Excellence Hand Cream.  
Skin finishing by Jules  
Heptonstall, using StTropez.  
Stylist’s assistant Chloe Forde. 
Location thanks to Big Sky Studios
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THE NEW ‘IT’ NECKLINE – OFF-THE-
SHOULDER – IS STEALING THE SPOTLIGHT 

IN A LAID-BACK PALETTE OF SUMMER 
BLUES AND CLEAN WHITES

Photographs IAKOVOS   Styling LAUREN T FRANKS

SWEET & LOW

Cut-out 
shoulders tick the 
fashion-forward 
box. Stack up 
gold-on-gold 
jewellery in strong 
architectural 
shapes to add  
a tough-luxe edge

Knitted dress, 
£1,155, David Koma. 
Gold-plated silver 
earrings, £330, Mara 
Irsara. Gold vermeil 
ring, £178, Bianca 
Jones. Bracelets, 
from left: Gold-
plated brass, £150, 
Lulu Frost; gold-
plated brass, £129, 
Noir at Fenwick; 
gold, £850,  
Robinson Pelham
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Sometimes 
simplicity is the 
answer. A flowing 
white dress is 
your forever 
throw-on, and 
with a few pieces 
of bold jewellery 
you’re guaranteed 
to turn heads

Stretch-crepe 
dress, £950, Preen by 
Thornton Bregazzi at 
Fenwick. Rose-gold 
and diamond  
ear cuff, £595, 
Annoushka. 
Gold-plated brass 
earrings, £89, Noir  
at Fenwick. Gold 
bracelet, £3,790, 
Robinson Pelham. 
Gold ring, £600, 
Hall Collection
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S/S16’s minimalist 
mood takes hold 
in this Tibi cotton 
top with cut-out 
shoulders, saying 
loud and clear  
you got the 
sartorial memo. 
Note: cascading, 
waterfall earrings 
make it evening-
appropriate

Cotton top, £295, 
Tibi at Fenwick. 
Metal and strass 
earrings, £715, Sonia 
Rykiel. Sterling 
silver, white 
sapphire and 
emerald ring, £395, 
The Graduate 
Ring Company
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A Bardot shirt 
and high-waisted 
trousers make the 
perfect all-stripe 
uniform. Eye-
catching earrings 
and a heavy-duty 
cuff? They speed 
your wardrobe 
into summer

Cotton shirt with 
leather embroidery, 
£1,250; cotton 
trousers, £570,  
both Tod’s. Resin 
earrings, £230, 
Marni at Liberty. 
Silver bracelet, £99, 
By Malene Birger
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Why have two 
straps when you 
can have one? 
Juxtapose an 
asymmetric 
neckline with 
sculptural 
earrings for  
a laid-back 
aesthetic with 
maximum impact

Taffeta and 
organza dress, £930; 
metal and leather 
earrings, £270; 
metal and leather 
bracelet, £300, all 
Emporio Armani
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Making waves  
is easy. Inspired 
by Greek board 
games, this Peter 
Pilotto sundress 
is perfect for 
playing by the 
sea, while beaded 
earrings add 
dinner-party 
decadence 

Navy and white 
cotton and silk 
dress, £685, Peter 
Pilotto at Liberty. 
Rose-gold and 
diamond ear cuff, 
£595, Annoushka. 
Gold beaded 
earrings, £270, 
Oscar de la Renta  
at Liberty. Sterling 
silver ring, £175, 
Marcia Vidal. 
Gold-plated brass 
and white synthetic 
diamond bracelet, 
£327, Cielle 
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This clever shirt 
from Altuzarra 
unties at the 
nape, so it can  
be worn normally 
by day and  
slipped off the 
shoulder come 
sundown. Now 
this we love

Linen shirt,  
£421; linen burlap 
skirt, £1,029, both 
Altuzarra. Gold-
plated silver 
earrings (left),  
£125 (for a pair), 
Thomas Sabo. 
Gold-plated 
earring, £210 (for 
one), Jennifer Fisher. 
Bracelets, from left: 
Gold-plated silver, 
£180, Thomas Sabo; 
gold-plated, £320, 
Jennifer Fisher; gold 
and yellow 
sapphire, £220,  
The Graduate Ring 
Company; gold and 
black diamond, 
£1,395, Celine 
D’Aoust at Fenwick.
Gold-plated  
ring (left), £110, 
Uncommon Matters. 
Rings on ring finger, 
from top: White 
gold and grey 
diamond, £1,300; 
gold and diamond, 
£950; gold and 
diamond, £295;  
gold and yellow 
diamond, £995; 
gold, £295, all 
Annoushka.  
Gold vermeil ring,  
as before
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A modern prairie 
top teamed with 
tailored trousers 
and daring 
diamonds creates 
the perfect 
polished look. 
Your summer 
wardrobe will 
thank you 

Cotton and silk  
top, £178, J Crew. 
Cotton-mix 
trousers, £255,  
3.1 Phillip Lim. 
Rose-gold and 
diamond ear cuff, 
£595, Annoushka.
Gold and diamond 
earrings, price on 
request, Saqqara at 
Browns. Rose-gold, 
silver and diamond 
bracelet, price on 
request; rose-gold, 
white gold and 
topaz ring (top), 
£1,060; rose-gold 
and adularia ring,  
£840, all Pomellato

Model Nur Hellmann at 
Viva London. Hair Liam 
Curran at Carol Hayes 
Management, using 
Kiehl’s. Make-up Emma 
Osborne at One 
Represents, using Chanel 
S/S 2016 and No 5 Body 
Excellence. Nails Kim 
Treacy at Stella Creative 
Artists, using Leighton 
Denny Expert Nails. 
Fashion director Nicola 
Rose. Stylist’s assistant 
Gabriella Minchella. 
Location thanks to  
Spring Studios
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Simply styled,  
the classic silk 
Chanel shirt is  

a wear-anywhere 
lifetime investment

Silk shirt, £1,315; gold 
and leather watch, 

£10,000, both Chanel. 
Rings, Laura’s own 
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COCO,
KARL

AND ME
FOR MODEL AND RED STYLE CRUSH LAURA BAILEY, A TRIP TO ROME FOR 

CHANEL’S MÉTIERS D’ART SHOW TURNED OUT TO BE A TRIP DOWN MEMORY 
LANE, TOO. HERE, THE LIFELONG CHANEL LOVER SHARES HER MUSINGS ABOUT 

THE ICONIC FASHION HOUSE AND STYLES THE NEW PIECES HER WAY

Photographs PHILIP SINDEN  Creative direction NICOLA ROSE

C
hanel has always felt like my fashion family. 
Everything about the brand feeds into my 
life and my personality, both the scruffy, 
tomboy-ish, girl-about-town Laura and the 
polished, elegant woman I aspire to be. 

Karl’s creative world inspires me to read more, write 
more and truly express myself, and this extraordinary  
trip to Rome to celebrate Chanel’s latest Métiers d’Art 
collection was a feast for all the senses. A trip like no other. 

The day started early with a special dawn tour of  
the Sistine Chapel – we literally had divine inspiration 
before breakfast. I know Rome well and each visit 
reveals a new set of secret treasures: we lit candles in  
a backstreet convent, climbed scaffolding to inspect  
the restoration of ancient frescos and, for me, time  
stood still inside the exquisite Angelica Library in  

the Piazza di Sant’Agostino. I have never seen  
a shrine to literature, poetry and botany like it. 

There really is no space to be jaded or cynical  
when Chanel is hosting an event. We saw, did and 
absorbed so much before the evening’s extravaganza  
– and what an extravaganza it was. When we arrived  
at Cinecittà, Rome’s iconic film studios, where La  
Dolce Vita and so many other classic films have been 
produced, it was twilight and I was awestruck. The 
immense scale of it, the plays of light… it was truly 
incredible and set the tone for what was to come. 

My fascination with film began when I lived in New 
York’s West Village as a budding model. My flat was 
opposite the best video store in the city, and even though 
my girlfriends and I were out partying most of the time,  
we also stayed in and hosted these mad, very amateur, » 
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Relaxed tweed trousers 
were favoured by 

Lagerfeld this  
season. To diversify the 
tailoring Bailey throws 

on worn-out denim 

Tweed trousers,  
£1,915, Chanel. All other 

items, Laura’s own 
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Transform your LBD  
into a daywear must-have 

with trainers and  
a laid-back attitude

Lace dress, £15,560,  
Chanel. All other items,  

Laura’s own »
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at-home film festivals. We’d watch all Catherine Deneuve’s 
work, then Monica Vitti’s. Those years in New York were 
my film education and this event with Chanel, which had 
old movies at its heart, struck a chord with me. 

It was as if Karl had filtered Italy’s iconic motion- 
picture history through his modern Chanel lens: 
everywhere I looked, there were layers and layers of 
creativity all rooted in film. On top of that, he brought in 
Paris and all its romance by way of the astonishing catwalk 
set. I think we were all under Karl’s incredible spell as 
soon as we passed beneath that legendary Cinecittà sign.

The first space we were led to revealed itself as an 
otherworldly, wonderland-style garden that was full of 
oversized ceramics and statues. They played a kind of  
hide-and-seek with the assembled guests and, at one  
point, I turned around and there was actress Geraldine 
Chaplin in profile against a giant Roman superhero effigy. 

After drinks, and as the sun set, we filed down  
a candlelit path to an open-air cinema to watch both 
Chaplin and Kristen Stewart play Coco Chanel in  
Once And Forever, the latest short from Karl’s bespoke 
movie house. It was all shadowy and atmospheric  
as we found our seats and waited, 
snuggled beneath the Chanel tweed 
blankets to keep out the chill. 

Like everything about the trip, the film 
was abstract and provocative. In keeping 
with the mood of contrasts, Karl created 
this world of goofy intrigue that, for me, 
tackled the modern ideas of identity and power –  
who is Coco today? It made me think about my own 
journey through life. Coco was most definitely a woman  
on a mission and the film opened up a new curiosity in  
us all. It was creatively very free and I loved it. 

THE STORY SERVED AS THE PERFECT PRECURSOR 
TO A VERY SPECIAL CATWALK SHOW. What was so 
clever was how Karl wove the film’s theme of contrast 
into the exquisite collection. The chemistry between the 
Gothic blacks and those sugary princess pastels playfully 
reinvented Chanel’s well-known style codes. 

As we waited for the models to arrive, fashion director 
Caroline Issa and I walked down one of the abandoned, 
ashen boulevards in Chanel’s apocalyptic Parisian set. 
We were absorbed: the window displays, the bread in the 
boulangerie, the chocolates, flowers and wine, they were 
all intricately sculpted and then preserved as if in dusty 
aspic – a monochromatic city lost in time. Everything 
was distressed and distorted in the most beautiful way. 

I am drawn to things that aren’t too perfectly glossy  
or finished, so I was as fascinated by the strangeness of it 
all, as I was by the clothes. The black panel dresses, the 
pussy-bow details and the lace patchwork tights gave 
everything a recognisably punky Chanel glamour. The 
look was sexy – Lagerfeld played with length and 

looseness, and I loved the mannish overcoats. I’m going  
to wear one over my jeans or with a little vintage dress. 

I’M AN INSTINCTIVE DRESSER RATHER THAN  
AN ADVANCED PLANNER AND I’M NO LONGER 
AFRAID TO MAKE STYLE MISTAKES – I don’t have  
to prove myself and there’s something wonderfully 
liberating in that. I dress without rules – I’m not 
interested in being ‘the crazy girl’ and, equally,  
I harbour no aspirations to be perfectly chic. 

What drives me when I get dressed is the ability  
to feel free and powerful. Having said that, my  
wardrobe is not at all organised. It’s chaotic but it  
suits the speedy rhythm of my life. I am not a hoarder, 
but I have things, especially Chanel pieces, that I am  
still in love with after all these years. If I had to save  
one item from a fire it would be my little Chanel jacket. 

My latest addition is a souvenir hair bow attached  
to a tiny comb from this Métiers d’Art collection. Sam 
McKnight, hairstylist supreme and long-term Chanel 
collaborator, sent it to me on my return to London  

and I know I will wear it forever. His sexed-up hair 
mirrored the haunted ‘night owl’ feel of 
the forgotten Parisian set – everything 
was just so romantically undone. 

That’s the thing about Chanel.  
The people involved, the themes,  
the clothes, they’re all glamorous 
punctuation marks against real life.  

Even the guests were enchanting. After the show,  
I spent a lot of time admiring actress Rooney Mara in  
her palest pink Chanel dress. And then there was Princess 
Caroline of Monaco with a gaggle of her glossiest friends 
all wrapped up in a conspiracy of jewels and tweed. 

Amanda Harlech, who has been a muse for the house 
for many years, was, of course, at the show too. She has 
been there for me at key times in both my professional 
and personal lives, and her belief and support is always 
invaluable. Like all of Chanel’s key creatives and muses, 
Amanda is a living, working testimony to the brand’s 
celebration of empowerment and individuality. 

What I find endlessly fascinating about Karl is that  
he has no limits. He seems to excel in so many fields. 
He’s an artist, first and foremost in fashion, and then  
in photography, drawing and film-making; he’s the 
ultimate, modern creative and he does it all with wit. 
He’s so respectful of the past, but also so ultra-modern. 

When I first started modelling, Chanel felt like 
someone else’s story, the clothes were grown-up and 
glamorous. Today it is such an honour to have been 
invited to share in this spectacle, to be present at an  
event that so tangibly fused Coco Chanel’s independent 
spirit with Karl’s extraordinarily creative mind.  

My Chanel escapade in Rome really was pure 
adventure, naughtiness and magic. 

If I had to save ONE 
item from a fire, it 
would be my little 
CHANEL jacket
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For more of our 
favourite fashion 
moments, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

FROM TOP: The 
Métiers d’Art collection 
designs were all rooted in 
film; Geraldine Chaplin, 
Kristen Stewart and 
Italian director Matteo 
Garrone on the front 
row; hair bows added  
a punky Chanel glamour

LEFT: Laura 
Bailey in Chanel 
at Paris Fashion 
Week in 2014
RIGHT: Karl 
Lagerfeld

The catwalk set brought 
the romance of Paris to 
Rome; designs playfully 
reinvented Chanel’s style 
codes (right and below)

Silk shirt, as  
before. All other  

items, Laura’s own 
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Body
Edited by BRIGID MOSS and ANNABEL MEGGESON

WONDERFUL 
IN ONE

Want to get a beach body? Well, here’s the  
thing: you’ve already got one. All you have  
to do is take your body to the beach. 

Seriously, though, unless you’re in the habit  
of consistently loving your body, stripping  
off for that first beach trip can provoke an  
uncomfortable mix of anxiety and dread.  
So, while you’re perfect just the way you are,  
who hasn’t unwrapped their sarong and wished 
they’d done a little bit more? To that end, we’ve  
put together a seven-day pre-holiday countdown  
that this year focuses on reconnecting with your 
body via some simple exercises, some smart  
food choices and a good dose of self-love. »

FEEL

WEEK
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SUNSHINE 
READY, 
BODY 

CONFIDENT
You’d be mad to let bad body image 

spoil a great holiday, says beauty director 
Annabel Meggeson. Each one of 

us is perfectly imperfect, 
flaws and all

I 
think the last time I went on holiday and 
didn’t feel at all self-conscious was when  
I was 16. Which, if I think about it too 
much, is awfully sad. Since then, a range of 
psychological and physical batterings have 

altered my body beyond the smooth, untainted 
boundaries of my youth and in doing so soured the 
pleasure of stripping off to savour sun and sea and 
sand. Not always hugely, but always somewhat. 

Indulge me a minute. On that St Tropez holiday 
when I was 16, I looked lovely. (Who doesn’t at that 
age?) I was scouted for the campsite’s beauty contest 
and trumped only by a Norwegian blonde called 
Adelheid. It was the summer I discovered topless 
sunbathing, was entirely without under-wiring  
(the rest of the time), and strolled everywhere in 
swimwear without some self-conscious saunter 
imagined to lessen the burden of my flesh on the 
eyes of so many perceived beholders. How I’d love 
to inhabit that body again. (The things I could do 
with it now.) But I can’t. So rather than embark on  
a lifetime of attempts at self-improvement – some of 
which will be more miserable than others – I have to 
appreciate everything we’ve been through together, 
thank it for the memories and make the best of it. 

Acceptance is a big part of this, as it’s so 
important not to be locked in battle with your » 
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body. The very notion can make us 
cynical (as one New Statesman writer 
and mother of three, Glosswitch, put 
it: “Acceptance is the last stage of 
grieving for the body you’ll never 
have”), but muster as much as you  
can and mix it with wisdom and 
knowledge. The knowledge that to 
allow your imperfect body to spoil  
a holiday is a tragic waste, as nobody 
will suffer except you; that there’s 
something beautiful about an 
imperfect body being deployed in  
a confident way while in a (well-
chosen; see page 141) one-piece; that 
attractiveness, anyway, is about ease 
and swagger, not perfect breasts and 
zero cellulite. Finally, that everyone 
who knows and loves you, knows 
you’re flawed and that you’re the only 
one making believe you’re perfect.

A
nd, yes, you need  
to throw in a bit  
of beauty, too. 
Reconnecting with 
our bodies is an 

important step towards diminishing 
the low-level disdain so many of us 
have for them and which can suck 
the joy out of being in a sunny place 
in a state of undress. By directing 
attention towards our skin – through 
lavishing it with time and touch –  
we can start to forge that connection. 

You could start by booking  
a treatment. I normally give short 
shrift to ones promising inch loss  
or cellulite banishment, but this  
year, I am seduced by the notion  
of Remodelage, a good ol’ flesh-
pummelling treatment imported from 
France. (The recommended course of 
10 costs £1,600 at Grace Belgravia.) 

I’ve never felt less self-conscious 
while lying naked (save for paper 

pants), under the 
gaze of a total 
stranger. My 
therapist 
Pauline was 
trained by 
Remodelage 
founder 
Martine de 
Richeville, and she 
puts me entirely at 
ease; I can only describe her 
vibe as not so much ‘Seen it all’,  
as ‘All women deserve to be seen’, 
which feels like a great start. 

Pauline presses and kneads my 
flesh – stomach, arms, legs, hips –  
as required. Knuckling away into  
my thighs – full of nodules and 
blockages, from what I understand 
– it’s enough to make me cry out, 
but in the same breath I urge her to 
carry on, the old adage about pain 
and gain looming large. Pauline tells 
me her clients get addicted and I can 
understand why. Post-Remodelage, 
everything feels lighter and tighter 
and, crucially, the mind boost is 
huge. I leave feeling good. 

To honour the experience –  
so very positive – I heed her 
diagnosis, which is that my cellulite 
is caused by nothing more than poor 
circulation and I need weekly yoga, 
the occasional swim and regular 
body brushing to hasten it along. 
Well, there’s a regime I can get 
down with. (Body brushing, by  
the way, is an odd ritual – as one 
colleague pointed out, ‘a little like 
grooming a pony’ – but do it every 
day and it becomes very intuitive 
and fluid, and the strangeness of 
standing naked in your bathroom 
buffing yourself with a brush 
becomes secondary to the results.)

I also follow the 
simple directive, 
proffered by so many 
beauty aficionados, 
to double-hydrate. 
Slap or spritz on 
body oil while still 

damp from the shower 
– ‘You barely need to 

rub it in!’ – then apply 
another layer of moisture –  

a plush lotion or monoi oil, say – 
once skin’s patted dry. Choose  
a product you adore and spend time 
working it in, massaging your flesh 
and thereby showing it the love it 
deserves, no matter any lumps and 
lines it bashfully proffers in return. 
Do this every day and I defy you not 
to forge a more positive bond with 
your (newly soft and smooth) body.

Scrubs are another pre-holiday 
must, as they offer instant pep for skin 
and mind (nothing beats the quick hit 
of instantly smoothed skin); they’re 
also a prelude to gradual self-tan 
lotions, which when applied to soft, 
prepped skin, can provide warmth, 
evenness and confidence. In the 
realms of specialist lotions, there  
are also the likes of Institut 
Esthederm’s Adaptasun Protective 
Tanning Lotion (£42.50) which, 
when used in advance, helps you  
tan better once you’re away, or get  
in the holiday mood with a tinted 
summer oil like Estée Lauder Bronze 
Goddess Shimmering Body Oil 
Spray (£30) in all its coconut-scented 
glory, slathered generously onto 
limbs. Team with a denim midi 
skirt, pristine pedicure and great 
sandals, and in your mind you and 
Adelheid will own the campsite 
before you’ve even arrived. Which  
is exactly the feeling that counts. 

There’s something 
BEAUTIFUL about 

an IMPERFECT 
body being 

DEPLOYED in  
a confident way

LOVE YOUR BODY WITH MORE FEEL-GOOD PRODUCTS

For more of this summer’s 
best body products, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

Neutrogena 
Norwegian 

Formula Deep 
Moisture 

Oil-In-Lotion, 
£4.99

St Tropez 
Gradual Tan 

Everyday 
Tinted Body 

Lotion, £14.50

Aveda 
Beautifying 
Radiance 

Body Polish, 
£36

Dior Miss 
Dior Silky 

Body Mist, £37

Cowshed Walnut 
Wood Dry Skin 

Brush, £16
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Get skin savvy
Protect yourself and your family against the sun’s damaging  

Infrared-A rays this summer with Ladival Sun Protection

T
he sun is finally upon us 
(occasionally!), and 
with it, the promise of 
long, bright days just 
made for spending 

outside. Whether you’re looking 
forward to some time away with the 
family, or just enjoying the warm 
weather at home, we all know how 
important it is to stay safe in the sun. 
But did you know that most UV-only 
sunscreens don’t protect you from the 
sun’s most deeply penetrating rays?

That’s because most sunscreens 
don’t offer protection from 
Infrared-A, which makes up 30% of 
the sun’s rays and penetrates the skin 
more deeply than UV rays – causing 
both skin damage and premature 
ageing. As consultant dermatologist 
Justine Hextall explains, “Standard 
sunscreens only protect against  

UVA and UVB. By choosing  
a sunscreen that also includes 
Infrared-A protection, people can 
protect against four times more  
of the sun’s damaging rays.” 

Enter Ladival Sun Protection – 
scientifically proven to protect against 
the broadest spectrum of the sun’s 
rays, it’s the first mainstream brand  
to protect against both UV and 
Infrared-A rays. With a range  
of sprays and lotions for all the  
family, ranging from SPF15 to 
SPF50+, Ladival Sun Protection is 
dermatologically tested, so it’s perfect 
for even the most sensitive skin.

Ladival’s unique, non-greasy 
formula is water-resistant and rapidly 
absorbed, so you can rest assured that 
you’re getting the very best protection 
for you and your family during those 
long summer days in the sun.

THE SUN AND YOUR SKIN
Scientists tell us that 30% of the sun’s 
rays are Infrared-A, compared to just  
7% which are UV. Infrared-A rays also 
penetrate deeper into our skin than  
both UVA and UVB rays. Their effects 
can include premature skin ageing, 
decreased skin elasticity, increased 
wrinkling and damage to skin DNA.

SUN SMART
Ladival’s advanced Infrared-A 
Defence System shields 
against the harmful effects  
of Infrared-A rays, offering 
protection against four times 
more of the sun’s damaging 
rays than standard UV-only 
sunscreens. Free from colours, 
perfumes and preservatives, 
Ladival is suitable for sensitive 
skin and even helps to avoid 
sun allergy and prickly heat. 
With non-greasy, water-
resistant sprays and lotions in 
SPF15, 30 and 50+, plus the 
Ladival Kids range, Ladival 
offers protection for all the 
family. Available at Boots, 
Asda, LloydsPharmacy, Well 
Pharmacy and available to 
order at your local pharmacy.

PROMOTION



BACK TO BLACK
Just because it’s hot outside, it doesn’t 
mean you have to resort to whites, florals 
or summery colours. In fact, elegant black 
swimwear is the perfect way to stay cool 
and stylish in the sunshine.  

Splash out with 20% off
Browse Coco Bay’s mix-and-match collection to find 
swimwear to suit you – and your body shape. Enjoy  
an exclusive 20% Red reader discount by entering the 
code RED1606FP when you visit cocobay.co.uk

DIVE INTO
  SUMMER

NECTARINE

DREAM
Want to turn heads on the 
beach? Inject your holiday 
wardrobe with a zingy pop  
of colour and opt for a 
nectarine-coloured bikini.

Find the bikini or swimsuit that’s right for you this season, 
thanks to Coco Bay’s Seafolly collection. Summer starts here 

Cover-up, 
£76

Bikini top, £76;
bottoms, £58

Style tip
The trick to wearing 
black in summer is 
all in the fabrics: 
think soft, sheer 
lace, and loose-
flowing cotton. The 
lighter the better

Bikini top, £70;
bottoms, £52

Kaftan, 
£83

Bikini top, £47;
bottoms, £41

Bikini top, £58;
bottoms, £38

TRUE

BLUE
For understated 
summer chic, don’t 
forget to pack  
some cool blue 
hues. Think  
indigo, turquoise 
and cobalt.

Playsuit,
£59

Style tip
Team a blue bikini with 
a white cotton kaftan 
and straw hat for 
effortless beach style

Bikini 
top, £59;
bottoms, 
£41

Bikini top, £59;
bottoms, £41

Hat, 
£23

Hat, 
£35

PROMOTION



WHEN 
TWO 

BECOME 
ONE

As of this summer,  
Rosie Green is retiring  
her beloved bikini and 

embracing a one-piece

I
’m not going to lie, when 
you’re a life-long bikini 
wearer you don’t make the 
switch to a swimsuit without 
Richter levels of angst. 

Reflective of your self-esteem,  
your style identity, even your sexual 
mojo; your poolside garment is 
always going to be a loaded purchase.

When previously contemplating 
wearing a swimsuit, the following 
(not entirely rational) reasons  
have prevented me.
1 Bikini says sexy, nubile. 
Swimming costume (even the name 
sounds Victorian) says mumsy. 
2 Like elasticated waists, a swimsuit 
is surely a case of comfort over style?
3 I’ll deplane with a white stomach.
4 Seeing Kate Moss looking 
incredible in a Missoni two-piece 
IRL (on my honeymoon!) means  
the bikini is forever burned into my 
psyche as the ultimate holiday look.
5 I feel wearing one is a) admitting 
my wobbly bits aren’t up to public 
display and b) somehow complicit  
in the ageist/sexist consensus that  
I should hide away said wobbly bits.

But, this year, I have come to the 
conclusion the above reasons are 
b******* (rubbish). Here’s why. Let’s 
take one and two. Both incorrect.  
I know this because Oonagh Brennan, 

Red’s shopping and style director, tells 
me there are a slew of desirable suits 
on the catwalk and in shops. She even 
calls swimsuits ‘one-pieces’, which 
makes them instantly more appealing.  

Three? Now irrelevant, as these 
days I slather my tan-resistant skin in 
SF50 so it never goes a shade above 
Farrow & Ball Wimborne White. 
Four? Well, it’s Kate Moss’ job to 
look like that, not mine. And five? 
Well, five is trickier because here we 
get into the realms of body image. 

I don’t care what others think too 
much, but I care what I think and how 
I feel and so, to wit, I wear stuff that 
makes me look/feel good and avoid 
garments that make me look/feel 

bad. And if that philosophy works for 
everyday clothes, why would I not 
apply the same logic to beachwear?

After that light-bulb moment, my 
brain is suddenly deluged with all 
the good things about swimsuits. 
Their current hotness. The ever more 
impressive fabric technology that 
enables the streamlining, curve 
contouring, boob uplifting. Plus 
their practicality. I want to be able  
to swim lengths and not worry about 
a nipple popping out (it’s happened 
– more than once). I want to feel 
strong, athletic and empowered by 
my pool wear, not restricted by it.

On Oonagh’s advice, I take myself 
to swimsuit specialist Heidi Klein’s 
Chelsea store. I try on her new 
Bridgehampton style (below, left), 
with its sporty, Elle-Macpherson-on-
the-beach-sipping-a-Kale-smoothie-
while-recovering-from-kite-surfing 
vibe. Sleek and sexy, it makes me 
feel vital, stylish and dynamic. 
Reader, I bought it! Oonagh says it 
will look great with denim shorts, 
jersey joggers or a long maxi, too. 
Which goes some way to justifying 
the (many) pounds spent.

Back home my husband looks 
slightly (very) anxious at the sight  
of the tissue-stuffed shopping bag.  
I explain I’ve already offset the cost 
with a cut-price car-hire deal (no  
sat nav, hairdryer engine). Surely,  
I say, it’s a small 
sacrifice for beach 
confidence?          

HERE COME 
THE SUITS

For more stylist-picked 
one-pieces, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK
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Polyamide, 
£190, Heidi 

Klein

Nylon, 
£125, 

Miraclesuit 
at figleaves.

com

Nylon 
mix, 
£278, 
Karla 

Colletto
Nylon 

mix, 
£28, 
Next

Nylon, 
£34.99, 
H&M



RESET

THE7-DAY 
BODY

Be longer, leaner and 
stronger in just seven days 
by doing these 12 exercises 

with celebrity body 
conditioning expert 

Lauren Roxburgh. Well, if 
she’s good enough  

for Gwyneth...

From a light-
filled studio  
in Santa 
Monica,  
in the heart  

of the fitness playground of LA,  
Lauren Roxburgh works with the 
likes of our cover star Gwyneth 
Paltrow, volleyball star Gabby  
Reece and supermodel Devon Aoki. 
Small wonder Gwyneth’s Goop has 
dubbed her the “body whisperer”.

Roxburgh is a body alignment 
expert who’s in huge demand – 
because she can transform bodies. 
Her method, she says, is part of  
a new ultra-holistic revolution in 
fitness. “Right now is the beginning 
of a new way of thinking about the 

body and spirit,” she explains. “It’s 
about changing its patterns and 
getting to the root of problems, 
rather than just trying to fix them  
by pushing harder, burning more 
calories and eating less food.”

What that means, you might  
be pleased to find out, is that her 
technique is more about massage 
and toning than sweat. And her tool 
in changing bodies? A foam 
roller, which you may 
recognise if you’ve 
had physiotherapy. 

By working 
through her 
restorative series 
of self-massage 
and Pilates 

core-based roller exercises, she says, 
“you’ll integrate the entire body, your 
alignment and posture. It will help 
you lose weight, feel better, become 
pain-free and relaxed and calm.”

This seven-day body transformation 
workout, created exclusively for Red, 
is an edited selection from Roxburgh’s 
full 21-day body plan, in her new 
book, Taller, Slimmer, Younger:  

21 Days To A Foam Roller 
Physique, a bestseller in 

the US. She created  
it because what she 
very often sees  
are bodies being 
overworked, 
over-stimulated 
and under-rested. 

It will help you  
lose weight, feel 

BETTER, become 
PAIN-FREE and 

relaxed and CALM 

Words BRIGID MOSS
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“People are very stressed out, 
adrenals overworked, hormones in 
imbalance,” she says. “Then they go 
to the gym and beat themselves up 
trying to burn calories and push 
themselves hard.” Also, because of 
desk lifestyles, our fascia, a web-like 
matrix that wraps around your entire 
body, wrapping around each muscle, 
attaching muscles to bones and to 
joints, gets stuck, which affects 
digestion and breathing, causing 
pain, bulkiness, cellulite and water 
retention. This workout can smooth 
it out, peel away the layers and 
unstick it. “My method improves 
circulation and blood flow, 
connectivity and actually brings 
hydration and lubrication and 
nourishment to the body, literally 
calming the body down.”

 
W H AT  W I L L  YO U  S E E ?
“In seven days, you will look and 
feel an inch taller,” says Roxburgh. 
“This helps you look and feel 10lb 
slimmer because you’ll be standing 
up straight. Your confidence will 
increase and you will feel more 
inspired and grounded, calmer and 
move more gracefully, which will 
make you look younger, too. You’ll 
have better digestion and lymphatic 
drainage to flush toxins and feel 
more support and connection through 
your waistline – in fact, you’ll feel 
your entire body working together.”

 
H O W  TO  D O  T H E  W O R KO U T
First, invest in a roller measuring 
30cm to 90cm (or use one in your 
gym). (See Redonline.co.uk for some 
options.) Then, work through the  
12 exercises each day for seven days, 
doing what you can. Some moves are 
harder – do what suits your body, you 
will improve. The workout will take 
around 25 minutes. Plus, do some  
fun or relaxing (not hardcore) cardio 
most days. Try walking, swimming, 
dancing, trampolining. Enjoy!
For Lauren Roxburgh’s full 21-day 
body transformation, read Taller, 
Slimmer, Younger (Vermilion, 
£14.99), and check out her videos  
at laurenroxburgh.vhx.tv

1  U P P E R- B AC K  R O L L  
Helps you stand taller.
Lie with the roller under your back at 
the bra line, leaning your mid-back 
over the roller (1). Gently interlace 
your fingers behind your head to 
support your neck. Using your feet 

to drive the movement, inhale as  
you roll up to massage the upper 
back and shoulder blades, stopping 
at the top of the shoulder blades  
(2). Exhale as you roll down the 
spine, stopping at the bottom of 
your rib cage. Repeat 8 to 10 times. 

2  S N O W  A N G E L S 
Helps keep your shoulders back  
and your neck elegant. 
Lie on the roller, your spine 
supported from head to tailbone, 
arms extended down by your  
sides, palms up (1). Inhale deeply  

as you reach your arms up  
overhead slowly and with control, 
going as close to the mat as  
possible and parallel to the floor  
(2). Exhale completely as you  
draw your arms back down to  
your sides. Repeat 8 times. 

3  R O L L I N G  S WA N  W I T H  
A R M  P U L L S 
Strengthens the upper back  
and tones the upper arms.
Lie belly-down on the mat, arms 
long in front of you and the roller 
just below your elbow joints, thumbs 
up (1). Reach your heels away from 
your heart to feel oppositional 
energy and decompress your spine. 
Inhale and roll the roller towards 
you, extending your spine and lifting 
your heart as you roll your shoulders 
back, keeping your glutes relaxed 
(2). Pull your abs in and up to 
support your back and elongate  
the front of your body. 

Keeping your shoulders drawn 
down, exhale as you pull your elbows 
back towards you (3). Inhale to 
straighten your arms. Repeat this 
arm pull six times. Exhale as you 
slowly resist on the way down to the 
starting position. Repeat 8 times. »
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4  M E R M A I D 
Creates a leaner waist and neck. 
Place your left shin in front of you 
and your right shin out to the right 
side so your knees are staggered. 
Place the roller in front of you and 
put your palms on the roller. Push  
up, lift your sides and lift through  
the top of your head (1). Inhaling, 
fold over, rolling the roller up  
your forearms to just below your 
elbows (2). Exhale as you roll  
back up to the starting position. 

Inhale as you reach your left  
hand up, placing your right hand  
on the floor slightly behind your 
right knee (3). Exhale to return  
to the starting position.  
Repeat 6 to 8 times, then  
repeat on the other side. 

6  I N V E R T E D  CO R E  C R O S S E S 
Tones and sculpts the waist and core.
Lie down with the roller under your 
sacrum keeping your upper back and 
shoulders on the mat. Elevate your 
waist into a bridge, bring your knees 
over your hips, then extend your legs 
to about a 90º angle so they’re 
pointing up to the ceiling (1). Place 
your hands on both sides of the outer 
edge of the roller to keep it stable. 
Keep your spine stable and neutral 
for the whole of this exercise.

Inhale as you slowly lower your 
legs (2). Bring them as low as you  
can without any sensation or arching 
in your lower back. Exhale as you use 
your deep lower back to draw your 
legs back up toward the ceiling to 
90º. Repeat 8 to 10 times. 

5  R O L L I N G  B R I D G E 
Lifts and shapes the bottom. 
Lie on your back, bend your knees, 
and place the roller under the balls 
of your feet, feet parallel. Keep  
your arms long by your sides (1). 
Keeping the roller stable, inhale  
as you start to roll up your spine  
one vertebra at a time while 
scooping your belly. 

Exhale up to a neutral spine  
bridge position (2). Slowly lower 
back down to the starting position, 
taking a full round of breath to  
get there. Repeat 8 times.  

7  CO R E  S TA B I L I T Y
Shrinks the waist and  
strengthens the abs.
Lie on the roller with a neutral  
spine, with the roller supporting  
you from head to tailbone. Place 
your forearms on either side of  
the roller to stabilise. Lift your  
legs with your knees bent at a 90º  
angle, heels together, toes apart. 
Lift your shoulder blades off the  
roller and curl up over your bra  
line, keeping a long neck (1). 

Maintaining your curl, inhale  
as you slowly extend one leg  
out to a 45º angle, maintaining  
a neutral spine (2). Exhale as you 
slowly draw your leg back to the 
starting position. Do the other  
leg. Repeat 8 to 10 times. 

8  R O L L E R  OV E R 
Tones the core and arms. 
Lie down with the roller just above 
your sacrum so your hips are on it, 
legs extended up. Place your palms 
on the roller, elbows slightly bent to 
open your shoulders and chest and 
engage your triceps (1). 

Inhale to lower your legs into an 
inverted U-shape, keeping your  
core strong (2). Exhale to the 
starting position. Repeat 6 times. »
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9  R O L L E R-S U P P O R T E D  
S I D E  K I C K S 
Tones the bottom and abs. 
Bring your right hip down to the mat 
and place the roller under your right 
side at your waistline. Place your 
right elbow directly under your right 
shoulder joint. Bend your left arm 

behind your head. Bend your knees 
to 90º and lift your top leg (1). 
Keeping your toes together, inhale 
as you lift your knee up to the ceiling 
while keeping your upper body, hips 
and the roller stable (2). Exhale as 
you lower. Repeat 8 times, then 
repeat on the other side. 

For Lauren’s video of 
how to turn your walk 
into a workout, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

1 0  H O U R G L A S S 
Shapes and tones the side  
of the abs and waist.
Place the roller under your right leg, 
just above the anklebone, and cross 
your left leg over your right. Place 
your right elbow directly under your 
right shoulder, forearm flat on the 
floor and fingers spread; reach your 

1 2  R O L L I N G  T E A S E R
Tones and shapes the sides of the core.
Lie on your right hip with your spine 
running parallel to the side of your 
mat and your legs hinged at a 45º 
angle towards the right front corner 
of your mat. Place the roller slightly 
below your right elbow joint (1). 

Inhale and gently press down into 
the roller to start rolling it to just 
above your wrist while lifting both 
legs up and rolling slightly to the 
left, balancing on your right bottom 
and hip (2). 

Exhale at the top and hold while 
continuing to balance with the roller 

above your wrist (3). Inhale slowly  
to start reaching long as you come 
down and exhale all the way down  
to the mat as the roller returns to its 
starting position. 
Repeat 8 times, 
then repeat on  
the other side. 

left arm up and slightly back. Press 
down into your right leg and 
forearm, using this traction to lift 
your side body off the floor, taking 
care to keep the roller stable (1).

Exhale as you lift your body up, 
taking your arm over your ear (2). 
Inhale as you lower. Repeat 8 to 10 
times, then repeat on the other side. 

1 1  R O L L I N G  G R A S S H O P P E R 
Tones the arms and bottom.
Place your lower thighs (right above 
your kneecaps) on the roller, hands 
directly under your shoulders, 
fingers pointing forward. Inhale  
to bring your spine into extension, 
looking straight ahead (1). 
Exhale and bend your elbows to 
lower down, hovering over the mat 
(2). Hovering, inhale and bend your 
knees, bringing your heels towards 
your bottom (3). Exhale and extend 
your legs. Inhale and straighten  
your arms and lift back up; exhale 
and hold before beginning the  
next rep. Repeat 8 to 10 times. 
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F 
inding the perfect  
bra can seem like  
an impossible task, 
and it’s one we make 
harder for ourselves  

by avoiding being measured.  
Experts at Debenhams believe 
that the majority of women wear 
ill-fitting bras; due to having had 
a stressful bra fitting experience 
in the past or simply aren’t aware 
that they are wearing the wrong 
size bra.

   Tell tale signs that you’re 
wearing the wrong sized bra  
vary from wires pressing into 
your breasts to the straps  
digging into your shoulders.  
If you’re experiencing 
discomforts, a quick, no-
appointment-needed fitting at 
Debenhams will match you with 
your perfect bra, free of charge.

A properly 
fitted bra can 
stop breasts 
sagging and 

improve your 
overall 

appearance 
which will 

make you feel 
confident and 

supported

   Sharon Webb, head of  
buying & design for lingerie  
at Debenhams says: “Wearing  
a properly fitted bra can improve 
posture, stop your bust from 
sagging, prevent back ache in 
larger-busted women and make 
you feel confident and supported.” 
Contrary to popular belief, women 
of all shapes and sizes can be 
easily fitted; Debenhams’ team of 
experts are meticulously trained 
to fit everyone from mums-to-be, 
to women who have undergone 
mastectomies and other surgeries, 
and finding that first-time bra.
If you can’t find the perfect  
bra in the right size in store  
there are more sizes and styles 
available online. Debenhams 
offers next-day delivery and  
free click and collect. Visit 
debenhams.com for details

We’re busting the myth that fittings are stressful so that 

you can feel confident and supported in your underwear

At your 
service
Finding a new  
bra is easier  
than you think

MYTH BUSTING 
Many women think 
getting measured 
means going 
braless. Actually,  
a fitter would only 
ever ask you to take 
your bra off if your 
own was too 
heavily padded, 
and would give a 
replacement with 
less or no padding 
(best for an 
accurate fitting). 

DEBENHAMS 
TOP BRA 
BRANDS
Whether you’re 
looking for  
a sports bra or 
occasion lingerie, 
Debenhams stocks  
loved and trusted 
brands. Triumph, 
Wonderbra, 
Fantasie and Freya 
provide great 
quality and value 
for money. The 
Gorgeous DD+ 
range is perfect for 
women looking for 
support that’s still 
stylish and sexy.

perfect fit
The

FROM LEFT: Wonderbra, 
Freya, Triumph, The 

Collection (Debenhams), 
Fantasie, Gorgeous DD+ 

(Debenhams)

PROMOTION
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YOUR ALL-NEW
BODY-BOOSTING
    MENU

The Sirtfood Diet increases your energy levels and metabolism –  
to help you burn fat faster. In fact, you could lose 7lb in seven days

Meet the Sirtfood Diet: the plan that will change 
the way you do healthy eating. It may sound 
like a non-user-friendly name, but it’s one 
you’ll be hearing a lot. The ‘sirt’ in sirtfoods  
is shorthand for sirtuin genes – nicknamed the 

‘skinny genes’ – which work, frankly, like magic. Eating 
these foods, say the creators of the plan, nutritionists Aidan 
Goggins and Glen Matten, activates the genes and “mimics 
the effects of calorie restriction, fasting and exercise”. It 
triggers a recycling process in the body “that clears out the 
cellular debris and clutter that accumulate over time and 
cause ill health and loss of vitality”, write the authors. 

So, what are sirtfoods? Put simply, they are foods with 
high levels of plant chemicals called polyphenols, thought 
to ‘switch on’ sirtuin genes and provoke their super health 
benefits. Sirtfoods include red wine, coffee and cocoa (dark 
chocolate!) – the top 20 are listed below, right. Buckwheat 
is the main sirtfood carb, and such was the success of  
The Sirtfood Diet book when it launched in January that 
health-food shops sold out of it and buckwheat noodle 
manufacturer Clearspring had to double its production.

The plan was born when the authors tested their theory 
that eating sirtfoods helps prompt weight loss and boost 
wellbeing. In the pilot study, 39 human guinea pigs at  
KX gym in Chelsea, London, were put on a low-calorie, 
sirtfood-rich diet for seven days. The results were 
impressive, with losses of 4lb to 10lb, an average of 7lb. 
“We expected people to lose weight, just not quite so 
much,” says Matten. And, unusually, people did not lose 
muscle along with the fat. “In some cases, they actually 
gained 1lb to 2lb of muscle,” says Matten. The authors say 
that, since January, not only have four out of five people 
doing the seven-day plan reported weight loss, but also 
more energy, more muscle and feelings of vitality. 

So is this the future of healthy eating? “We think  
the Sirtfood Diet is potentially a game-changer,” says 
Matten. “It’s early-stage scientific research but we think 

it’s a good hypothesis.” Eventually, it could show that not 
all fruit and vegetables are created equal and transform 
the current thinking on which plant foods are best for us.

Below, we’ve given you the option of doing the 
Sirtfood Diet one of two ways: if you want to lose inches, 
try the Weight Loss Plan; if you want the energy and 
health benefits of a wholefood diet, do the Wellness Plan.

The following recipes are taken from The Sirtfood  
Diet Recipe Book by Aidan Goggins and Glen Matten 
(Yellow Kite, £7.99), out 5th May.

H O W  TO  D O  T H E  W E I G H T  LO S S  P L A N
Days one to three, drink three Sirtfood Green 
Juices a day, and have one sirtfood meal and 

15-20g Lindt Excellence 85% Dark Chocolate. 
Days four to seven, have two green juices a day, 

two sirtfood meals and one chocolate snack.  

H O W  TO  D O  T H E  W E L L N E S S  P L A N
Days one to seven, eat three sirtfood meals  

a day, one Sirtfood Green Juice and one 
chocolate snack (see above).  

The sirtfood list
The top 20 sirtfoods are: bird’s eye chilli, 

buckwheat, capers, celery (including leaves), 
cocoa, coffee, extra virgin olive oil, green tea 

(especially matcha), kale, lovage, Medjool dates, 
parsley, red chicory, red onion, red wine,  

rocket, soy, strawberries, turmeric, walnuts. 
There are lots of other fruits and vegetables that 

contain good levels of polyphenols, notably  
brown onions, berries, quinoa, apples, broccoli, 

watercress and lots of herbs and spices. »
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SIRTFOOD GREEN JUICE
You can make this up to a day in advance, 
as long as you store it in the fridge. 

SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME: 5 minutes

 ● 2 large handfuls (75g) kale

 ● A large handful (30g) rocket

 ● A small handful (5g) flat leaf parsley

 ● A small handful (5g) lovage leaves 

(optional)

 ● 2–3 large stalks (150g) green celery, 

including its leaves

 ● 1/2 medium green apple (optional; if you 

leave it out, include the ginger)

 ● 1–2cm length of fresh ginger,  

peeled (optional)

TURMERIC BAKED 
SALMON WITH 
SPICY CELERY
SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME:  
5-7 minutes 
COOKING TIME: 15-20 minutes
For the spicy celery:

 ● 40g red onion, finely chopped

 ● 1 garlic clove, finely chopped

 ● 1cm piece of ginger, finely chopped 

 ● 1 bird’s eye chilli, finely chopped

 ● 150g celery, cut into 2cm lengths

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● 1 tsp mild curry powder

 ● 1 large tomato (130g), sliced  

into 8 wedges 

 ● 100ml chicken or vegetable stock

 ● 60g tinned green lentils

 ● 1 tbsp chopped parsley

PRAWN 
ARRABBIATA WITH 
BUCKWHEAT PASTA
To save time, make double the 
amount of arrabbiata sauce and keep 
half in the fridge for when you need 
it. It will keep for up to three days.

SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME:  
5-7 minutes  
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes

 ● 65g buckwheat pasta

 ● 1 tsp olive oil

 ● 125–150g raw or cooked prawns 

(ideally king prawns) 

For the arrabbiata sauce:
 ● 40g red onion, finely chopped

 ● 1 garlic clove, finely chopped

 ● 30g celery, finely chopped

 ● 1 bird’s eye chilli, finely chopped

 ● 1 tsp herbes de provence or  

dried mixed herbs 

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● 2 tbsp white wine (optional)

 ● 1 x 400g tin of chopped tomatoes 

 ● 1 tbsp chopped parsley

1 First, make the sauce. Fry the 
onion, garlic, celery, chilli and dried 
herbs in the oil over a medium to 
low heat for one to two minutes. 
Turn up the heat to medium, add 
the wine (if using) and cook for one 
minute. Add the tomatoes and leave 
the sauce to simmer over a medium 
to low heat for 20 to 30 minutes, 
until it has a nice thick consistency.  
If you feel the sauce is too thick, 
simply add a little water.
2 While the sauce is cooking, bring 
a pan of water to the boil and cook 
the pasta according to the packet 
instructions. When cooked to your 
liking, drain, toss with the olive oil 
and keep in the pan until needed.
3 If you are using raw prawns, add 
them to the sauce and cook for  
three to four minutes until they have 
turned pink and opaque, then add 
the parsley. If you are using cooked 
prawns, add them along with the 
parsley, then bring the sauce to the 
boil to warm the prawns through.
4 Add the cooked pasta, mix 
thoroughly but gently, then serve.

 ● Juice of 1/2 lemon

 ● 1/2 level tsp matcha

1 Mix the kale, rocket, parsley and lovage 
together, then juice. Juicers differ in their 
efficiency – you may need to re-juice the 
remnants. The goal is to end up with 
about 50ml of juice from the greens.
2 Now juice the celery and apple or 
ginger (or both). Squeeze the lemon  
by hand into the juice.
3 Pour a small amount of the juice into  
a glass, then add the matcha and stir 
vigorously to dissolve. Only use matcha 
early in the day as it contains caffeine. 
4 Add the remainder of the juice and  
stir. Top up with water to taste. 
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BRAISED LENTILS 
WITH KALE AND 
SLOW-ROASTED 
CHERRY TOMATOES
SERVES: 1 
PREPARATION TIME:  
10 minutes  
COOKING TIME: 45 minutes

 ● 8 cherry tomatoes, halved

 ● 2 tsp extra virgin olive oil 

 ● 40g red onion, thinly sliced

 ● 1 garlic clove, finely chopped 

 ● 40g celery, thinly sliced

 ● 40g carrot, peeled and thinly sliced 

 ● 1 tsp paprika

 ● 1 tsp thyme (dried or fresh)

 ● 75g dried Puy lentils

 ● 220ml vegetable stock 

 ● 50g kale, roughly chopped 

 ● 1 tbsp chopped parsley

 ● 20g rocket

For the salmon:
 ● 1 tsp ground turmeric 

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● Juice of 1/4 lemon

 ● 125–150g skinned salmon fillet

1 Heat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 
6. Fry the onion, garlic, ginger, chilli 
and celery in oil over a medium to low 
heat for two to three minutes. Add 
the curry powder. cook for one more 
minute, then add the tomato, stock 
and lentils; simmer for 10 minutes. 
2 Meanwhile, mix the turmeric, oil 
and lemon juice and rub over the 
salmon. Place on a baking tray and 
cook for eight to 10 minutes.
3 Stir the parsley through the celery 
and serve with the salmon.

CHICKEN SKEWERS 
WITH SATAY SAUCE 
AND BUCKWHEAT
If you are using wooden skewers, 
soak them in water for 15 minutes 
before using to stop them burning.

SERVES: 1 
PREPARATION TIME: 10 
minutes, plus marinating time 
COOKING TIME: 20 minutes

 ● 150g chicken breast, cut into 

bitesized pieces 

 ● 1 tsp ground turmeric

 ● 1/2 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● 50g buckwheat

 ● 30g kale (weight with stalks 

removed), sliced 

 ● 30g celery, sliced

 ● 4 walnut halves, chopped, to garnish

For the sauce:
 ● 20g red onion, diced

 ● 1 garlic clove, chopped

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil 

 ● 1 tsp curry powder

 ● 1 tsp ground turmeric 

 ● 50ml chicken stock

 ● 150ml coconut milk

 ● 1 tbsp walnut butter (from health 

food shops) or peanut butter

 ● 1 tbsp chopped coriander

1 Mix the chicken with the turmeric 
and olive oil and leave to marinate 
for 30 to 60 minutes.
2 Cook the buckwheat according  
to the packet, adding the kale and 
celery for the last five to seven 
minutes of cooking. Drain.
3 Heat the grill on a high setting. »

1 Heat the oven to 120ºC/gas mark 
1/2. Roast the tomatoes in a small 
roasting tin for 35 to 45 minutes.
 2 Place a saucepan over a low to 
medium heat. Add one teaspoon of 
olive oil, the red onion, garlic, celery 
and carrot. Fry for one to two 
minutes, then add the paprika and 
thyme and cook for a further minute.
3 Rinse the lentils and add them to 
the pan with the stock. Bring to the 
boil, then reduce the heat and 
simmer for 20 minutes with a lid  
on. Give the pan a stir every seven 
minutes or so and add a little water  
if the water level drops too much.
4 Add the kale and cook for  
a further 10 minutes. When the 
lentils are cooked stir in the  
parsley and roasted tomatoes.  
Serve with the rocket drizzled with 
the remaining teaspoon of olive oil.

SIRT CORONATION 
CHICKEN SALAD
SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME: 7 minutes

 ● 75g natural yoghurt

 ● Juice of 1/4 lemon

 ● 1 tsp chopped coriander

 ● 1 tsp ground turmeric

 ● 1/2 tsp mild curry powder

 ● 100g cooked chicken breast, chopped

 ● 6 walnut halves, chopped

 ● 1 Medjool date, finely chopped

 ● 20g red onion, diced

 ● 1 bird’s eye chilli

 ● 50g rocket, to serve

1 Thoroughly mix the yoghurt, 
lemon juice, coriander and spices. 
2 Add the remaining ingredients 
and serve on a bed of the rocket.
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STUFFED 
MUSHROOM WITH 
BRAISED CELERY
SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME:  
10 minutes 
COOKING TIME: 40 minutes

 ● 50g cooked or tinned white beans, 

such as cannellini or haricot

 ● 1 tsp chopped parsley

 ● 2 walnut halves, chopped

 ● 1 tbsp sunflower seeds

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● 30g red onion, sliced

 ● 20g kale (weight with stalks 

removed), sliced 

 ● 1 garlic clove, chopped

 ● 1 large portobello mushroom

 ● 20g rocket, to serve

For the celery:
 ● 3–4 celery sticks, cut in half

 ● 350ml vegetable stock

B R U N C H E S

DAT E  A N D  WA L N U T 
B U C K W H E AT  P O R R I D G E 
W I T H  S T R AW B E R R I E S
For added sirt goodness, stir one 
teaspoon of cocoa powder or 
ground turmeric into the milk.

SERVES: 1 
PREPARATION TIME:  
2 minutes 
COOKING TIME: 2-3 minutes

 ● 200ml milk (dairy,  

almond or soy)

 ● 1 Medjool date, chopped

 ● 35g buckwheat flakes

 ● 1 tsp walnut butter or  

4 chopped walnut halves 

 ● 50g strawberries, hulled

1 Place the milk and chopped  
date in a pan, heat gently, then 
add the buckwheat flakes and 
cook until the porridge is at  
your desired consistency.
2 Stir in the walnut butter  
or walnuts, top with the 
strawberries and serve.

R O C K E T  A N D  S M O K E D 
S A L M O N  O M E L E T T E
SERVES: 1
PREPARATION TIME:  
2 minutes  
COOKING TIME: 2 minutes

 ● 2 medium eggs

 ● 100g smoked salmon, sliced 

 ● 1/2 tsp capers

 ● 10g rocket, chopped

 ● 1 tsp parsley, chopped

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

1 Crack the eggs into a bowl  
and whisk well. Add the salmon, 
capers, rocket and parsley.
2 Heat the olive oil in a non-stick 
frying pan; it should be hot but not 
smoking. Add the egg mix and, 
using a spatula or fish slice, move  
it around the pan until it is evenly 
spread. Reduce the heat and let 
the omelette cook through. Slide  
spatula around the edges fold  
the omelette in half to serve. 

For more new 
Sirtfood recipes, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

4 For the sauce, gently fry the red 
onion and garlic in the olive oil for 
two to three minutes until soft. Add 
the spices and cook for a further 
minute. Add the stock and coconut 
milk, bring to the boil, then add the 
walnut or peanut butter and stir 
through. Reduce the heat and 
simmer the sauce for eight to  
10 minutes or until creamy and rich.
5 While the sauce is simmering, 
thread the chicken onto the skewers 
and place under the hot grill for  
10 minutes, turning them halfway.
6 To serve, stir the coriander 
through the sauce, then pour the 
sauce over the skewers. Scatter  
over the chopped walnuts to finish.

 ● 1 tsp dried thyme or 1 sprig of  

fresh thyme 

 ● 1 garlic clove

 ● 1 tsp ground turmeric

1 Heat the oven to 180ºC/gas mark 
4. For the celery, simply place all the 
ingredients in an ovenproof dish. 
Cover with a lid or tin foil and bake 
for 30 to 40 minutes, until tender.
2 While the celery is cooking, 
prepare your mushroom. For the 
stuffing, blitz the beans, parsley and 
walnuts in a food processor. Fold in 

the sunflower seeds. If you don’t have 
a food processor, simply mash the 
beans with the back of a fork and 
finely chop the rest of the ingredients.
4 Heat the oil in a small frying pan 
and gently sauté the red onion, kale 
and garlic until soft. Remove from 
the heat and stir in the bean mix. Pile 
the stuffing into the mushroom, then 
place on a baking sheet.
5 Transfer to the oven and bake 
alongside the celery for 20 to 25 
minutes. The top of the mushroom 
should be nice and browned.  
Serve with the rocket.
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BEST
DRESSED

Since its debut five years ago, 
Burberry beauty has delivered  
some of the most carefully thought-
through fashion make-up collections 
to date. Their new lipstick range 
comes in 14 modern, wearable 
shades that hug lips with just the 
right amount of creamy pigment, 
so your mouth looks full and 
defined, but never OTT. You’ll love 
the sleek, weighty packaging, too.  

Burberry Full Kisses Lipsticks in  
(from top) English Rose, Coral Red,  

Lilac, Light Crimson, Peony Rose, Nude 
Blush, Lilac, Military Red (swatch and 

lipstick) and Cherry Blossom, £24 each 

LIPS

See more of our 
favourite new 
lipsticks at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK
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Beauty



MASTERMIND
Red’s beauty director Annabel Meggeson 

answers the beauty questions she gets 

asked most. And you can ask her one  

of your own at our first-ever Beauty 

Unbound festival at Westfield London 

(Shepherd’s Bush) and Stratford City

To create fuller, but natural-
looking brows, you need to 
create the impression of the 
greater shadow cast by the 
hairs, rather than more hairs 

themselves. And for that, you need a colour 
slightly lighter than your natural brows. 
Make-up artists tend to love powders,  
which they apply using little strokes, before 
brushing the whole thing through with a gel 

or a brow brush often doused with hairspray. 
Personally, I’m loving Bobbi Brown’s new 
Longwear Brow Gel (£17; 4), which delivers 
the waxiness of a pencil – my dark brows 
love that bit of extra sheen – with the lighter 
touch of a powder, and is available in eight 
shades. The fact it’s incredibly easy to use 
makes up for the time spent deploying a 
separate brush. Bobbi Brown Dual Ended 
Brow Brush (£26; 3) is ideal.

If you’ve got the resources, a trip to 
the trichologist will tell you if 
you’re low in any vital pro-hair 
nutrients. However, I have good 
results by taking a supplement like 
Viviscal or Hair Today More 
Tomorrow, then making sure my 

diet includes plenty of protein and essential fatty acids. 
A thickening shampoo, like Aveda Pure Abundance 
Thickening Shampoo (£18), 
and a tingly scalp treat, like 
Aveda Thickening Tonic (£19; 
2), can give you an instant-fix 
element. If you’re washing 
hair in the morning, a little 
hair oil, such as Ojon Total 
Hair Therapy oil (£30; 1), 
run through the mid-lengths 
the night before can go a long 
way to keeping hair strong.

BEAUTY

HOW CAN  
I FILL IN  

MY BROWS 
WITHOUT 

THEM 
LOOKING 

OTT?

H O W  C A N  I  E N CO U R AG E  M Y  F I N E 
H A I R  TO  G R O W  A S  T H I C K LY  A N D 
H E A LT H I LY  A S  P O S S I B L E ?
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BEAUTY UNBOUND, 
THE LOW-DOWN:
WHAT: A pop-up festival 
celebrating all things beauty at 
Westfield London (Shepherd’s 
Bush), 6th-15th May (featuring 
brands such as Estée Lauder, 
Clinique, Aveda and a male 
grooming area) and Westfield 
Stratford City, 21st-30th May 
(with Origins, Smashbox, Bumble 
and Bumble, and Bobbi Brown).
DON'T MISS: Expert beauty 
seminars, including by Red ’s  
Annabel Meggeson, and 
experts from Estée Lauder  
and the brands above.
EXCLUSIVE TREATMENTS: 
Have your brows done with 
Bobbi Brown, get free Clinique 
make-up consultations, learn to 
contour with Smashbox, enjoy 

Keeping the eye area 
hydrated is the key to making 
colour last longer. Gently 

work in your serums and moisturisers 
of choice, then wait for them to sink 
in, before blending foundation or 
concealer around the eyes, including 
lids to provide an even base. Stroke 
Bobbi Brown Long-Wear Cream 
Shadow Sticks (£21; 5) along your 
upper lash line, then blend over the 
lid before it ‘sets’. Finish with a good, 
stay-put mascara, like Bobbi Brown 
Smoky Eye mascara (£23; 6) and  
you should have an effect that lasts 
most of the day.

The beauty celebrations continue at Westfield, throughout  
May, with a variety of beauty brands and stores offering free  
skin consultations, discounted beauty treatments, free gifts  
with purchase and much more. For a full list of the participating 
stores and exclusive offers, pick up a Beauty Unbound booklet  
in either centre. Visit stores such as Boots, Debenhams, House  
of Fraser, L’Occitane, Jo Malone London, Rituals and Neal’s  
Yard to find out more. 

JOIN RED AT BEAUTY UNBOUND
Come and join us at our first-ever Beauty Unbound pop-up 
festival at Westfield London (Shepherd’s Bush), 6th-15th May 
and Westfield Stratford City, 21st-30th May, where you can 
ask Annabel Meggeson your most pressing beauty questions

Find out more
For everything you need 

to know about the  
pop-up festival and to 

book tickets for the 
seminars (which include 
a complimentary drink 

and beauty gift with 
every ticket*), visit  
uk.westfield.com
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dry-styling 
services inspired by the  
S/S 16 catwalk hair trends  
care of Bumble and Bumble, 
plus lots more treats from  
the likes of Origins, Estée 
Lauder and Aveda.

CAN YOU RECOMMEND 
AN EYESHADOW THAT 
LASTS ALL DAY?

A beauty wonderland 
awaits you at Westfield 

6

5
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Turn your bedroom into a sleep sanctuary  
by banishing mobiles and tablets (their 
glowing light tricks your brain into staying 
awake), ensuring it’s dark and cool (18ºC  
is ideal) and investing in a good-quality  
pair of pyjamas – all proven to boost  
feelings of relaxation and wellbeing. 

A really good night’s sleep is a 
dream come true for most of us, so 

if life is getting in the way of your 
chance to recharge, here are a few 
smart ways to improve your rest

Set the scene

L
ook, we completely 
agree that a proper 
night’s sleep is 
about as elusive as 
the perfect pair of 

jeans – but it’s also as essential. 
The pressure to do everything at 
full capacity means we exercise 
before work, are then glued to 
our desks, juggle family and 
social commitments and are 
probably still wide-eyed and 
scrolling through our phones  
in bed, half an hour after we 
promised ourselves we’d switch 
the light off. To endeavour to 
improve all this, here’s our  
guide to sleeping smarter.

➋

➊

SLEEP EVER

YOUR 
BEST



Sleep fact
Studies show that  

a good night’s sleep 
isn’t just essential for 
healthier-looking skin 
– it can help you feel 
more positive about 

your appearance, too. 
It’s win-win!

Sleep fact
According to the latest 

research*, losing just one 
hour of sleep is enough to 

disrupt your skin’s vital repair 
functions, leading to dullness, 

irritability and dehydration. 

STEAL BACK HOURS
Whether you’ve stayed out late or a teething 
baby has kept you up all night, there is an army 
of products that will convince the world you’ve 

had your beauty sleep, even when you haven’t. Make Estée 
Lauder Advanced Night Repair serum part of your everyday 
routine, applying it alone or under your favourite moisturiser.  
 It supports skin’s natural nightly renewal process, 

so you’ll wake up with a rested glow (no 
wonder the pros call it ‘beauty 

sleep in a bottle’). When you 
need that little something extra, 
turn to Estée Lauder’s Advanced 
Night Repair Concentrated 
Recovery PowerFoil Mask – 
it plumps and smoothes skin 
making it look like you’ve  
had a Sunday-morning lie-in  
any day of the week. MANAGE 

YOUR 
STRESS

Sometimes even when you’re 
lying in bed, sleep mask on, 
lavender duly spritzed and blue 
light glowing, you still can’t stop 
your mind racing. But don’t beat 
yourself up over it. Accepting that 
you’re stressed is the first step to 
tackling it. Once you’ve spilled 
those thoughts into a notebook  
(as a to-do list, or problems to 
solve tomorrow), try not to let 
them back into your head. Instead, 
make a list of the things you’re 
grateful for that day, to get into  
a positive head space. Next, focus 
on your breathing: four breaths  
in, four out, then four in, six out, 
and four in, eight out. Finally try 
visualisation, picture a calm lake 
and let your worries, drop like 
stones into the lake and disappear, 
until the surface is still again.

Technology can be a blessing and a 
curse when it comes to rest. It’s no 
secret that logging onto Snapchat while 
in bed won’t help you drop off, but 

there are actually lots of apps that will. The bestselling 
Sleep Genius app was developed with NASA scientists 
and not only discovers your own personal target bed-time, 
but has a gentle five-minute revival cycle to wake you at 
the optimum time, too. The free SleepBot app tracks your 
movements and noise through the night to create sleep 
logs to help you understand your sleep cycles. Playing  
a white noise app, or using a blue light on your phone  
can also make you drowsy – and while we’re calming  
your senses, aromatherapy is a great addition to a restful 
routine. Spritz your pillow with a lavender spray (clinically 
proven to lower blood pressure and reduce stress), and 
start your nightly cleansing routine with Estée Lauder’s 
Advanced Night Micro-Cleansing Foam and Micro- 
Cleansing Balm, which both contain notes of lavender  
and chamomile to kick-start the relaxation process. Use 
with warm water to release their scent and take a moment 
to inhale deeply, mid-cleanse, to really feel the benefits.

Tap into 
good sleep

➍

➎

1 Sleep Mask, £45, Olivia von Halle 
2 Pyjamas, £350, Olivia von Halle 
3 Estée Lauder Advanced Night 
Repair Synchronized Recovery 
Complex II, from £50 for 30ml 
4 Estée Lauder Advanced Night 
Repair Concentrated Recovery 
PowerFoil Mask, from £16  
5 Estée Lauder Advanced Night 
Micro-Cleansing Foam, £23.50

➌
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PROMOTION

Lack of sleep?…
 Why not try a week’s  
worth of beauty sleep  
with Estée Lauder’s  

Advanced Night Repair. 
Simply present this page at 
your nearest Estée Lauder 

counter to receive  
a deluxe 7ml bottle of 

Advanced Night Repair,  
plus a free 3 Minute ‘Fatigue 

Fighter’ Treatment**. 





For more key make-up 
trends and how to 
wear them, visit 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

MAC x Chris 
Chang Eye 

Shadow Pot in 
Pale Pipa, £14

It’s the trend that’s not 
going away; lucky, then, 
that blue make-up is easier 
to wear than we thought

We intended to sit this 
one out, but fashion’s 
love of blue make-up 
shows no sign of 
waning. Maybe it’s all 

those jewel tones and denim on the 
catwalk; perhaps it’s because a streak 
of blue looks instantly cool. Whatever, 
the shade looks set to stay and, guess 
what, it does more favours than you 
think. A simple, straight flick of 
cerulean or aquamarine liner on the 
outer corner of eyes is edgy but easy 
to wear and opens the eye, while 
Nars’ Pool Shark eyeshadow with its 
lilac tones suits skin better than the 
powder blues of the past. Blend it over 
lids with piles of black mascara for  
a statement that’s eye brightening  
as well as bold. Even simpler, go for 
short nails in putty-blue for a chic 
summer mani. The bonus? “It’s all the 
perfect foil for this summer’s cropped 
flared jeans,” says Red’s style editor 
Lauren Franks. Blue crush indeed. 
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YSL Full 
Metal 

Shadow in 
Blue Clyde, 

£21 Acqua di 
Parma Blu 

Mediterraneo 
Cedro di 
Taormina 

Invigorating 
Shower  
Gel, £30

Marc 
Jacobs 

Rain EDT, 
£38 for 
100ml

Chanel 
Dimensions 
De Chanel 
Mascara in 
30 Cobalt, 

£25 

Sisley Phyto-
Eye Twist 

Long-Lasting 
Eyeshadow in 
Lagoon, £29 Essie Nail Lacquer 

in Starry Starry 
Night, £7.99

Kiko Power Pro 
Nail Lacquer in 

Cornflower, £4.90

Nars 
Dual-Intensity 
Eyeshadow in 
Pool Shark, 

£21

Tom Ford 
Eye Paint 

Pot in Siren 
Blue, £29

Dior  
5 Couleurs 
Polka Dots 
Eyeshadow 

Palette in Bain 
De Mer, £43.50

Givenchy Kohl 
Couture Waterproof 

Eyeliner in 3, £25

Soigné Nail 
Lacquer in 

Consacrer, £11
Dr
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Crushing on Rob Lowe, lusting after puffball 
dresses and home-brewing petal perfumes?  
All rites of passage for this girl. Ditto  
bleaching my hair with a squeeze of lemon  
juice (hello Irn-Bru tiger stripes), ‘depuffing’ 

my eyes with cucumber slices and making toner with 
rosewater (© Just Seventeen). 

For a Duran-era tweenager, ‘creating’ beauty  
products was like sending off self-addressed envelopes  
to Saturday Superstore competitions – an action full  
of hopeful anticipation, but ultimately never successful. 

Thank God then, that it’s 2016 and we’re  
all grown-ups. We can just pick up gorgeous  
products from the shelves. Simple.  

Except. A slew of make-up artists, models, 
hairdressers and beauty trendsetters have 
started championing the home-made beauty 
trend. There’s Miranda Kerr on my Instagram 
feed, looking hotter than is feasible in a 
yoghurty face mask. Plus, Kim Kardashian 
wearing mushed-up avocado on her face.  
Oh, and beauty vlogger Michelle Phan 
scoring three million hits with her 
rice-scrub exfoliator YouTube tutorial.

But why, when we have an array  
of shop-bought products that work 
perfectly well? Apparently it stems 
from our desire for clean and pure. 
Almost half of the consumers quizzed 
by market-research company Mintel 
said they preferred natural and organic toiletries, 
considering them better for their health: 57% said they 
chose natural options because the formulations are free 

from unnecessary chemicals. Last year, Mintel also 
reported on the rise of ‘kitchen beauty’, predicting more 
consumers will cook up “traditional beauty-care recipes”. 

But are there any beauty industry heavyweights 
supporting this trend? Well, yes, actually. 
Liz Taw, highly respected hair stylist to 
beauties like Ellie Goulding and Florence 
Welch, says she’s “passionate about 
home-made beauty products”. After 
getting into nutrition she “started  
reading the ingredient lists on the  
back of products, like I would for food 

products, and realised how many 
toxins were in so many of them. 

“I discovered a whole host  
of natural beauty products  
in my kitchen cupboard  

that were effective and felt great to use.”  
Taw emails me a recipe list too extensive  
to print, but suffice to say, she’s a total convert. 

Meanwhile, Adam Reed, another A-list hair 
stylist, loves what a post-shampoo, pre-conditioner 
camomile/beer rinse does for blondes and brunettes 
respectively. And facialist Sarah Chapman agrees, » 

Veteran beauty editor Rosie Green goes 

back to basics to try the latest trend in 

at-home treatments. But can the kitchen 

larder really replace the beauty parlour?

AVO
FACE MASK,
ANYONE?

H O M E- M A D E  B E A U T Y

Get that (yoghurty) 
glow: Rosie trials her 
new, chemical-free 
kitchen beauty kit

DIY beauty 
is making  
a comeback
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“home-made beauty can be great”. Despite access to  
a wealth of perfectly packaged products, she reveals  
that she recently used avocado oil on a skin flare-up. 

Regardless of my love of fancy packaging, and the  
fact that I like a product to smell nice, not go mouldy  
and be user-friendly, nostalgia and professional curiosity 
inspire me to trial the trend. So I troop off to Whole 
Foods (because putting the ingredients on my 
Sainsbury’s online order is so not Miranda Kerr).  
I also order Smeg’s new super-cute baby blue blender  
to facilitate the process. Well, Miranda would. Here  
are the DIY recipes I tried:

SOOTHED SCALP Liz Taw’s 
coconut oil remedy. Melt three 

tablespoons of coconut oil in a 
saucepan. Cool, then add five drops  
of tea tree oil, apply to scalp and 
massage well. Cover hair with  
shower cap and leave for two hours 
before shampooing with a gentle 
formula two to three times. 

The results? Not as laborious as 
expected. My scalp is less flaky. 
Hair was left a little oily. 3/5

FLAWLESS LIMBS  
An oil-based body buffer 

suggestion from Espa founder 
Susan Harmsworth. Mix half a 
cup of organic sea salt or sugar 
(sugar is more gentle), half a cup  
of organic oil (olive, almond, or,  
for very dry skin, jojoba) and  
one teaspoon of citrus zest.  
Apply in upwards, circular 
movements using firm pressure. 

The results? Easy to create and 
very effective. I applied to dry skin 
and showered off. Left skin smooth and  
soft. Smelt a little of salad dressing. 4/5

SPARKLING TEETH Apparently Julia Roberts 
eschews toothpaste and just uses this baking- 

soda solution. But my distinguished dentist friend 
Hamish Macaskill is horrified when I consider it and 
says “baking soda is too abrasive”. “But what about 
Julia?” I ask. “I think she has veneers and they’re  
pretty much bullet-proof,” surmises Hamish. The  
results? I decide not to risk my enamel. 0/5

CLEARER SKIN A rice facial exfoliator,  
as recommended by vlogger Michelle Phan.  

Her method? Take brown rice. Use pestle and  
mortar/rolling pin/blender to refine, then add  
almond milk to make facial exfoliator. The  

results? Using a rolling pin doesn’t work. Even  
blending the rice left it too rough for my  
sensitive skin. I did look glowy afterwards, but  
think more from irritation than anything else. 2/5

AMPLIFIED RADIANCE Facialist Sarah  
Chapman suggests a yoghurt face mask.  

Apply natural yoghurt, let it set, then rub it off  
with your fingertips as a ‘gommage’-style exfoliation. 
The lactic acid brightens and exfoliates. The results? 
Less messy/smelly than you’d think, and I’m left with 

properly glowing, soft skin. 4/5

DEEP HYDRATION Sarah  
Chapman’s avocado oil treatment is 

simply neat avocado oil on dry skin. “It’s full  
of essential fats,” she says.

The results? I applied to  
my face before bed and, while 
it didn’t have the fragrance  

of my Sisley Black Rose 
Precious Face Oil, it 
worked brilliantly. And 
was a tenth of the cost. 4/5

I’m impressed. Get your 
recipes from the experts 
(rather than beauteous 
Instagrammers, who’d, 
quite frankly, look good  
in a manure mask) and 

there are some effective remedies  
out there. But – and it is a but –  
press (most of) the pros and the 
message is clear: DIY products  
are best kept to the body and hair. 

“Simple blends such as body  
scrubs are fine, but when it  
comes to skincare, you can’t  

replicate the results achieved from professional 
blends,” says Susan Harmsworth (Espa is a skincare 

range I, for one, would not give up for home-made  
skin food). “Then there’s the convenience and the 
feel-good factor, neither to be underestimated on  
the quest for great skin long-term.” 

Plus, in many cases, you’ll get more benefit  
from simply eating these ingredients: “You’ll  
absorb more hair-supporting zinc, B-vitamins and 
protein from ingesting your avocado or egg yolk,  
say, than putting them on your hair,” says Adam Reed.

So while I’ll be dipping into the pantry for the 
occasional body scrub or hit of avocado-oil hydration,  
I may leave any further experiments in DIY beauty to  
the YouTubers and selfie-takers. 
The Rob Lowe crush, however, 
is still an ongoing thing. 

Apparently JULIA 
ROBERTS eschews 
toothpaste and just 
uses baking soda.  

My DENTIST  
friend is horrified

CLOCKWISE, FROM 
LEFT: Kim K; Mandy 
Moore and Minka Kelly; 
and Miranda Kerr have 
sparked a DIY trend
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BEAUTY
NOTEBOOK

U P DAT E

BEAUTY INSIDER
by ANNABEL MEGGESON 

I’m feeling a little sick. No, I’m not 
ill. It’s just I’ve been sent an article 
about the PIMPLE-POPPING 
FETISH sweeping YouTube, and 
there’s a link to the very explicit 
work of zit-zapping queen Dr 

Sandra Lee (youtube.com/user/drsandralee). 
When the US-based dermatologist noticed that 
Instagram posts of her lancing boils, squeezing 
blackheads and generally getting ICKY WITH 
SKIN garnered more ‘likes’ than glimpses of her 
LA lifestyle, she knew she was onto something: 
audiences love to be grossed out. But sooner get 
your zit fix at the expense of someone else’s 
skin, because what’s best is to NOT SQUEEZE 
AT ALL, or with very great caution. Spots should 
be coaxed, using a fingertip to massage round 
them when you cleanse, then again when you 
moisturise; only when the spot has been gently 
raised and is looking 
ripe, should you 
attempt to rumble  
it. If it doesn’t yield 
immediately, stop, 
DAB ON SOME 
CONCEALER and 
walk away. You may 
not get your gross-
out fix, but you will 
have better skin. 

This month 
I have been…

RAVING about YSL’s Vinyl 
Couture Mascara in I’m The 

Clash (£25); BRINGING 
out the green with Charlotte 
Tilbury Colour Chameleon 

Eyeshadow Pencil in 
Bronzed Garnet (£19); 

REPLENISHING my 
supply of Gallinée Foaming 

Facial Cleanser (£14)

BOBBI BROWN’S FACE 
& BODY BRONZING 
POWDER IN GOLDEN 
LIGHT (£36) MIMICS 
SKIN’S NATURAL TAN; 
LIGHTLY SWIRL ON 
WITH A BIG BRUSH 
AND FINISH UP WITH 
A TAP OF CREAM 
BLUSH ON CHEEKS

The alchemist
You name it, I hack it! Which is 
why I like Clarins new Skin 
Boosters (£30 each). Choose one 
depending on how your skin feels 
(I went straight for Energy, as 
mine always needs more zing), 

then mix three drops into 
any skincare or make-up 
vehicle of your choice 
before applying to your 
face for a bespoke boost.

BEST…  
EARLY- 
SUMMER 
UPDATES

EMERGENCY UV 
PROTECTION: 
Institut Esthederm 
UV InCellium Spray, £31

LIGHT, EASY 
SCENT: 
Givenchy Live 
Irrésistible EDP, 
£68 for 75ml

POP OF 
COLOUR: 
Dior Addict 
Lipstick in 
Play, £26.50

Quick f ix
1001 Remedies 
PurAir Purifying 
Spray (£24) is the 
Red fashion desk’s 
go-to for a post-
lunch pick-me up. 
I’ve bagged one  
for this end of the 
office, where I get 
an appreciative 
chorus of ‘Mmm’s 
and ‘Spaaaah’s 
every time I spritz. 

BEAUTY 
MATHS

Filorga Time-Zero 
Multi-Correction 
Wrinkles Serum, £54

+
Estée Lauder 
Limited Edition 
Summer Glow 
Illuminator,  
£27 at House  
of Fraser

The perfect summer 
pr
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Edited by PIP McCORMAC

Living

The first properly hot day of 
summer is like the first bite of  
a peach: sweet, scented, almost 
sensual in its delight. And both  
are now on the horizon; ripe fruit 
burgeoning as the sun gets ever 
stronger. We’re launching the 
season with Florence Knight’s early 
outdoor recipes over the page,  
a light and simple menu to coax  
you outside. But all you really  
need to start it is a taste of soft fruit. 
A promise of warmth on its way. 

PEACHY
FEELING
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Try the most summery 
peach recipes at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK



L
ast time the chef – and 
one-time Red Women  
of the Year winner – 
Florence Knight was on 
these pages, in summer 

2013, Soho was her world. She lived 
in the heart of it, was planning her 
wedding reception at its stalwart cake 
shop Maison Bertaux, and was about 
to reopen Polpetto, the Venetian 
restaurant that, under her, won a Bib 
Gourmand, Michelin’s prize for  
more affordable venues. So what’s 
changed? Well, almost everything.  

S U M M E R  R E C I P E S

COUNTRY
Swapping Soho for Sussex agrees with Florence Knight. Her 
easy alfresco food can make it feel like summer anywhere
Photographs ANDREW MONTGOMERY Styling SARAH KEADY Food styling ALICE HART  

FLORENCE
GOES
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“But then, Soho has changed a lot, 
too,” Knight says, juggling a grizzly 
baby in one arm, a life between this 
country house in Sussex and London 
in the other. “Rents have increased, 
personalities have left. Sometimes  
I think it’s a shame, but it feels good 
to be in Sussex, near my family.” 
Since having Audrey last summer, 
Knight has left Polpetto and 
overhauled her priorities. “I used to be 
a perfectionist, but the baby’s helped 
me get a grip on what’s important.” 
When she’s not scouring London for 
a new restaurant location (she can’t 
leave the city completely), she can be 
found tending her vegetable patch or 
putting on a simple summer spread 
for her family. “We want food to be 
unfussy, but elegant. Not stressful, 
but still impressive,” Knight says. 
Which sums up these recipes 
perfectly, and her new approach  
to life. PIP McCORMAC

GOAT’S CURD,  
BABY BEETROOT, 
POPPY SEED 
This simple summer starter not only 
looks pretty, but tastes light, too. 
The thyme adds a little herby note 
to the sharpness of the beets.

SERVES: 4-6
PREPARATION TIME:  
20 minutes
COOKING TIME: 45 minutes

 ● 300g purple and golden  

baby beetroot 

 ● 12 sprigs of thyme 

 ● 30g extra virgin olive oil

 ● 15g moscatel vinegar 

 ● 180g goat’s curd (or cheese)

 ● 1 tbsp poppy seeds 

1 Preheat the oven to 180°/gas 
mark 4. Trim the leaves from the 
beetroot, leaving around 1cm of  
the stems and tail attached, saving 
the leaves for the salad. Wash in 
cold water to remove all the mud 
and grit. Wrap the beetroots in 
pairs, still wet from washing, tightly 
in foil with a sprig of thyme, pinch  
of flaky sea salt and a little olive  

oil. Put them in a roasting tin  
with 1cm of water and bake for  
45 minutes or until their flesh is 
tender and sweet. While still hot, 
remove the beetroot from the 
parcels, place in a bowl and cover 
with cling film, leaving it for 10 
minutes. This helps the skins loosen 
and makes peeling them a lot easier. 
2 Using rubber gloves, carefully 
peel the beetroot, still keeping  
the stems and tails attached. Cut 
any larger beets in half. Marinate  
the beetroot in the oil, vinegar  
and a pinch of salt, and leave  
out at room temperature.
3 Spoon two to three tablespoons  
of goat’s curd onto each plate and 
top with the marinated beetroot and  
a little of the purple dressing. Scatter 
over the poppy seeds and serve. »

Goat’s curd,  
baby beetroot,  
poppy seed (and left)

Florence with her 
dogs Guinevere 
and Edna
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WHOLE GRILLED 
MACKEREL, TENDER 
LEAF SALAD
This is the simplest and best way  
to dress leaves as it allows all the 
delicate young herbs to be at their 
very best without overpowering  
or taking away their flavours.

SERVES: 4
PREPARATION TIME:  
10 minutes
COOKING TIME: 12 minutes

For the salad:

 ● 4 tbsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● Juice of 1 lemon

 ● 200g green leaves, a combination  

of lamb’s lettuce, wild rocket, chervil, 

sorrel, oak leaf and reserved 

beetroot leaves

 ● A small handful of flat leaf parsley, 

young mint leaves, dill sprigs and 

tarragon leaves 

For the fish:

 ● Extra virgin olive oil

 ● 4 whole mackerel, trimmed, gutted

 ● 1 lemon, cut into wedges 

1 Make the salad dressing by 
whisking the olive oil with the  
lemon juice. Add sea salt and freshly 
ground black pepper to taste. In  
a large bowl, gently fold through  
the leaves and herbs with just 
enough dressing to lightly coat.
2 Heat a heavy griddle pan until  
hot. Lightly oil and season the 
mackerel with sea salt inside the 
cavity. Place the fish into the hot pan 
and cook for six minutes on each 
side. Serve hot with a wedge of 
lemon and the salad on the side. 

FROM ABOVE Florence’s 
Sussex home; whole grilled 
mackerel, tender leaf salad
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HONEY ROASTED 
CHICKEN LEGS, 
LENTILS, 
WATERCRESS
Chicken works well with honey,  
the meat soaking in the sweetness 
nicely. You could also serve with 
crusty bread to mop up some of  
this delicious marinade.

SERVES: 4 
PREPARATION TIME: 15 
minutes, plus marinating time
COOKING TIME:  
40–45 minutes

 ● 6 tbsp good quality runny honey

 ● 2 garlic cloves, crushed

 ● 2 tsp Dijon mustard 

 ● 2 tbsp lemon juice 

 ● 8 chicken legs

 ● 250g puy lentils

 ● 75g watercress

 ● 3 tbsp moscatel vinegar 

 ● 6 tbsp extra virgin olive oil  

1 In a large bowl, mix together the 
honey, garlic, mustard and lemon 
juice. Make small slits in the chicken 
legs with a sharp knife and turn them 
over in the honey marinade, coating 
well. Cover and leave in the fridge 
for a few hours, or overnight.
2 Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas 
mark 6. Put the chicken and all the 
marinade juices in a single layer into 
a foil-lined roasting tin and season 
generously. Roast for 40 to 45 
minutes until the legs are cooked 
through, glossy and caramelised. 
3 Meanwhile, place the lentils in a 
pot and cover them with cold water. 
Place over a medium heat and bring 
to the boil, turning down to simmer 
for 10 to 15 minutes until tender. 
While the lentils are cooking, 
remove any woody ends from the 
stalks of the watercress and wash it. 
4 Drain the lentils and rinse under 
tepid water. While they’re warm, 
dress them with the vinegar, olive  
oil and black pepper to taste. Fold 
the watercress through the lentils 
and serve with the chicken.

BURNT AUBERGINE, 
BUTTERMILK,  
WILD HERBS
Aubergines are at their best when 
well charred on the outside, as the 
inner flesh softens and sweetens, 
losing all its bitterness. This dish is 
very light – add new potatoes or 
grains if you want to bulk it up.

SERVES: 2 
PREPARATION TIME:  
15 minutes
COOKING TIME: 10-12 minutes

 ● 1 garlic clove, crushed

 ● Juice of 1 lime

 ● 1 tbsp runny honey 

 ● A generous pinch of dried chilli

 ● 4 baby aubergines

For the dressing:

 ● 170g buttermilk

 ● 50g sour cream

 ● 1 tsp extra virgin olive oil

 ● 6 sorrel leaves, torn »

Honey roasted  
chicken legs,  
lentils, watercress 

Burnt aubergine, 
buttermilk, 
wild herbs
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 ● 6 sprigs of chervil

 ● 4 chives, finely chopped

 ● 1/4 tsp smoked paprika 

1 In a small bowl, mix together the 
garlic, lime juice, honey and chilli. 
Pierce a few holes in the aubergines 
with a toothpick or the tip of a small 
knife, rub them evenly with the honey 
marinade and set aside for one hour. 
2 For the dressing, stir the buttermilk, 
cream, oil and a pinch of Maldon salt 
and set aside. Wash the herbs in cold 
water and cover with a damp cloth.
3 Set a griddle pan over a very high 
heat or turn a gas hob to a high 
flame and place the aubergines 
directly in it. Leave them for 10 to 
12 minutes, turning occasionally, 
until the skin is blackened. 
4 Pour a puddle of dressing onto 
each plate and place the warm 
aubergines on it with a scattering  
of the herbs, a little more olive oil 
and a pinch of paprika.

RASPBERRY, 
HAZELNUT 
SHORTBREAD, 
CREAM

This shortbread with ground 
hazelnuts is such a crowd pleaser. 
Feel free to dress with any berries 
you have to hand. You may like  
to tear over some fresh mint, too. 

SERVES: 4-6 
PREPARATION TIME:  
25 minutes
COOKING TIME: 18 minutes

 ● 80g blanched hazelnuts

 ● 210g butter, room temp and cubed 

 ● 80g caster sugar

 ● 100g plain flour

 ● 50g rice flour

 ● 200ml double cream

 ● Icing sugar 

 ● 250g raspberries

1 Preheat the oven to 180°C/gas 
mark 4. Scatter the hazelnuts on a 
tray and roast for eight minutes until 
golden. Leave the nuts to cool, then 
grind finely using a mini-chopper  

or processor. Reduce the oven 
temperature to 160°C/gas mark 3.
2 In a mixing bowl, cream the butter 
and sugar together until pale and 
fluffy. Gradually sift in the flours, 
followed by the ground hazelnuts 
and a pinch of salt, bringing the 
mixture together into a firm dough. 
Be careful not to overwork it as it will 
become greasy. Flatten the mixture 
between two pieces of greaseproof 
paper until it is approximately the 
thickness of a pound coin, lay it on  
a tray and chill in the fridge. 
3 Once the shortbread is cold, 
carefully remove the top sheet  
of paper and place in the oven for 
eight to 10 minutes until cooked 
through and lightly golden. Dust 
with a little extra caster sugar and 
cut into strips or rounds, allowing it 
to cool on the tray before moving. 
4 Lightly whip the cream to a soft 
dropping consistency, adding  
the icing sugar to taste. Spoon  
a dollop of cream onto each plate,  
top with shortbread and scatter  
over raspberries, dusting with  
a little extra icing sugar. »

Raspberry, hazelnut 
shortbread, cream
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More alfresco  
recipes at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

ROASTED 
STRAWBERRIES, 
MILK SORBET, 
ELDERFLOWERS 
Nothing says summer like 
strawberries, and roasting them 
when they’re in season can feel  
like sacrilege. But they caramelise  
in the oven, and their natural 
sweetness is enhanced. 

SERVES: 4-6  
PREPARATION TIME: 15 
minutes, plus freezing time
COOKING TIME: 20 minutes

 ● 225g caster sugar

 ● 700ml whole milk

 ● 1 tbsp lemon juice

 ● 250g not-too-ripe strawberries, hulled 

 ● 3-4 sprigs of elderflowers (optional) 

1 Place 190g of the sugar and  
a pinch of salt in a saucepan with 
200ml of water and set it over 
a low heat, stirring until the sugar  
is completely dissolved. Turn up the 
heat and bring to the boil for five 
minutes. Set aside and allow to cool 
completely. Stir through the milk 
and lemon juice and churn in an 
ice-cream maker according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions or until 
firm – you’ll have around one litre  
of liquid. Freeze until required.
2 To make the roasted strawberries, 
heat the oven to 220°C/gas mark 7. 
Halve any larger strawberries and 
combine them all with the remaining 
35g of sugar. Place on a baking tray 
in an even layer and roast in the 
oven for 12 to 15 minutes until the 
berries are soft and tender. They 
should still hold their natural shape 
and be caramelised around the 
edges. Allow them to cool a little.
3 Lightly wash the elderflowers to 
be sure they are free of any bugs. 
Discard the thicker stalks. Scoop the 
sorbet into shallow bowls, spoon 
over the roasted strawberries and 
scatter over a few elderflowers. 
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In the mix
For Iranian-born food 

writer Sabrina Ghayour,  

life is enriched when you 

create your own blend.  

And yes, there can even  

be wonderment in Spam

The cake at my seventh birthday party looked  
like a giant hamburger. Over 40cm wide and 
high, it was a thing of beauty. I was totally 
enamoured – to me it was the coolest cake in  
the world. But then, I was the kid who thought 

bangers and mash were exotic, who’d go up for seconds 
of cabbage at school. The weird one who actually liked 
Spam fritters, made from this strange-seeming pink  
meat so different from anything I ever ate at home.

I’d arrived in the UK from Iran, aged two. We didn’t 
know about all the supposedly normal British foods, and 
would learn from watching them being eaten on TV. I was 
a typical daleh – the Iranian word for 
‘greedy guts’ but with more positive 
connotations, as enjoying your food  
is seen as no bad thing over there. 
Iranians don’t traditionally do desserts 
so I feasted on chocolate sponge, toffee 
pudding and spotted dick whenever  
I had the chance. At friends’ houses  
I’d be offered toasted cheese 
sandwiches and chips – what’s not  
to love? A world away from the lamb, 
rice and dried-herb dishes we’d be 
more likely to have at home. When  
my classmates came over, I’d beg for 
dinner to be anything but Persian – fish 
fingers seemed so much more exciting.

I’ve never lost that feeling of passion 
for British food. I get angry when 
people question our cuisine – we do 
the best pies in the world, and where 
Paris beats us on pastries, we edge 
back with sponge puds. I’m proud of how many 
vegetables naturally appear in British diets. From  
meat and two veg to English summer salads, greenery  
is never far from many of our national dishes. 

When I became a food writer, I didn’t give much 
thought to fusing the two culinary styles of my 
upbringing – it was just a natural evolution. For  

my first book, Persiana, I tempered the flavours of  
Iran only slightly, allowing for the fact that Western 
palates aren’t so used to sour tastes. For my new book, 
Sirocco, I wanted to give a clearer representation of  
how I cook at home: familiar Western dishes spiced  
up with Persian ingredients I have to hand – pasta  
with Turkish chilli flakes, a meat stew given extra  

spice. I want to show how versatile 
cooking can be, how if you know  
you like three separate ingredients, 
you can be pretty sure they’ll work 
together. How, if you’re missing  
one, or don’t like one taste in a recipe,  
you can usually leave it out without 
ruining the whole dish (of course,  
this doesn’t apply to the lamb shoulder 
in a lamb roast, but to the list of herbs 
and spices and added extras). 

It’s important to play around with 
flavours because food has to evolve.  
If we kept Persian recipes the same  
as they’d ever been, when women 
didn’t have jobs and had time to cook 
all day, they’d die out completely. 
Instead, looking for short cuts, using 
flavours that are easier to find, is  
a way to keep people wanting to  
cook in an increasingly busy world. 

No dish should ever be exempt from your own tweaks,  
from making it easier to prepare or more delicious to  
your personal taste. Mix together  
the best of everything. A lesson  
in food – and life. 
Sirocco by Sabrina Ghayour 
(Mitchell Beazley, £25)  
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Find three recipes 
from Sabrina’s  
new book at
REDONLINE.CO.UK

Sabrina’s store 
cupboard suggestions

ROSE HARISSA Mix into 
yoghurts and marinades, swirl 
it into butter and use to slather 
over meat before roasting. 
PRESERVED LEMONS 
Chop them into any salad 
(especially grains) or blitz  
with a blender into pesto. 
ZA’ATAR Sprinkle onto veg, 
fish and lamb before roasting.
PUL BIBER Mix into  
pasta sauce or seafood for  
a warming chilli kick. 
GARLIC OIL Stir into roast 
potatoes for fragrant spuds.

LIVING





CO M P E T I T I O N

TERMS & CONDITIONS Open to UK residents aged 18 and over who have never had a cookbook published 
by a publishing company and who are not currently signed to a public relations representative. Entrants can have 
self-published the recipes outlined in their entry, but must own the full rights in their entry. To enter, submit your 
entry as detailed above. One entry per person. Each entry must be the entrant’s original work. This competition 
opens on 4th May 2016 and closes at midnight on 12th June 2016. Entries received after the closing date will  
not be considered. The prize is a recipe feature and interview in Red and cookbook deal with HarperCollins, 
including a cash advance of £10,000. Four finalists (one entrant from each region) will be selected by the judging 
panel based on the level of creativity and passion shown in their entry. Each finalist will be invited to attend an 
interview with the judging panel at a time, venue and date to be determined by Red in its discretion in June 2016. 
Entrants must be able to attend the interview and bring their dishes for tasting. The judges will choose one winner 
from the finalists based on their inspiration, explanation style, knowledge of cooking and tasting recipes as cooked 
by the entrant. The judging panel’s decision is final. Hearst reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions 
for this competition at any time without notice. See Redonline.co.uk/foodcomp for full terms and conditions.

PIP McCORMAC, 
LIFESTYLE DIRECTOR, 
RED
A food journalist and 

recipe writer for over 10 years, Pip 
knows what people like to cook at home.

GRACE CHEETHAM, 
PUBLISHING 
DIRECTOR, 
HARPERCOLLINS

With over 20 years’ experience in 
food and drink publishing, Grace 
loves finding exciting new talent.  
She is also a published cookery  
author and blogger in her own right.

HENNA ZAMURD-
BUTT, FEATURES 
EDITOR AT MEDIA 
DIVERSIFIED

As well as championing diversity  
in journalism, Henna runs Sunbakes,  
a start-up producing handmade  
paleo cookies and cakes.

RONKE LAWAL, 
ENTREPRENEUR AND 
FOOD BLOGGER 
 Having founded her  

own PR agency, Ariatu PR, Ronke 
also blogs about her love of cooking 
at WhosForDinner.co.uk.

JESSICA LADITAN, 
CEO AND FOUNDER, 
POP UP AFRICA
Jessica’s pop-up events 

aim to make African retail and food 
brands available to a wider market, 
and have included the biggest 
African food market in London.

LESLIE LEIGH, 
FOUNDER, WEST 
AFRICA COOKS
With a background in 

web design, Leslie founded West 
Africa Cooks to promote African 
food, recipes and cooking and  
is working to bring African and 
Caribbean supper clubs to the UK.

he spicy stews and teff 
flatbreads of Eritrea, the 
scented soups of Nigeria and 
the glistening coconut rice  
of Kenya… served across 

the UK, the recipes coming out of 
Africa right now are tantalising our 
taste buds, the first wave of what we 
believe to be the next big food trend.

So we’ve teamed up with 
HarperCollins to look for Britain’s 
newest food star: the person who can 
bring their style of African food to the 
masses. The prize? A recipe feature 
and interview in a forthcoming issue 
of Red, followed by an incredible deal 
which will see you receive a £10,000 
advance before publishing your own 
cookbook with HarperCollins, the 
home of big-name authors such as 
Lorraine Pascale and Marcus Wareing. 

HOW TO ENTER
We’re looking for entries inspired by  
the regions of West, South, North or 
East Africa, with one representative 
from each category being invited to 
meet our panel of judges in London in 
June. You don’t need to hail from your 
chosen region, you just need to be great 
at cooking the food. Entries are 
submitted via Redonline.co.uk/
foodcomp. You will need to select  
your category of cuisine (West, South, 
North or East Africa) and submit five 
full recipes and 10 recipe suggestions, 
including at least one dessert and  
one vegetarian dish. You will need to 
include 100 words for each full recipe 
explaining the inspiration for each dish 
and what it will taste like. Include up to 
1,000 words about you, why you love 
your chosen cuisine and how you cook, 
and submit a photo of one of the dishes. 
Entries must be received by 12th June.

Win a recipe feature in Red, a cookbook deal  
and £10,000 advance from HarperCollins

Meet the panel

COULD YOU
BE THE NEXT

BIG STAR
OF AFRICAN FOOD?
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R E A L  H O M E

It’s blue, pink  
and everything 
in-between for 

interior designer 
Louise Matthews

HOME CV
WHAT: A four-
bedroom terrace 
house in Acton, 
west London
OWNERS: Interior 
designer Louise 
Matthews, her 
music exec husband 
Steve, son Sam, 23, 
daughter Holly, 12, 
one dog, two cats
RENOVATION BUDGET: 
£200,000 in 2014, 
including the  
rent on another 
place, too,  
during the work »

RAINBOW
   LIVING

Words PIP McCORMAC 

Photographs CATHERINE 

GRATWICKE
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LIVING

Matt paint in  
Blue Yonder, 

£34.50 for 2.5l, Eicó

Matt emulsion in Green 
Apple No 95, £39 for 2.5l, 

Designers Guild

Matt emulsion in 
Sweet Sundae 2, 

£29.99 for 2.5l, Dulux

Estate emulsion in Blazer 
£39.50 for 2.5l, Farrow & Ball

Claypaint in Freckle, 
£35 for 2.5l, Earthborn



Ceramic vase, 
£35, Habitat

Stylist’s notes 
Louise used green 
because she finds  
it calming and 
uplifting. The walls 
are covered in 
Sanderson’s Mayan 
Green, the tonally-
matched tiles are 
Emery & Cie. The 
cupboards are from 
Habitat, made 
smarter with a 
bespoke wood top 
from Norfolk Oak.

The kitchen works 
because there are  
so many different 
types of seating, 
meaning the space 
suits all occasions: 
“chatting to the 
cook, working  
at the table or 
cuddling the dog  
in the love seat”.
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Matt emulsion 
in Varese Leaf 
No93, £39 for  
2.5l, Designers 

Guild

Enamel and 
steel pendant 

lamp, £135, Hütte

Handmade 
glazed tile 
in Forest, 

£1.25 per tile, 
Marlborough 

Tiles

Stoneware mug, 
£12, Anthropologie

Large 
ceramic 
bowls,  
£50 for  

a set of four,  
Berry Red



Stylist’s notes
Blush-pink walls 
(here in Sanderson’s 
French Rose) are 
warmer than white 
but just as versatile 
a backdrop for 
colourful furniture. 
Painting the 
architraves (added 
during renovation) 
highlights the sense 
of grandiosity.  
The chandelier is 
from Phoenix  
On Golborne,  
and rug from The  
Rug Company. 

Matt emulsion  
in Raspberry 

Cream, £40 for 
2.5l, Sanderson

Oh Charles acrylic 
painting, £850 without 
frame, Luke Edward Hall

LIVING

Emulsion paint 
in Beauty 

Queen,  
£25.99 for 2.5l, 
Crown Paint

Aluminium  
mini lamp, £105, 

Anglepoise »



Stylist’s notes
Although the cupboards were 
from Ikea, Louise bought the 
handles from Chloe Alberry. 
“They were almost as much as 
the cupboards but transformed 
them into something unique.” Clustering paintings 

by theme, either by 
colour or subject, 
stops the wall from 
becoming cluttered. 

Wool rug, 
£100, Rose 

& Grey

Glass chandelier, 
£2,730, Curiousa  

& Curiousa

Discover more inspiring 
uses for colour at home, 
at REDONLINE.CO.UK
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Matt emulsion in 
Monday Blues, £26.49 

for 2.5l, Crown Paint

Emulsion in 
Dry Barley, £36 

for 2l, Paint  
By Conran

Claypaint in 
Fiddlesticks, £35 
for 2.5l, Earthborn 

Painted 
chandelier, 
£480, Out 

There Interiors

Brocade cushion,  
£275, A Rum Fellow

Wool and linen cushion, 
£100, Niki Jones

Silk and cotton cushion, 
£19, SilkWay at etsy.com

Door knobs,  
£6 each, 

Anthropologie
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LIVING

THAT
SEVENTIES

SHOW
Cheese plants, rattan and 

bamboo – the most groovy 

decade on record has had  

a very modern makeover

H O M E  U P DAT E S

Wire pendant 
light, £99, Rockett 

St George

Shand Voyage 
linen fabric in 
Carriage, £110 
per m, Liberty

Rattan 
mirror, 
£36.99, 

Maisons du 
Monde

Embroidered 
cushion, £17.50, 
Marks & Spencer

Wool- and silk-mix 
throw, £75.65, 

Urbanara  

Crocheted 
cotton pendant 

light, £420, 
Naomi Paul

Wool and wood sofa, 
£2,000, Abigail Ahern

Monstera 
deliciosa 

plant, 
£24.99, 

Waitrose

Artificial cheese 
plant, from £39.99, 
Closer To Nature  
at amazon.co.uk

Bamboo 
basket, £165, 
Bloomingville

Aluminium and 
iron chair, £349 for 
two, Swoon Editions

Geometric II 
Deco Palm 

wallpaper, £80 
per 10m roll, 
Cole & Son

Cotton 
plant 

hanger,  
£39, The 

Small Home

Glass bottle in 
raffia case, £42.50, 
The Conran Shop

Oak and glass 
coffee table, 
£495, Heal’s

Rattan chair, 
£250, Habitat

Cotton 
cushion 

cover, £75, 
Linum

For more easy 
decorating ideas, go to 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

Wool rug, £199, 
At Number 67





Fields of  
fresh lavender  
in Provence

PROVENCE
WAT E R  L I LY  H O U S E 
Sipping an espresso in the kitchen doorway of 
Water Lily House, a beautiful Provençal farmhouse, 
I watch the early morning sunlight dance across 
the manicured gardens and glinting pools, and 
happily convince myself that I could live here. 

The charmingly 
restored 10-bedroom 
house sits in gardens 
designed by the former 
owner, Dominique 
Lafourcade (rumour  
has it she’s doing Brad 
and Angelina’s chateau 
gardens down the » 

From a Provençal party pad to a bucolic cabin,  

play house this summer in the most luxe of holiday 

homes (the only problem – you won’t want to leave)

BEST FOR: 
Countryside  

chic

A VERY
    BIG HOUSE
IN THE COUNTRY… 
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Edited by SASKA GRAVILLE

Escapes



TRIP NOTES Queenwood Lodge from £145  
per person per night (based on eight sharing), 
includes breakfast and dinner (food only), use  
of spa and driving range, admission to the house 
and gardens, canapés and champagne on arrival; 
bowood.org/queenwood, 01249 822228

Queenwood Lodge, Wiltshire
Mark the Year of the English Garden in 
2016 with a stay at Queenwood Lodge,  
a restored Georgian cottage on the 
Bowood House estate. The interiors have 
antique furniture and paintings poached 
from the main house, and with just four 
bedrooms, open fires and cloud-like 
sofas, the ambience is unashamedly cosy. 
A superb chef creates relaxed lunches 
and candlelit dinners, made with local 

produce, before you are left to your 
perfectly private retreat for the night. 
Enjoy a full English breakfast next day 
and a walk around the 2,000 acres of 
gorgeous Capability Brown-designed 
parkland or relax with a massage at the 
Bowood Hotel spa. LUCY HALFHEAD

TRIP NOTES  Water Lily House from 
£10,977 (£785 per person, sleeps 14) for 
a week, self catering; oliverstravels.com, 
0800 133 7999. Fly to Marseille with 
British Airways, Ryanair or EasyJet, from 
£50. The farmhouse is a 50-minute drive 
from the airport. Car hire essential 

road – unfortunately I didn’t bump into 
Brad on the baguette run to confirm this). 
Symmetrical cypress hedges, rows of 
lavender, wisteria-covered  
walkways and herb gardens 
abound – a fantasy of French 
rural living brought to life. 

The house is rustic yet 
luxurious, with copper pans on 
the walls, a well-stocked library, 
beams aplenty and large log 
fireplaces that demand you curl 
up in front of them with a good 
bottle of wine – preferably while  
one of your house guests plays piano. 
You’ll need guests: the house sleeps 14 
people in a seemingly endless rabbit 
warren of delightful rooms, including  
two master en suites in the main house,  

a family suite and  
a mix of twin and double 
rooms, all offering luxury 
and – crucial in a shared 
house – a sense of space. 
There’s also a chic kids’ 
dorm and a huge TV room. 

Behind the trees lies  
a heated pool and African 
garden, with outdoor 
dining table, barbecue and 
sunloungers. Plus, there’s  
a floodlit tennis court to 
burn off all that cheese. 

It’s worth exploring the 
nearby towns where you’ll 

FROM TOP: The  
large terrace is perfect 
for alfresco dining;  
the heated pool

LEFT: Buy fresh 
herbs and spices at 
the many markets

What to wear

find quaint second-hand 
markets. Antiquing in  
the pretty town of 
L’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue and 
having a plat du jour  
lunch in the sunshine, 

before heading to the beautiful hilltop 
village of Gordes, was a near-perfect day. 

We had also intended to try some of the 
restaurants in the nearby Saint-Rémy-de-
Provence, but alfresco dinners at the 
house were too tempting. And as the light 
dipped on our supper of bread, cheese  
and charcuterie (washed down with local 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, of course), the 
frogs started their chorus and our day of 
pottering ended as it started – surrounded 
by the blissful peace of our very own 
French farmhouse. KATE GILBERT

L’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue

Gordes
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St Tropez Tan 
Enhancing Body 

Polish, £10

Leather bag, 
£375, Marc Jacobs 
at Very Exclusive

Lycra-mix 
bikini top, 
£34; briefs, 
£24, Freya

Leather shoes, £100, Geox



BEST FOR: 
Cabin fever

FROM LEFT: Relax in 
the bar; farm flowers 
are on sale in the shop

FROM TOP: Saska 
loved the bath-time 
goodies and the  
Soho Home shop

FROM TOP: 
Enjoy drinks  
at the bar or 
farmhouse fare 
from the deli

You’ll find vinyl 
records to play on  
the retro turntable

TRIP NOTES Soho Farmhouse from 
£325 per night for a two-person cabin 
(non-members); sohofarmhouse.com

OXFORDSHIRE
S O H O  FA R M H O U S E
It’s been several decades since my heart’s 
desire was to live a Laura Ingalls Wilder 
Little House On The Prairie life (or 
rather, Melissa Gilbert’s petticoated TV 
version), but settling into my cabin at 
Soho Farmhouse, I think I may have 
found the grown-up fix for my rustic 
daydream. And it comes with a fridge  
of pre-mixed negronis.

On 100 acres of rolling Oxfordshire 
countryside, Nick Jones and his Soho 
House team have created an urbanite’s 

fantasy of rural living. Once 
you’re checked in, you need 
never leave the compound.

The fun starts at the 
gatehouse, where you’re picked 
up by your ‘farmhand’ (yes, 
really, he’s on call throughout 
your stay) and driven to your 
cabin door. Melissa Gilbert, 
eat your heart out. This is 
everything a cabin should  

be – barn-like eaves, exposed wood, 
seagrass and kilim rugs, piles of logs and 
a roaring fire. The kitchen is stocked with 
fresh bread and local butter, there’s a cosy 
cable-knit hot-water bottle by the bed and 
lots of Cowshed goodies in the bathroom. 

This being the Soho House universe, 
there’s also a bar full of negronis (and 
martinis, tequila, Jack Daniels and the 
rest), a Marshall speaker iPhone dock, and 
a turntable with a selection of vinyl. This 
cabin is styled to the max and I love it. 

The fun doesn’t end there. The 40 cabins 
are set around a hub of barns, shops and 
the spa. Main Barn, a gloriously soaring 
bar and restaurant space, is the biggest 
hangout, but there’s also Mill Room  

(a pub), Barwell Barn (for Sunday roasts), 
a farm shop and deli and much more.  

Your spa needs are met at Cowshed 
Relax, your fitness needs in the gym and 
House Ride cycle studio, there’s a boating 
lake, an indoor/outdoor heated pool, horse 
riding and even a bowling alley. The hair 
salon is run by Josh Wood. ’Nuff said. 

Last word, however, goes to the milk 
float. If a bicycle ride to breakfast (your 
cabin comes with bikes)  
is too much effort,  
a reconditioned milk float 
will come to you. A flat 
white and avocado on 
sourdough, prepared at 
your cabin door – if that 
isn’t a rural fantasy, then  
I don’t know what is.

I realise that the actual 
countryside is absolutely 
nothing like this, but  
I don’t care. I like Nick Jones’ version 
very much indeed. SASKA GRAVILLE »

What to wear

The indoor pool at 
Soho Farmhouse

ESCAPES

Silk scarf, 
£85, Jaeger

Cotton 
top, £45, 
Hobbs

Mesh trainers, 
£59, Skechers

Leather bag, 
£1,695, Amanda 

Wakeley



BEST FOR: 
A girls’  
night in

Book a Red-approved 
getaway at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

First peek...
We are big fans of Onefinestay here 
at Red. The premise? You book 
yourself into a local’s home, safe  
in the knowledge that it has been 
vetted and primped. It may not be  
a hotel, but it will be gorgeous – and 
spotlessly clean. With London, Paris, 
New York and Los Angeles already 
covered, Onefinestay has now 

added Rome to its repertoire. One  
of the homes is a showstopper: 
Renaissance artist Raphael lived 
here, and now its three bedrooms 
and courtyard can be yours. 

The three-storey house is on Via di 
San Francesco di Sales in Trastevere, 
near the Vatican. From around £630  
a night, minimum 
four-night stay; 
onefinestay.com.  

SUFFOLK
W I L D E R N E S S  R E S E R V E
When I was 16, I had my first 
‘grown-up’ holiday. Ten of us  
spent a week in Newquay in  
squalid chalets, drinking cheap  
cider and chatting up boys while 
trying to get into the local ‘clubs’.

Fifteen years later, six 
of the original friends  
and I embark on a more 
luxurious trip to Suffolk’s 
bucolic Wilderness 
Reserve, a 4,500-acre 
estate of manor house, 
luxury cottages, barns and 
farmhouses in exquisite 
rolling countryside. This 
is a proper adults’ holiday. 

We leave our 
partners and 
various babies at 
home and pack 
two cars with  
a few bottles of 
Malbec, some 

home-made 
paneer and 
waterproofs. 
See, grown-up.

A couple of hours’ drive from 
London and we arrive to spectacular 

TRIP NOTES The Cartshed  
from £1,980 (sleeps eight in four 
bedrooms, three-night minimum); 
wildernessreserve.com

scenery but the most breathtaking 
aspect is the accommodation – it’s 
self-catering but five-star style. 

We stay in The Cartshed, an 
exquisitely restored barn with four 
bedrooms, all with en suites, an 
open-plan kitchen and living room 
area. Luxurious touches include 
Neal’s Yard toiletries and the Bang 
& Olufsen Bluetooth speaker.  

In the living room, a plump sofa, 
is perfect for gazing out of the 
floor-to-ceiling windows. There are 
glorious views onto the lush fields 
and trees. As night falls, you can 
stargaze to your heart’s content. 

The local nightlife doesn’t get  
a look-in this time around. With  
a kitchen and living area this 
gorgeous, we are all far more excited 
about cooking and lounging around. 
Cue a menu of home-made curries, 
an open fire, Joni Mitchell tunes  
and a lot of champagne. 

Day two brings a few sore heads 
(plus ça change), but we lunch at  
The Anchor pub in Walberswick, 
famed for its local fare. Feeling 
better after bubble and squeak 
and duck, we visit Southwold 
Pier, a truly strange experience 

that includes a whack-a-mole game 
with bankers in the place of moles. 

As for Saturday night, it’s home 
with local cheeses and home-made 
Welsh rarebit, plus more red wine. 
Over charades and a lot of 
giggling, we reflect that local boys 
can’t compete with catching up 
with old friends in surroundings  
as beautiful as this. It’s nice to be  
a grown-up. ELINOR BLOCK

FROM TOP: The 
wilds of Walberswick; 
Southwold Pier 

FROM TOP: Elinor 
felt right at home; the 
luxurious bathroom

The Cartshed
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The secret to a more tranquil life? It could just 
be origami... Time to fold yourself calmer

In a world where 
colouring books 
dominate the bestseller 
lists, it’s clear we’re 
more than happy to 

invest in being mindful. 
But just when we’d 

trained ourselves to keep 
between the lines, there’s  
a new mindfulness 
movement, and it’s all 
about folding. 

“Origami distracts 
people from their train  
of everyday thought,”  
says health writer Emma 
Young. “Practising it for 
10 minutes a day could 
make a big difference to 
your wellbeing.” And 
Michaela Bertsch, a stress 
counsellor who uses 
origami in therapy 
believes, “as the paper 
unfolds, the mind 
unfolds”, offering “inner 
peace and freedom”. We 
tried the tulip pattern from 
The Book of Mindful 
Origami by Samuel Tsang, 
and found the task pretty 
difficult but ultimately  
very satisfying. 
The Book of Mindful 
Origami by Samuel  
Tsang (Yellow Kite, £9.99)

THE
ORIGAMI

effect

MIND • BODY • SPIRIT
Edited by BRIGID MOSS

Self

Photograph VICTORIA LING
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WIN AT

(this woman    
   knows how)

LIFE Here is a character-defining 
scenario for you. Think of 
the last time you were 
faced with a challenge. 
Maybe it was a guitar 

chord you couldn’t quite master,  
a tricky slide to write for a client 
presentation, or systemising your 
accounts. Did you think “I’ll do  
this later” or did you sit with the 
challenge and refuse to move onto 
the next until it was conquered? 

If you chose the latter – well done. 
You’ve got grit. If you’re more likely 
to go for the former (and don’t 
worry, that’s most of us) you might 
need to work on building yours.

So what is grit, and why can  
it make or break our success? 

You might think that success is down to 
natural talent, good timing and perhaps 
even a little luck. But Professor Angela 

Duckworth has proved it’s about one thing: 
your ‘grit’. So can we all get grittier? 

M I N D -S E T

Words DOLLY ALDERTON  Photographs CHRIS FLOYD

Professor Angela 
Duckworth believes  
in the power of 
perseverance
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It’s “a combination of passion  
and perseverance for a singularly 
important goal”, according to 
Angela Duckworth, professor of 
psychology at the University of 
Pennsylvania, whose TED talk  
has been watched by over eight 
million people, and whose new book 
Grit: The Power Of Passion And 
Perseverance has been praised by 
the likes of Arianna Huffington  
and Malcolm Gladwell. 

Grit is passionate persistence  
over time, focused stubbornness,  
if you like. What Duckworth has 
shown, through years of research,  
is grit – determination and single-
mindedness – almost always wins 
over natural talent and moderate 
drive. “The correlation between 
talent and effort is zero,” Duckworth 
tells me, when we meet in Stratford, 
east London, just before she gives  
a talk at a conference for educators 
on developing grit in children.  
“And you have no idea how gritty 
someone is going to be, based on 
how talented they are.” 

CLEVER IS WHAT 
CLEVER DOES
Duckworth is bursting with 
enthusiasm and looks a fraction of 
her 45 years. I confess I found the 
book personally interesting; I’ve 
always thought of myself as being 
driven, having spent uni weekends 
doing journalism work experience, 
finishing an MA at 21, getting my 
first job as a TV producer at 22, and 
often, in the last five years, putting 
work first. And yet, the book has 
made me wonder if I am 
‘gritty’. Grit – I discover 
– is more than just 
ambition, it’s 
perseverance to stick 
at short-term hurdles 
while aiming for a 
bigger, long-term goal. 

Duckworth, by this 
definition, admits she’s  
a walking advert for grit. 
Growing up in the US as a child of 
Chinese immigrants, her ambitious 

scientist father was obsessed with 
the concept of genius – and quick to 
tell her, often, that she wasn’t one. 

Despite not being among the very 
brightest as a child, she has achieved 
dizzy career heights. She studied at 
Harvard, then did her Masters in 
neuroscience  
at Oxford and  
got a PhD in 
psychology from 
the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

In 2013 came  
a career high:  
a MacArthur 
Fellowship, 
nicknamed the 
‘genius grant’, for 
her work on grit. 
And her father 
finally said he 
was proud of her. 
In her book, she 
describes wanting 
to go back to 
being a little girl, 
to tell him what 
she now knows: 
“When I get 
knocked down, 
I’ll get back up.  
I may not be the 
smartest person 
in the room, but 
I’ll strive to be  
the grittiest… In 
the long run, Dad, 
grit may matter more than talent.” 

Duckworth’s attention was first 
drawn by the subject of grittiness 
when, aged 27, she packed in her  
job in management consultancy  

to teach maths to teens.  
She was struck by the  

fact IQ didn’t predict 
grades. The kids who 
weren’t top at maths 
but who listened, 
asked questions and 

did extra work on their 
lunch hour were usurping 

those with a higher IQ  
who lacked effort. 

“Our society emphasises talent  
a lot, with programmes like The X 

Factor or America’s Got Talent,” she 
says. “It’s easy to get distracted by it. 
It’s not to say everybody’s equally 
talented, but this kind of obsession 
obscures the tremendous effort that 
needs to go in. People give up on 
things too early because they think 
about talent so much.” 

WORK 
HARD… 
We’ve all heard 
this advice before 
– you’ll reap the 
rewards from 
hard work. But 
grit is a bigger, 
more life-
affecting concept 
than this. “People 
who are really 
great at what they 
do think about it 
all the time and 
everything they 
see gets filtered 
through that,” 
Duckworth  
tells me.  
“For example,  
I interviewed 
Chris Wink, 
co-founder of 
(theatre company) 
Blue Man Group. 
When he was 
getting started he 

had to be a waiter to make money. 
He was a terrible waiter and really 
hated it. Then one day, he realised 
that being a waiter was part of the 
project of making enough money to 
realise his dream. The next day, he 
went into work and really tried and 
he ended up getting fabulous tips. 
This is what passion is; it’s the 
opposite of being bored. When you 
have grit, everything has a point.” 

If you’re reading this and feeling 
decidedly anxious your grit is 
lacking, don’t worry. Ten pages  
into the book and I was already 
questioning my own work ethic. 

In chapter four, there’s  
a 10-question grit test (find it at » 

“Grit almost 
always WINS 
over natural 
talent and 

MODERATE 
drive”

 Really think and understand 
how your hard work will 
benefit others and the  
world – entertainment? 
Enlightenment? Inspiration? 
Gritty people have a deep 
understanding of this.

 Have hope. Even the 
grittiest of people will fail on 
the course to achievement. 
Allow yourself to be upset 
about the failure, then assess 
if you’re passionate enough 
about the end goal to start 
again the next day. 

 Lean on your loved ones. 
Be honest with them about 
the level of support you need 
to pursue your dream and ask 
them to challenge you with 
honest and constructive 
feedback and criticism. Grit 
needs support, challenge and 
conversation to thrive. 

How to grow 
your grit
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Redonline.co.uk). For some questions, 
I score high – when I’m asked if  
I’ve “overcome setbacks to conquer 
an important challenge” I can 
immediately think of times I’ve 
worked through the night or finished 
a project. For others, I don’t. 
When asked if “new ideas 
and projects distract me 
from previous ones”,  
a sign of lacking grit, 
I have to answer ‘yes’. 
Overall, I score  
a modest 3.7 out of 
five, disappointing for 
someone who secretly 
prides herself on being 
pretty hard-working and  
single-minded. But Duckworth 
reassures me that grit can be  
grown. Humans are “more adaptive 
than any other animal on the planet”. 

There are four keys to grit, writes 
Duckworth: Interest, Practice, 
Purpose and Hope. First, you need 
to find your Interest, provoking the 
passion that comes from loving what 
you do. Next comes Practice, “you 
must zero in on your weaknesses, 
and you must do so over and over 
again”. Third is Purpose, believing 
your work matters, and finally  
Hope, learning to keep going  
when you’re knocked down. 

Parents and teachers who  
inspire grit in children tend to be  
a combination of warm, respectful 
and demanding, she says. Ironically, 
Duckworth tells me, it was her 
daughters who reminded her to get 
gritty when she struggled to finish 
her book. “Scientists aren’t trained 
to write anything that more than 
seven other people can understand,” 
she says. “When you’re doing 
something you can’t yet do, it’s  
not only frustrating, it produces 
insecurity.” Writing on a family 
holiday, she threatened to throw her 
laptop in the sea. “They said: ‘Mum, 
you can’t give up, you study grit!’”

Kids are top of Duckworth’s list 
– she wants them to be taught the 
science of grit. “I want them to 
understand failure is part of the 
process and help them make 

mistakes in a way that doesn’t bring 
shame. When they try something 
and things don’t work out right 
away, or they feel confused or stupid 
or like they’re on the wrong track, 
really, that’s the track to success.” 

Grit isn’t just for career goals 
either; Duckworth says 

perseverance and passion 
work just as effectively 
in all areas of life,  
be it a determination  
to make the best roast 
chicken you can, run  

a marathon or save  
for a deposit. 

But what about the darker 
side of grit, I ask her? I speak as 
someone who comes from a family 
of people who at one point or 
another have suffered for their 
determination – my mother  
the businesswoman who regrets not 
seeing more of us when we were 
kids; my father who was always 
closing deals on his mobile during 
summer holidays; my brother the 
actor who loses sleep worrying 
about whether he got the part. 

“There’s a trade-off,” Duckworth 
admits. “I’m not very relaxed to  
be completely honest. When I’m 
working on my research, I’m always 
thinking about it. I wake up in the 
middle of the night to go to the 
bathroom and in my head I’ll be 
writing a paragraph in a paper. 
When you have grit it’s not just an 
occupation, it’s a pre-occupation.” 
Duckworth’s advice to those who are 
gripped by an obsessive passion is to 
include their loved ones in pursuing 
their goal – ask for their help, use 
their skills and bring them on-board. 

In any case, it seems the upsides 
to having grit are more than worth 
it. “I haven’t met gritty people who 
don’t want to be the way they are. 
Nobody out of the 301 people we 
interviewed wanted to be less 
gritty,” says Duckworth. Hers is  
the most inspiring message: if you 
really, really 
put your mind 
to it, you can 
succeed. 

“GRIT isn’t 
just for 

career goals. 
It works in 

ALL AREAS 
of life”

Find out how  
gritty you are at 
REDONLINE.CO.UK

BEYONCÉ  
GOT GRIT, TOO
Few people are as driven to 
greatness as Beyoncé. Her latest 
venture? Athleisure wear…
A collaboration with Topshop,  
the name of her new brand – Ivy 
Park – has a personal meaning for 
Beyoncé: Ivy, of course, is after 
daughter Blue Ivy. But, in the  
new film for the range, Beyoncé 
describes where the Park part came 
from: “I’d wake up in the morning 
and my dad would come knocking 
on my door, tell me it’s time to  
go running. I remember wanting  
to stop, but I would push myself to 
keep going. It taught me discipline 
and I would think about my 
dreams.” Over time, she says, 
running in Parkwood, the 
area of Houston where she 
grew up, her motivation 
became a state of mind 
that she dubbed the 
‘park’. “Before  
I hit the stage I go 
back to that park. 
When it was time to give 
birth I went back to that 
park. The park is what made 
me who I am. Where’s your 
park?” Ivy Park is available  
at Topshop and Selfridges. 

Beyoncé’s training 
mind-set has 
inspired her range

Tracksuit 
bottoms, £32

Racer 
vest, £20

Leggings, £48

Reflective 
cross back 

top, £60
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What makes a couple stay together? Could 

you feel close to the same person forever? 

Real women ask their most personal 

questions about long-term relationships

THE SECRET
OF SUCCESSFUL
RELATIONSHIPS

T
here’s no denying it: 
being in a long-term 
relationship isn’t  
all Valentine’s, 
rumpled sheets and 

spontaneous bunches of flowers.  
In fact, it’s more likely to be, who’s 
taking the rubbish out tonight, and 
have you filled the car up with petrol 
(and, if not, why not?). Apart from 
the very everydayness of being in  
a relationship, there are, of course, 
the bigger life issues that put stress 
on a couple, for example, the arrival 
of babies, and more pressured jobs.

So when we asked a group of 
women if they wanted any advice 
from sexual wellness expert Kate 
Taylor about being in a long-term 
relationship, they came up with 
plenty. What did surprise us is that 
the same question kept coming up 
again and again, but in different 
forms: how can we get back our 
intimacy? And as Kate explains  
over the page, it is possible to 
become closer again, in lots of ways.



What real 
women 
want to 
know

Kate Taylor is a sexual wellness 
expert and author of five books. 
Her latest is Domestic Sex Goddess, 
for couples, with or without 
children, who want creative ideas 
about bringing intimacy back.  
Here, she answers relationship 
questions from real women…

Q 
WHEN I FIRST MET MY 
HUSBAND – WE’VE BEEN 
MARRIED TWO YEARS – 

WE HAD A HUGE AMOUNT OF 
SPONTANEITY AND CHEMISTRY. 
NOW LIFE HAS SETTLED DOWN, 
IT’S DISAPPEARED. 
CAN WE GET THE 
CONNECTION BACK? 

A 
In her 
bestselling 
book Mating In 

Captivity, Esther Perel 
revealed domesticity 
can be the killer of 
passion: “Love enjoys 
knowing everything 
about you; desire needs 
mystery… Eroticism is 
numbed by repetition. 
It thrives on the 
mysterious, the novel, 
and the unexpected.”

When you were 
dating, I’m assuming you saw your 
husband a couple of times a week. 
Now you see each other every night. 
To put things in context, you have 
just ‘dated’ your husband for over 
700 nights in a row. Can you see why 
things aren’t quite as spontaneous? 

Focus more on you for the next 
couple of weeks. Book in nights  
with friends, find a new interest,  
go back to the gym. It’ll stop your 
partner taking you for granted, and 
prevent you from feeling needy,  
or over-analysing your relationship.  
It will also encourage your husband 
to start ‘courting’ you again. 

Q 
CONVERSATION WITH  
MY FRIENDS TURNS TO 
OUR SEX LIVES. I  FEEL 

INADEQUATE THAT MY PARTNER 
AND I AREN’T DOING THE SAME 
THINGS EVERYONE ELSE DOES. 
ARE WE  NORMAL?

A 
There is no such thing as 
‘normal’ intimacy, so stop 
comparing your relationship 

to other people’s. No, everyone  
else is not wildly romping 20 times  
a week. There are peaks and troughs 
in every couple’s life. I’d steer the 
conversation away from sex next 
time you meet. You can say you just 
prefer not to share such intimate  
and personal details about your 
partner with anyone else. Even if  
you feel like the only Charlotte in  
a sea of Samanthas, you are still 
perfectly normal to be having  

a more sedate sex  
life. The important 
thing is that you find  
a way to stay intimate 
with your partner.  
Find ways that  
work for you.

Q  WE  HAVE 
THREE  
 SMALL 

CHILDREN, AND 
WHEN MY HUSBAND 
AND I DO FIND TIME 
ALONE, IT’S NOT  
LIKE IT USED TO BE.  
I  HAVEN’T GOT  
THE  EMOTIONAL 

ENERGY TO CONNECT WITH  
MY HUSBAND OR HAVE SEX  
WITH HIM. WHAT CAN I DO? 

A At the moment, you’re 
getting all your emotional 
needs met by your children. 

And your physical needs are being 
over-met — many mothers report 
feeling ‘all touched-out’ at the end 
of the day, as looking after small 
children is incredibly physical.  
If you’re still breastfeeding, that  
can affect your sex drive, too. 

Start making small changes  
to remind you that actually, you  
do enjoy being intimate with  

Even if you  
feel like the  

only Charlotte 
in a sea of 

Samanthas, 
remember there 
is no such thing 

as ‘normal’ 
intimacy

PROMOTION



your husband. Set a strict bedtime 
routine for the kids. Get a lock  
on your bedroom door. Book  
a babysitter (or swap with other 
mum friends) and go out. And,  
once or twice a week, eat dinner  
with your partner at the table, no 
distractions, and talk about your day. 

Q 
SINCE I REACHED MY 
MID-FORTIES, I’VE 
STARTED TO HAVE HOT 

FLUSHES AT NIGHT AS WELL AS 
VAGINAL DRYNESS – MY DOCTOR 
SAYS IT’S THE PERIMENOPAUSE.  
WHAT CAN I DO TO MANAGE 
THESE SYMPTOMS?

A 
Perimenopause is the  
stage before menopause. 
You are still producing 

eggs, but your ovaries are slowing 
down and your levels of oestrogen 
are starting to fall. Some women  
find they suffer from vaginal 
dryness, hot flushes, dry hair and 
skin, and an increase in facial hair. 

While the causes of  
vaginal dryness are 
often a natural part of 
life, the symptoms 
don’t have to be. There 
are products available 
that can help such as 
Vagisil ProHydrate. 
Available as an internal 
or external gel, Vagisil 
ProHydrate works  
by slowly releasing 
moisture internally. 

Q 
I  WORK 
MUCH 
LONGER 

HOURS THAN MY 
PARTNER, COME 
HOME  EXHAUSTED AND 
DON’T FEEL LIKE HAVING SEX.  
WHAT CAN I DO?

A 
Does your partner help  
out, or do you come home 
to a mountain of cleaning, 

laundry and cooking?  When one 
person in a relationship 
feels they’re putting 
in more than 50% of  
the effort, intimacy 
naturally wanes. If 
switching your working 
hours isn’t an option, you 
need to find some way 
of feeling like a team. 
Go to bed at the same 
time every night, and 
you may find your sex 
drive naturally increases.  
Just snuggling up will 
help. Kissing is important, 
too! When 
we kiss, hug or touch 
our partner, our body 

produces a bonding hormone 
(oxytocin) that increases feelings 
of trust and affection.

Q 
I’M WORRIED BECAUSE 
EVEN WHEN I WANT SEX 
WITH MY PARTNER, MY 

BODY DOESN’T SEEM TO. IS IT 
NORMAL TO HAVE DRYNESS?  
OR DO I NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR? 

A A recent survey by Vagisil 
ProHydrate revealed nearly 
two-thirds of women* have 

experienced vaginal dryness.  
Seeing your GP would be a good 
idea, to check for physical issues  
like a urinary tract infection, or  
to discover if any medications  
you’re using can cause dryness. 

Hormonal changes after 
childbirth, during breastfeeding  
and around the menopause can  
alter your natural lubrication. 
Increasing the amount of foreplay 
can help massively. But also  
consider using a product: you  
can use Vagisil ProHydrate  
before intimacy, to naturally  
release moisture. 

When we kiss, 
hug or touch  
our partner,  

our body 
produces 

oxytocin that 
increases 

feelings of trust 
and affection  

REAL INTIMACY, NATURAL MOISTURE
Vagisil ProHydrate Wash moisturises while it gently cleanses, the External 
Hydrating Gel feels like your own moisture, and the Internal Hydrating Gel 
slowly releases moisture, so you can be ready whenever the moment is right.

PROMOTION
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My husband has always suffered 
from SAD (Seasonal Affective 
Disorder), so at the start of last 
winter I encouraged him to go  
to the doctor to get his usual 
antidepressants. He told me he 
had, but in fact he hadn’t. For the 
next month or so, he kept shouting 
at me for no reason. I felt I had to 
walk on eggshells around him. We 
went away for a weekend and  
I tried to talk to him but he shut 
me down. We had some horrific 
rows. On the way home, he said 
he didn’t love me like he used to, 
he felt numb. I was devastated  
but suggested he go back to  
the doctor. In the end we went 
together. He was diagnosed with 
depression and given medication. 
Things seemed better.

But two weeks later he told me he 
had to leave. He cried and said he 
didn’t want to but he had to. I was 
devastated. He came round a week 
later to say he’d been diagnosed 
with a mental breakdown. He 
agreed to take medication and have 
twice-weekly counselling sessions.

That was over six months ago 
and he’s still not living at home.  

He says he isn’t ready. He says he 
likes living alone. He texts and 
rings me every day, comes for 
dinner most days, sometimes 
stays over. Some days he says  
he loves me and that we’ll get 
through this, other days he  
says he doesn’t know if we will. 

I’m scared, exhausted, angry, 
sad. I know I can cope on my  
own – I’m having counselling and 
see good friends regularly. But  
I don’t want to give up on him. 
Name withheld

I could say, decide how long you 
want to give it, set a boundary and if 
he hasn’t made his mind up by then, 
get on with your life and find yourself 
a new mate. But there’s stuff going  
on here that needs more unpicking. 

Re-reading your email, I began to 
notice how directive and certain you 

can seem. You seemed sure he should 
be taking the antidepressants and 
yet, it is obvious he felt differently. 
I’m wondering if he feels that in your 
relationship he has the space to be 
unsure? I wonder if, because you are 
intelligent, quick-witted and practical 
(I’m guessing you are), there isn’t the 
room for him to feel his way as to 
what is right for him.

What we all need, whether we’re 
going through mental-health 
difficulties or not, is the space to be 
heard, to be unsure without being 
directed. This is what happens when 
you go to counselling; someone 
helps you track your feelings and 
your thoughts and may help you 
order or understand them, but they 
don’t tell you what they should be; 
only you can know that. By the way, 
I’m really glad you are seeking out 
support for yourself at this time, too. 

My advice is this: don’t see 
yourself as the ‘okay one’ and him 
as the ‘not-okay one’. Instead, see 
yourselves as a system, and that both 
parts of the system have faults and 
strengths. Don’t see one of you as 
being right and the other as wrong 
but both of you experiencing the 
world in your unique ways. 

No one can really know what it’s 
like to be someone else. Appreciate 
your different viewpoints and accept 
you have different emotions, wants 
and needs. You obviously don’t want 
to give each other up, so if you can 
learn to listen and feel for the other, 
you can both learn to compromise.

There is a saying in couple’s 
therapy, that you can choose 
between being right or being happy. 
I wonder whether, if you were less 
right about him and what he needs, 
you would be happier? For example, 
it might just be that long-term 
antidepressants are not the way 
forward for him. I expect he needs  
to live alone to find out what he 
needs for himself without you telling 
him what he should do. He’ll have  
to get there by getting to know his 
own mind rather than just using 
yours. It sounds as if he is taking  
the space to do this. 

ASK
PHILIPPA

Photograph CAMERON McNEE

A reader asks how she can make her 
depressed husband better. But it’s not 

all about him, says psychotherapist 
and Red ’s agony aunt, Philippa Perry 
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WHAT DO YOU NEED TO ASK PHILIPPA?
Philippa would love to give you an answer to your problem, whether  
it’s about life change, work/life balance or work issues, expectations or 
confidence, goals and ambitions, children or fertility, friends, frenemies, 
partners or relations. Email her in confidence at therapy@redmagazine. 
co.uk. You’ll find all Philippa’s past columns at Redonline.co.uk. 



Advertisement feature

Pregnancy, childbirth, 
menopause, weight gain 
and even some high impact 
sports can leave your pelvic 
floor weakened and 
stretched. This problem 
affects millions of women 
in the UK resulting in leaks, 
lack of sensation and 
prolapse (where pelvic 
organs drop out of place). 
You can regain control and 
confidence with Kegel8. 
Featuring 20 exercise 
programmes this digital 
exerciser automatically locates and works your muscles to 
perform over 200 contractions. Take the Kegel8 12 week 
challenge and take positive action to get strong again.

See women’s stories at: www.kegel8.co.uk/prolapse 
Call: 01482 496 932.

THINGS JUST DON’T FEEL 
THE SAME ANYMORE?

25% OFF FOR ALL RED READERS 
Beauty from Within 
with PureHA
Hyaluronic Acid (HA), or 
Nature’s Moisturiser as it is  
often called, is found naturally 
throughout the body but most 
abundantly in the skin where  
it helps create a smoother  
plumper appearance.
As we age, our HA levels reduce. 
By taking PureHA liquid food 
supplement daily, you are 
naturally helping to top up your 
body’s HA levels. Join the fight 
against ageing today and create 
beauty from within with PureHA. 
17mg of HA in every sachet, 
simply add to water and drink! 

Look Younger Longer™  
Regentiv’s The Specialist Serum (with Retinol)

Lines, wrinkles, 
crepey eyes, sun and 
skin damage can all  
benefit from this 
potent formula. 
Developed by leading 
skin specialists with 
concentrated Retinol, 
Vitamin E, Aloe Vera 
and sunscreen.
Users say, “Since 
starting with The 
Specialist Serum my 
friends have asked 
what I am using and 
my skin has never 
looked better”. 

To order visit www.regentiv.co.uk  Tel: 01923 212555. 30ml 
£29.95, 50ml £44.95, 100ml £79.95, 200ml £149. Free P&P. 
Regentiv Specialist Skin Care, PO Box 400, Herts, WD17 3ZW.

MINIMUM EFFORT  
MAXIMUM IMPACT
Get salon defined brows at 
home with the Colorsport 
30 Day Brow Tint, 
semi-permanent colour 
that lasts for up to 30 days. 
Available in black or dark 
brown this easy to use 
brow tint leaves eyebrows 
healthier-looking and 
more defined in just  
two minutes. 
Using the original 
Colorsport formula,  
brows appear glossier  
and naturally darker.  
A truly waterproof 
formula, with up to 16 
applications per pack.  

Available in Boots RRP £8.25. 
For more information visit  
www.colorsport.com.

Get 25% off your order 
today quote RED25 at 
www.pureha.co.uk or call 
us on 01480 869 456  
or buy in Waitrose with our 
in store offer!



Advertisement feature

Riviera Touch
Knitted with the perfect balance of stripes to flatter every figure, 
Riviera Touch a subtle sun-kissed and sea-sprayed feel, using the 
understated colours of Navy and White or Popcorn and White. 
Incredibly soft, Riviera Touch is expertly crafted in a fine guage 
100% cotton, perfect for the summer months. Scoop neckline with 
cuffs and welt incorporated into the hems and fully fashioned sleeves 
help Riviera Touch maintain its simple, clean lines. 
Riviera Touch – for a touch of the Riviera.

Promotion @ £39.00 + p&p. Available from our online store 
www.originalblues.uk or call 01635 867165.

BRITISH MADE SOFA 
BEDS, SOFAS AND BEDS
Willow and Hall design and sell quality 
upholstered living and bedroom 
furniture, handmade by craftsmen in 
Wiltshire. Designs are available in a large 
selection of fabrics and leathers while 
chaise models are ridiculously handy 
with a storage compartment, perfect for 
stashing all your extra bits and bobs. 
Use code RED1616 by 1st June 2016 to 
receive a further 5% off current 
discounts, leading to 35% lower prices 
than high street retailers. 
Free delivery in around four weeks for 
most of the UK mainland and 14-day free 
returns on all items.
Product featured: The Ashwell Chaise 
Storage Sofa/Sofa Bed in Linen Cotton 
Stone from £1,712 and £1,855.

Visit www.willowandhall.co.uk 
or call 0845 468 0577 to find 
out more.

SWOON EDITIONS 
Swoon Editions is an online furniture brand that enables 
people to buy beautifully handcrafted furniture at honest, 
reasonable prices. Made from reclaimed elm and eight 
individually selected brass and zinc handles, the bestselling 
Rubricks chest of drawers brings rustic charm to a clean-mid-
century shape – just £449 including delivery.

Readers also save £20 on orders over £200 with voucher code 
REDMAG. To order, go to swooneditions.com/redmag or call 
0203 137 2464. Offer expires on 01.06.16.
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C O L L E C T I O N S

www.cliftonrocks.co.uk

www.sushilla.co.uk

Talitha
Earrings

www.silvarious.com | 01629 810028

w w w . j a n e k e n n e y . c o . u k

www.mirridamer.com
mirridamer@yahoo.co.uk

01580 753399
www.lathamandneve.co.uk
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C O L L E C T I O N S 
&  H E A L T H

HRI Water Balance is a traditional herbal medicinal product used to
relieve the symptoms of mild water retention, based on traditional use
only. Available from Holland & Barrett, Boots, Superdrug, Tesco, Asda,
Sainsbury’s and Morrisons stores.

Look for the THR symbol – your guarantee of safety and quality.

Always read the label www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk

HRIWater Balance tablets for the relief of water retention

Measure the difference
with Water Balance

Call 01273 722 110 | www.scarlettjewellery.com

£39
from

Before After

• HANDBAG RESTORATION OR COLOUR CHANGE
• REPLACE ZIPS & LINING

• REPAIR SCUFFS, SCRATCHES, BURNS & TEARS
• REMOVE LIQUID & ALL OTHER STAINS

web: www.handbagclinic.co.uk
tel: +44 (0)1207 279963 / email: enquiries@handbagclinic.co.uk

HANDBAG CARE & REPAIR
SPECIALISTS

Nationwide handbag renovation service for leather & fabric bags

The Guess How Much I Love You jewellery collection
has been inspired by the wonderful and timeless

international best-selling picture book by
Sam McBratney & Anita Jeram.

www.guesshowmuchiloveyoujewellery.com
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F A S H I O N  &  B E A U T Y

I was thrilled with the level of 
care I received with MyBreast.
I couldn’t be happier
Trust Pilot Reviewer

“
“

The UK's Premier 
Cosmetic Surgery Group

Fall in love with yourself   
just a little bit more
Book your consultation with a UK 
BAAPS and/or BAPRAS registered 
plastic surgeon today!

Your local 45 minute Surgeon Consultation will cost £25

www.mybreast.org
0843 778 1525

Interest Free Finance options available subject to Terms and Conditions. Comprehensive Aftercare.

PARIS is a British label specialising in creating luxury 
feminine pieces for the modern woman. The Paris Atelier 
hallmark includes a simplistic approach to silhouette and 
shape to create a timeless and elegant aesthetic. The brand 
offers customers exclusivity by creating made to order 
seasonal collections available in limited numbers. Femininity, 
elegance and craftsmanship are at the heart of the brands 
aesthetic, and all collections are handmade in Britain. 

W W W . P A R I S W O M E N S W E A R . C O M

I N F O @ P A R I S W O M E N S W E A R . C O M

@ P A R I S A T E L I E R _

Phone for a catalogue on
01439 798388

or visit www.AmpleBosom.com

Bra & Swimwear
Specialist
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F A S H I O N

info@capriceshoes.co.uk |         facebook.com/capricefootwear |         twitter.com/capriceshoes
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in Eyebrow Products

CALL 020 3130 6792
wunderbrow.co.uk FREE DELIVERY #1 Best Seller

Available at selected
Boots stores and Boots.com

Order by 8pm and collect for free tomorrow from midday.

TRY FOR
ONLY

£19.95

There’s no easier way to add instant fullness
to your brows. Instead of unnatural brow
pencils, powders or painful tattoos, simply
brush on this lightweight gel, and hairlike
fi  bers and pigments will cling to your
existing brow to fi ll in, defi ne and thicken.

WUNDERBROW creates gorgeous, natural
looking brows that will last for days – even after 
swimming or showering. This innovative formula 
won’t run or transfer, but it comes off easily with
any oil based cleanser.

 Blonde Black/Brown Auburn Brunette

IN UNDER
2 MINUTES

SUPERMODEL
EYEBROWS

Visit us on  and  to meet over 300,000 Beautiful Fans and Customers.

EXCLUSIVE: PERMAFIX TECHNOLOGY WITH HAIR FIBRES COMPLEX



CANCER 22nd June-22nd July

This month sees some potentially 
wonderful changes in your 
important relationships, romantic  
or otherwise. Do all you can to work 
with the energies – chances like this 
don’t come along every month. Be 
honest about when you’ve been too 
intense. You could even reconcile 
with someone you’ve fallen out with.

LEO 23rd July-23rd August 

If you want more cash, keep your 
intentions clear and expectations 
high. Do whatever you can to open 
the financial floodgates – there  
is money waiting for you and the 
planets want to send it your way. 
Not through winning it, necessarily, 
though that isn’t out of the question. 
Probably through hard work.

VIRGO 24th Aug-22nd Sept

This could be your lucky month, 
Virgo. You have wonderful energies 
for doing whatever you want. Think 
of the world as your oyster and 
enjoy yourself. And if the world 
doesn’t feel like your oyster, then it’s 
time for you to do something about 
that. Widen your options. Anything 
to do with kids, romance and 
creativity is a possibility now, too.

GEMINI
21st May-21st June
This is the month to  

change yourself and your 
relationships. If what you’re 
getting from life doesn’t feel 

like enough, ask for more. 
And if you’re in love with 

life, exude gratitude (you’ll 
attract more good stuff).

STARS
Yasmin Boland reveals what’s 

in store for you this month
Illustration CHARLOTTE TROUNCE

LIBRA 23rd Sept- 23rd Oct 

Your private life, home and family 
is in focus this month. Change –  
for the better – is possible, so face 
in the direction you want to go  
and start moving. In other words 
think about what constitutes 
domestic bliss for you and make  
it happen. Because it really can.

SCORPIO 24th Oct-22nd Nov

Use this month to work on your 
self-love. Surround yourself with 
friends who make you feel good 
about yourself. Try to extricate 
yourself from any nay-sayers or 
people who are mean, who bring 
you down or pour cold water  
on your dreams. Many Scorpios  
still need to build up their self-
worth, post Saturn’s visit.

SAGITTARIUS 23rd Nov-21st Dec

No-one can deny that you have  
to work hard right now, Sagittarius. 
However (and it’s a big however),  
it really does look as though you 
might be about to start to reap  
the fruits of your labour, especially, 
but not only, at work, where there 
could be some very welcome 
money news coming your way  
this month.

CAPRICORN 22nd Dec-19th Jan

This is the time to focus on your 
most important relationships. 
Things can really change for the 
better for you this month. Think 
about all your relationships, not  
just those closest to you. Positive 
changes with colleagues – or even 
someone you’ve fallen out with  
– are yours for the taking.

AQUARIUS 20th Jan-18th Feb

Want some good money news? 
Some could be coming your way  
this month as lucky Jupiter is 
triggered in your cash zone by  
the potentially life-changing Pluto. 
Keep expecting the best, but be 
careful not to overspend (always  
a risk with Jupiter egging you on 
financially, as he is now).

PISCES 19th Feb-20th Mar

If your love life hasn’t been  
going too well (or you’ve had to  
be endlessly patient with your 
partner), this month could sort 
things out. You are already in  
a good overall cycle to fall in  
love and be treated well. Now it 
looks like things can somehow  
go up a notch for you and your 
beloved, in a good way.

ARIES 21st March-19th April

It’s lucky you’re reading this because 
you’re getting some important info: 
the efforts you make now at work 
will really pay off… in about a year.  
If you have your eye on a promotion, 
for example, put in the hard slog 
now. Hopefully something that 
happens around the end of June will 
show you you’re already on track. 

TAURUS 20th April-20th May

If you’ve had a lot of fear around 
money these past few years, this is 
the month to sling that out of the 
window. There’s a new moon in your 
money zone and, moreover, action 
in your fun zone. In other words, it’s 
time to lighten up. Allow yourself  
to have some fun. PS. Love-wise 
and with friends, no arguing! 
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JOE WICKS
The Body Coach explains why this market-stall 

portrait of Bob Marley is a family treasure

Photographs SUKI DHANDA

In 2005, when I was 19, I went travelling around  
the world. In Australia, I met a Swedish girl, 
Caroline, and we decided to take a trip to Thailand 
together. One day, while exploring a street market  
in Bangkok, this Bob Marley painting on an elderly  

Thai man’s stall caught my eye. It’s hand-painted and 
UV-sensitive, so that if you shine an ultra-violet light  
on it, song lyrics shine through.

Bob Marley has always triggered many happy 
childhood memories for me. When I was growing up, my 
dad was obsessed with him. At one point, he actually had 
dreadlocks, and everyone used to call him Gary Marley! 

Every year, we’d drive down to the South of France for 
our family summer holiday, and my dad would only play 
Bob Marley in the car. Of course, we’d all sing along. 

Caroline and I have been together ever since we  
found our painting on that little stall in Bangkok.  
Now, 10 years later, after making its way around  
the world, the painting hangs in our living room.  
As soon as you walk into our flat, you see it straight  
in front of you, bold and bright, next to the window.  
It’s one of our first memories of being together. 
Lean In 15 by Joe Wicks (Bluebird, £14.99); 
thebodycoach.co.uk
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MY FAVOURITE THING
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